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ABSTRACT

Economic growth in virtually alt developing countries
has been characterized by shífts in the structure of produc-
tion toward the manufacturing sector. Such structural sh]-fts,
however, often do not take place at a steady rate. The growth

of manuf acturing output in Bangladesh and rnd.j-a, f or j-nstance,

reveals three features: (1) a high degree of fluctuations
in the growth rate of output i Q) a high degree of variation
in growth rates across different sub-sectors of the manufac-

turing sector; and (3) a low trend growth rate, compared to
many other developj-ng countries. The main objective of this
study is to investigate how the growth of output in the capi-
talist manufacturing sector (i.e., the registered manufacturing
sector) has been affected by structural interdepend.ence between

this sector and other sectors.

As a first step, a model is presented to demonstrate

theoretically the interaction between the inter-sectoral terms

of trade and the growth of manufacturing output. This is fol*
lowed by an empirical investigation of the nature of adjustment
processes in the manufacturing sector in response to changes

in the terms of t.rade. Two possible adjustment processes are

considered: the demand-adjustment process, as emphasized in
a Kalecki-Kardor moder; and the supply-adjustment process, as_

emphasized in a Ricardo-Lewis model. Empirical evidence, based

vl-



on trends in the growth of output, the mark-up, the terms of
trade, and the ratio of raw material costs to the wage bilI,
seems to suggest that the adjustment process in the manufac-

turing sector of India is consistent with the Rj-cardo-Lewis

model. On the other hand, the adjustment process in Bangladesh

manufacturing seems to be consistent with the Kalecki-Kaldor
model. This conclusion is also supported by evidence on chan-
ges in j-ncome di-stribution within the manufacturing sectors of
Bangladesh and India. one possible explanation for different
adjustment mechanisms Ín Bangladesh and India lies in differences
in market size and in the monopoly power of firms in the manu-

facturing sectors of these two countries"
This study, in contrast to other studies in the litera-

ture, emphasizes the relevance of a two-foId. disaggregated.
analysis for investigating the problems of manufacturing out-
put growth;

1) a comparati-ve analysis of the wage goods, basic goods

(e.9., capital goods), and non-basic aoods (e.g., luxury
goods) industries;

2) the flows of wage goods, basic goods, and non-basic goods

between the sectors of the economy.

Empiricar evidence suggests that, compared to the wage goods

industry, the non-basic aoods industry is likely to have grea-
ter monopoly power and thus to exhibÍt the xalecki-Ka1dor adjust-
ment mechanism. The wage goods industry, one the other hand, is
rikely to exhibit the Rj-cardo-Lewis adjustment mechanj_sm.

vii



In this study an attempt is made to examj-ne briefly
the role of petty commodity production in the growth of the
manufacturing sector. on the basis of.the limited evidence

available, it is apparent that petty commodity prod.uction is
more integrated with the manufacturing sector than is commonly

supposed. This study further reveals thatr âs far as industrial
activity is concerned, the petty commodity sector seems to be

in competition with the wage goods j-ndustry of the capitalis-
tic manufacturing sector" The existence of this competj-tion

may be one of the reasons why the wage goods industry, compared

to the non-basic goods industry, has rimited monopoly power.

' This study also exami-nes aspects of possible demand

constraints on the manufacturing sectors of India and Bangladesh.

Ït appears from the empi-rical investigatj-on that output growth

patterns of overall manufacturing are closely related to those

of the non-durable consumer goods ind.ustry. Finally, on the

basis of evidence on consumption patterns of different expen-

diture crasses in rural areas, this study is skeptical about

the notion that any reduction in rural income inequality would

increase the growth of manufacturing output through a'rise in
demand"

viii
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CHAPTER T

ÏNTRODUCTTON

Capital accumulation and growth continuously

interact with structural interdependence within an ..oro*y.1
such interaction is a two-way process: at any given time

the prevailing structural interd.ependence infruences the
pace of capital accumulat,ion and growth which in turn give

way to new f orms of structural ìnterdeperrdence.2 This is
especially relevant i.:: such developing countries as rndia
and Bangladesh where significant heterogeneities exist in
several spheres: technology, labour markets, the organi-
zation.of production (capitalist and non-capitalist), and

taste patterns.

one of the preoccupations of development economists

has been to j-lluminate the process of this jnteraction.

Two main objectives have been the following: first, to
state the conditions which would ensure a steady rate of
growth and the transformation of the "traditional,' sectors;
and second, to explain how growth in an economy or in a

IStruct.ural i-nterdependence j_nvolves linkages
among sectors through flows of labour, capital, commodities,
technology, and the like.

)-rmplications of structural .i'terdependence forgrowth were recognized long ago by euesnay in Tableau
Economique (1758 ).
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particular sector can be hindered by constraints ori-ginating
in other sectors

The scope of this st.udy is largely rimited t.o this
second objective. specificarry, this study will deal with
the following question, with reference to Tndi-a and

Bangradesh: how has t,he growth of manufacturing output been

affected by structural interdependence between the manufactur-
ing sector and other sectors? The question is important for
several reasons. First, successful economi_c development in
virtually all countries has been characterized by a rise in
the share of manufacturing in total output.3 second, in such

countries as Bangladesh and India, the growth of manufacturing
output t: likely to be j-nfluenced by the growth of output
j-n other sectors, especially in the agrj-culturar sector and

by the nature of inter-sectoral rinkages. Finally, the
growth of manufacturing output in Bangladesh and rndiar âs

u¡e shall see later, reveals three features which need to be

examj-ned.. These features are: (1) a high degree of fluc-
tuatj-on in the rate of growth of output i e) a high degree

of variation in growth rates across different sub-sectors
of the manufacturj-ng sector; and (3) a low trend growth

3

per capit
see H. B.
Ameri-can

For evidence of the positive rerationship betweena income and the growth of manufacturjng output,Chenery, "Patterns of Industrial Growth, "Economic Review September, 1960; and UN,,
Department
Industrial

of Economic and Socj-a1 Affairs, A Study of
Growth , New York , L963.
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raLe in comparison with many other developing countries.4
Tt i-s the hypothesis of this study that structural

interdependence between the manufacturing sector and other
sectors prays a significant role in shaping the growth

pattern of the former sector. Furthermore, it is likely
Lhat the experiences of Bangladesh and Tndia are not. unique;

aceordingly' generalizations based on the empirical evidence

for Bangladesh and rndia may apply to other developing

countri-e s "

1"1 Theoretical Framework

. Since neither the post-Keynesian nor the neo-

classical one-sector models can be expected to highlight
the implications of structural interdependence for growth,

3" appeal to two-sector ormulti-sector models is under-

standable.5 Given the objective of this studyr \dê shall
consider two competing theoretj-cal frameworks. At the risk

4 Of the 7I developing countries for which data areavailable, 40 countries have shown higher rates of manu-facturing growth than ej-ther rnd.ia or Bangladesh, duringthe period 1970-78. Source: The World Bank, World
Development Report , 1980, Table 2

5This is not to say that
useless for a developing economy.

-sector models are
economists (e . g.
rdeveloped Economiesr "
The Economics of

Underdevel nt (Delhi: University Press, 1958) )
of the Harrod-Domarhave trie to apply some

model- to deveropj-ngi countries. The model adopted in the
,fJt",t, f ive-year plan (1951-1956) of Ind.ia was essentj-a1ly(Continued next page)

Henry J. Bruton, "Gro!,/th Models and
in A. M. Agarwala and S. p. Singh,

Oxford
var ianLs

all one
Some

Unde
eds. ,
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of over-simplif ication vre shall identify them as:

(1) Ricardo-Lewis Model6 and. (2) Kalecki-Kaldor modet" 7

Ricardo-Lewis Model

As it j-s well-known, the dual economy models in the

tradition of Lewis (1954) consider development as a transi-
tion from traditionar to modern forms of production and

economÍc actj-vÍty. During the process of economic develop-

ment, profits, savings, and capital accumulation j¡crease in
the capitalj-st sector or j-n the industrj-aI sector the most

dynamic sector, given the subsistence level of wages.

what does this theoretical framework say about the

possible causes of inteiruptions to the growth process? rn

this context the dual-economy moders emphasize the critical-
role of the terms of trade between the sectors. Growth in
the capitalist sector or in the indust.rial sector can be

sLowed down by a deterioration in the terms of trade. ït

5 (Cont,inued)
a simpre version of the Harrod-Domar model. on the other
hand, one-sector models
explaining growth i-:r the

in his Modern Ca ital ism:

are not necessarily adequate in
developed countr j-e s. See , f or

Structure of Modern Capitalismr,'
Tt.s Growth and Transformation

example, an application of a dual framework of analysis in
John Cornwall, "The Dual

London: Martin Robertson,

6W. A. Lewis, "Economic .Development !{it.h Unlimited
supplies of Labour, " Manchester school of Economic and
Social Studies , May, L954.

7M. Kalecki, Selected Essa s on the mi-c s ofthe C italist Econ I Cambridge: t dgeUniversity Press, 7T ; N. KA T, "Inflation and Recessionin the World Economyr " Economic Journal, December t976.
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is important to note that the effects of a deteri-oration in
the terms of trade work mainry through higher costs per unit
of output and hence through lower profits and lack of in-
cent.ive to produce and invest. Deficient aggregate demand

is not, apparently, a significant hindrance in such models.

rt should be noted that the scenario of constraint,s
on growth depicted in the Lewis-t,ype model i-s si_milar to
that in the Ricardian model of growth and stagnatiorr.S rn
a t\,vo-sector economy consi_sting of agriculture and manu-

facturing, a consequence of the Ricardi-an growth process is
essentially a shift in relative prices in favour of t,he

agricultural sector" The falling share of profit and the
rising share of rent in nati-onar i_ncome in this growth
process can thus be viewed as an aspect of the terms of
trade effect.9

ïn any extension of the Lewis-type theoreticar frame-
work several questions become relevant:
(1) Theoretically, how do movements in the terms of
trade affect various components of aggregate demand and

aggregate supply in the manufacLuring sector?
(2) To what extent can the fructuations in manufacturing

I Hence, our designation of
Model. ""Ricardo-Lewis

this approach asa

9Further
and the terms of
Trade and Class

discussions on the
trade can be found

Ricardian growth process
in A. Mitra, Terms of

Chapter 2
Relations (London: Frank Cass, 1 977) ,
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output in rndia and Bangladesh be explained by movements in
the terms of trade between the manufacturi-ng sector and the
agricultural sect.or?

(3) How have movements in the terms of trade affected
the growth process through supply vari-ables: r^iages per unit
of output' raw material costs per unit of out.put, the prof it
rate, and the share of profit j-n value added?

(41 rf the manufacturing sector faces adverse t.erms of
trade, would alr segments of the manufacturing sector be

affected uni-formly? rf not, why not? Ts it because of
differences in input-compositi_on, the mark-up, and producti-
vity across different industries?

usually the last type of question is outsi-de the
scope of the Lewis-type model which does not give primary
emphasis on heterogeneities within the capitalist or the
manufacturing sector. To quote Lewis:

Though the capitalized sector can be
subdj_vided into islands, it remaj_ns a singlesect'or because of the effect of competiLiónin tending to_equa].,ize the earnings on capital(marginal prof it) .1u

The above view ignores the question of monopoly

pov¡er of the capitalist sector as a whole or of a sub-sector
within the capitalist sector. The signifcance of this issue
lies in the fact that because of the rimited size of the
domestic markets and economies of scare of modern technology,

10Lewis in Agarwala and Singh, p. 4Og"
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monopolies often emerge in developing countries even at an

early stage of industrializatiorr. ll How does the existence

of monopory power in the capitalist sector or in the manu-

facturing sector affect the growth scenario?I2 This i-s

treated in the alternative theoretical framework presented

below.

Kalecki-Kaldor Model

This type of model does not deny that constraints
on Èhe growth of manufacturing output may arise because of
a deterioration in the terms of trade. However, analysis
of the adjustment process in the manufacturing sector differs
sharply from that. of the Ricardo-Lewis model" rn the

Karecki-Kaldor model, the manufacturing sector is character-
ized by an oligopolistic market structure with ',admj-nistered
prices. " These "administered prices" are cost-determined;
that is, they are based on the application of mark-ups on

labour and materÍar costs. rn contrast, the primary sector
is characterized by competitj-ve condj_t.ions and prices j_n

this sector are demand-determi_ned.

llFor further discussions on the relationship
countries seebetween monopoly and growth in developing

M. Merhav,
(London:

Technol ical De endence Mon I and Growth
Pergamon Press,

L2

the terms
capitalist
emp i-r ica 1
( Continued

9

Throughout this study, unless otherwise mentioned,capitalist manufacturing, manufacturjng and thesector will be used interchangeably. For
analysj-s, by capitalist manufacturiñg r,ve refer
next page)
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Based on these assumptions, the model makes three
broad assertions. First, while a decrease in primary
product prices tends to be an effective j-nstrument in moving

.the terms of trade against the primary producers, an increase
in prices of primary products is not likely to be effectj_ve
in moving the terms of trade in their favour. rn other words,

a shift in the terms of t,rade in favour of the primary
producers is likeIy to be transitory. This is because the
industrial sector with its superior market power wilr resist
any reduction of its real income by counterj_ng the rise in
prices of pr.i-mary products through a cost-induced inftation
of industrial prices

Second, inflation itself is likely to have a

deflationary effect on the effective demand for industrial
goods in real terms if the increase in incomes of producers

in the primary sector i-s not matched by an increase in their
''l 

"expenditure." This, in ef fect, leads to stagflati.on in the
economy. The growth of output in the manufacturing sector,
according to this view, is inhibited not on the aggregate

supply side, whi-ch is emphasized in the Ricardo-Lewis model,

but through a fall in real effective demand.

12 (Continued)
to registered manufacturing.
the manufacturing sector, see

l3xrrdor , 1g76.

For detailed definiti-ons of
Appendices 8.1 and 8.2.
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Third, t.he impact of changes in the terms of trade

on the effective demand. for industrial goods is also likely
to depend on what happens to the share of wages in val-ue-

added in the industrial sector. Tn this context the

Kareckian view of structural interdependence and the

distribution of income is relevant. 14 This is briefly
summarized in what follows.

v'Iith lrr representing the wage bitl of production

workers and M the rar^r material bil1, and K the mark-up,

value-added can be expressed as (l+x¡ (w+l,t¡ -M and the r^/age

share in value-added (W_) can be written!t

!{ = -,= ==-4-"s (1+K) (V,I+M) -M

w-T-ffilt^r-Tm-

1
I + K(l+J)

trVhere

Thus, the share of wages is inversery rerated to K

which is determined by the degree of monopoly;I5 and J, the
ratio of the raw materiar bilt to the \^rage bitl. J may rise

I4Ka1ecki,1971.

15An increase in

-Mu:w"

imply an j-ncrease in the
that in the short-run the
competitive industry due
a decrease in costs. Tn
(Continued next page)

!h. mark-up (K) does not necessarily
degree of monopoly; the reason is
mark-up may increase even in a

to an increase in demand or due to
the long-run, hov/ever, the mark-up
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because of an increase in raw material prices. This can be

interpreted as a movement in the terms of trade against the
manufacturing sector j-n relation to the prj-mary sector. To

stress the main point: an adverse terms of trade for the
manufacturing sector leads to a fall in the share of \^rages"

As mentioned earlier, this is rikely to affect the effective
demand for ind.ustrial consumer goods.

The above scenario is quite different from that of
the Ri-cardo-Lewi-s model" rn the latterr ërs the terms of
trade deteriorate for the capitalist sector, capitalists
have to pay a higher percentage of their product to workers
in order to keep the real subsistence wage constant. The

assumption here is that t,he capitari_st sector is dependent

on the traditional sector mainly for wage goods" The

difference between thç two moders thus reveals that income

distribution within the manufacturing sector is likely to
be i-nf luenced by the composition of commodi_ties (wages

goods, rav/ materiars, and other commodities) which flow
from the traditional sector to the manufacturing sector.

rn the context of rndia and Bangladesh some rerevant
questions within the Kalecki-Kaldor framework are the

15 (Continued)
is largely determined
issues concerning the
are treated i_n Kalecki-
"A Kalecki-an
of Economics

by the degree of monopo
degree of monopoly and
I I97L, Chapter 5; A. A
Income Distributionr "No. 3", L975; and L. Ta

Iy. Further
the mark-up
simakapulos,
Canadian Journal
rshis, ttPost-

Theory of
, Vol. 8,

Keynesian Economics: A promise that Bounced?
Economic Review, Vol. 70, No. 2, May, 1980"

" The American
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f ollowing:
(1) Does the evidence for India and Bangladesh support

the claim of the Kalecki-Kaldor model that a deterioration
in the terms of trade for the manufacturing sector is likely
to be transS-tory?

(2') What does the behaviour of mark-ups in the two

countries j-ndicate about the monopoly po\^/er of the manu-

facturing sector?

(3) Does a deterioration in the t.enms of Èrade for the

manufacturing sector lead to a fall in the share of r^/ages

in value-added in the manufacturi-ng sect.ors of rndia and

Banglade sh?

L.2 The Need for an Eclectic
and Disassreqated Approach

rn this study we sharl examine, in the context of the

manufacturing sectors of Bangladesh and ïndia, the validity
of the Ricardo-Lewis model and the Kalecki-Kaldor model, the

t.wo polar adjustment. mechanisms through which the rate of
growth of gutput. can be inhibited. rt is the contention of
this study, however, that neither of the two models taken

alone is likeIy to illuminate the dynamics of growth in the

manufacturing sectors of BangJ.adesh and fndia. Accordingry,

this study calls for an eclectic theoreticar framework

embrac ing elements of the Ricardo-Lewis model- and the

Karecki-Kardor mode1. The rationare for such an approach

can be elaborated as follows.
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First, it is possible that some elements of the

Rj-cardo-Lewis model (..g., the subsistence \¡¡age and the

supply side adjustment mechanism) are relevant. over a longer

time horizon than those of the Kalecki-Kaldor model (e.g.,

the demand side adjustment mechanj-sm and the fal1 in labour's

share of income in the face of a deterioration in the terms

of trade for the manufacturing sector). In other words,

each model can claim some validity, depending on the time

horizon 
"

Second, t,'re have already observed that while in the

Ricardo-Lewis model the share of r^/ages in value-added

Íncreases in the manufacturing sector because of a deterior-
ation in the terms of trade, in the Kalecki-Kardor model the

share of wages decreases. The difference lies in the assump-

tion about the flows of commodities from the traditional
sector to the manufacturi-ng sector. rn the Kalecki-Kaldor

model emphasi-s is gi-ven to the flows of raw materiars; on

the other, hand, irr the Ri-cardo-Lewis model, the emphasis is
on the flows of subsj-stence goodsr €.g. food.16

In India and Bangladesh both types of flows are

likely to be significant. Moreover, the composition of such

flows often fructuateswidely; this is because in the tradi-
tj-onal sector, from the producerst point of view, raw

16Lewj-s in Agarwala and Singh, p. 432.
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materials and food are often substitut"=.17
rn this study we emphasize the need to disaggregate

the flows of commoditiesi-nto wage goods, basic goods (".g.,
raw materials), and non-basic aoods (e.g., luxury goods).
The rationale for this disaggregation is thaL the effects of
a change in prices of these three groups of commodities are
likely to differ from one another" For i_nstance, in the
manufacturing sector, it is likeIy that a rise in rah/

material prices will be passed on furly and immediately in
the form of higher manufacturing price".18 ïn contrast,
when prices of wage goods consumed by workers rise, this is
1ikely to increase costs per unit of manufacturing output
only partially and with a time lag; this is because there is
usually a time lag between a rise i-n prices of wage goods

and workers' abi-lity to achieve higher money r^rages" on the
other hand, if prices of luxury goods produced in the tradi-
tional sector rise, this wilr have rittle i_mpact on costs
per unit of manufacturing output.

L7For details,
the Growing Constraint
Response to price: A

see S. M. Hussain, "The Effect of
of Subsistence Farming on Farmer

Pakistan, "
G. Mustafa,
Ratior l' The

ïncome Distribution in

Case Study of Jute inPakistan Develo nt Review, Autumn , 196g ¡Note on prof i e Jute-Rice price
Ban

18

see P. Sylos-Labini, "prices and
Manufacturing Industryr,' Journal

ladesh Development Studies, JanuaEy, 1976.

For detailed discussions and empirical evidence

Fall , 1979.
of Post-Keynesian Ec onoml_cs I
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Third, it is our hypothesis that because of certain
economic charact.eristics (to be discussed in Chapter 4),
some segments of the manufacturing sector (e"g.rinAustries
producing wage goods) are likely to exhibit the Ricardo-
Lewis adjustment process j-n the face of a deterioration j-n

the terms of trade. on the other hand, some other segment

(e"g.rindustries producing luxury goods) might exhibit the

Karecki-Kaldor adjustment process. rn order to anaryze the
implications of different adjustment processes within the
manufacturing sector, in this study $/e suggest a three-fotd
classif ication of the manufacturing sector: the \^/age goods

industry, the basic goods industry (producing goods that are
required for the production of wage goods), and the non-basj-c

goods industry (producing luxury goods) 
"

This classification is in the tradition of another
type of model which disaggregates the economy or the manu-

facturj-ng sector into either (r) a consumption goods sector
and a capital goods 

"".torrfg or (21 a r^/age goods sector, a

19G. A. Fel-dman, "On the Theory of Growth Rates ofNationa 1 fncome, I" and "On the Theory of Growth Rates ofNational Income, fI" in Nj-colas Spulber, eds., Foundations ofSoviet Strate for Economic Growth (Bloomington: IndianaUniversity Pres s, P. Ma anobis, "The Approachof Operational Research to plannj-n
and "Some Observations on the proc

g j-n lndia, " Sankya, 1955,
ess of crowthffitional

rncomer " sankya, september, 1953. one of the earliest
models coffing oi consumption goods and capital goodssectors \¡/as given by K. Marx in capital vol . rr (New york:
rnternational publishers, rg67l ,@ xxr.
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luxury goods sector, and. a capital goods =..to." 
20 

Two

fundamental themes of this type of model are the folrowing:
f irst, growth j-n the economy cruciarly depends on capj-t.al

accumulatj-on in the capj-tar goods sector" second, while
the condj-tions of production of \^rage goods can influence
the rate of profit and the money wage rate throughout the

economy, the condj-tions of production of luxury goods can

irot do so. This is because vrage goodsrunlike luxury goods,

are considered necessary inputs for arl industri"=.21
In the context of such developing: countries as Indj-a

and Bangradesh the above crassification has further appeals.

rt has been arleged, for instance, that problems of industrial
growth in developing countries are due to a structural
incapacity to produce the capit.al goods required for growth.

Furthermore, it. has also been argued. that the growth of manu-

facturing output is often not self-sustaj-ned, because its

2000. Kalecki, ',problems of Financing
Development j_n a Mixed Economy " in Selected

Economic
Essa s on the

Economic Growth of the Socialist an t Econ
r.r_ Cambr University Press, J-97 tc pter 14.P. Sraffa, Production of Commodities b Means of

Commodities (Cambri e: Cambridge Un versi-ty Press, 1960 )

(c
fn

the disaggregation is
goods. These concepts

2r_t'or a
L. Pasinetti, "A
Systemr " Reviehr

made in terms of basic and non-basic
wj-ll be elaborated in Chapter 4.

rigorous analysis of this
Mathematical Formulation

proposition see
of the Ri-cardian
xxvrr, Lg5g-60 |pp. 78-98.

of Economic Studies, VoL"
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basj-s is not v/age goods but luxury goods whose demand is
limited.22 ïn recent years the "basic needs,, approach to
development has emphasized the same point.

An important objective of our study is to hightight
the problems concerni-ng the growth of output in the wage

goods industry. We shall argue in this study that fluctuatj_ons
in the growth of output in the wage goods industry are rargely
influenced by structural interdepend.ence between this j-ndustry

and the traditional sector. This argument is based on

severar assumptions. First, the wage goods industry largely
depends on the traditional sector for raw åaterials and food.
second, this industry has complex reJationships with petty
commodity producers in the traditionar sector. on the one

hand, agricultural petty commodity prodllcers are important
suppliers-of raw materials and food to the wage goods

industry in the capit,alist sect,or and a major buyer of
products of this industry. on the ot.her hand, some petty
commodj-ty producers produce traditj_onal industrial goods

(e"g", food products and textiles) and hence compete with the
wage goods industry in the capitalist sector" The signifi-
cance of this competi-tion for the adjustment process in the
wage goods industry in the face of a deterioration j_n the
terms of trade will be taken up in Chapter 5"

22Merhav,
30.Growth, p

Technoloqical Dependence , Monopoly and
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1.3 Relevance of a C rative
Stu on Ïn ia and Ban a sh

comparative studies on structural interdependence

and growth in south Asian countries are few and. limited in
1a

scope.o' Moreover¡ Do comparative stud.y exist.s on j¡rdustrial
growth patterns in rndia and Bangladesh" Because of some

striking similarities as well as differences betv/een India
and Bangradesh, it would be worthwhile to compare the con-
straints, if âîy, on"industrial growth in these two countries.
Accordj¡g1y, part of the purpose of this study j-s t,o highlight
those constraints which are generated through structural j-nter-

dependence and. to analyze the adjustment processes in the
industrial sectors of Indj_a and Bangladesh.

some similarities between the two countries, havi_ng

significance for industrial growth, can be easily identified.
Both countries share the same coloniar history which had

influenced the pace and pattern of industrialization j-n these

two countries in the pa rt.24 Both countries are overwhelm-

ingly agricultural societies, with a similar proportion (11?)

,)'
1J-

some
agriculture and
be found in E.
Development in

general discussions on problems of growth in
manufacturing in South Asj_an countrles canA. G. Robinson and M. Kidron, eds., Economic

South Asia (London: Macmillan , ITTO )"
24a d"trileà discussion on this subject can be foundin_J. N. Bhagwati and p. Desai, India: plañning forIndustrialization (London: Oxfo l-}TO) ,ffi x. Bagchi, "De-industrialization in theNineteenth century: some Theoretical rmplications," Journalof Development Studies, Vol. 12, No. 2 (January, Ii76T.
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of the labour force in the industriat sector and can be

characterized as countries with "unlimited" supply of labour.25

Yet, differences bethleen the two countries are striking
too" rndia is about. seven t.imes as rarge as Bangladesh in
terms of population and. fourteen times as rarge in terms of
gross domestic product. rn rndia modern j-ndustrialization,

based on machine tools, started in the mid-l9th Century,

almost one hundred years earlier than in Bangladesh. Accord-

ingly, India has a long tradition of industrial entrepreneur-
ship. Tn absolute terms, Tndia is one of the largest producers

of j¡rdust.rial goods j-n the worrd. Furthermore, although ïndia
fulfills some basic criteria in order to qualify as an

industrial country, Bangladesh does ,rot.26 Thus, in com-

parison with India, Bangladesh is at a 1ower level of
i-ndustrial ization "

25_--For some economic characteristics of the two
countrie s,

26

see Append j-x A . 1.

R. B" Sutcliffe, in Tndust and Underdevel t(London: Add ison-Wesley, I97I¡ pp as suggestedt.hree criter ia in order to judge whether a country shouldbe called industrial or not. (1) A certaj¡ min imum per-
centage (252') of its Gross Domestic product ari ses in theindustrial sector (rnining, manufacturing, construction,electricity, 9âs and water). (21 A ceriain proportion ofthe output (60U ) of the industrial sector shóul¿ be inmanufacturing. (3) A certain proportion of the population(10?) should be employed in the i_ndustrial sectoi.- In1979, f.or rndia, the rerevant figures were 27so¡ 672, and
++2, respectively- For Bangradesh the corresponding
f igures, i-n 1979, \^/ere. I3Z, 62eo and 11S. Source: Thelvorrd Bank, world Deveropment Report, 1981, Tables 3 and
19.
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ïn. our study vre shalr examine whether the t.wo

notable differences (i.e., size of the economy and the level
of industrialization) have had. any role in indusLrial growth
patterns in Bangladesh and rnaia.27

L"4 An Outline of t.he Study

chapter 2 presents a criticar- review of the existing
literature on structural interd.ependence, the distribution
of income, and growth. chapter 3 sets forth a simple model
which introduces the basic problem of the interaction between
the terms of t.rade and the growth of income in the capitali_st
sector" one distinctive feature of this model is that it
treats the terms of trade as an endogenous variable deter-
mined by the mark-up within the manufacturing sector. This
chapter also examines some empirical evidence for Bangladesh
and rndia in order to shed light on the relation between
manufacturing growth and the terms of trade.

chapter 4 presents a disaggregated analysis of the
manufacturing sectors of Bangladesh and rndia: a dis-
aggregation of indust.ries into wage goods, basic aoods and

27

is based n
mentioned
two countr

The rationale for undertakj_ng aof only on these differences andearlier, but also on the simpleies are contiguous.

comparative study
the similarities

fact that these
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non-basic good.s industries; and disaggregation of the flows
of commodities from the traditional sector to the manu-

facturing sector" This chapter then analyzes the signifi-
cance of this disaggregated analysis for understanding
the growth of output in the manufacturing sect.ors of
Bangladesh and India"

Chapter 5 touches on one of the least-studied i-ssues:
the roLe of petty commodity production in industriar growth.
rn particular, this chapter attempts to relate the role of
petty commodity production to problems concerning the growth
of output j-n the wage goods industry.

Chapter 6, unlike the previous chapter, focuses
exclusively on the demand. constraints faced by the manu-

facturing sector. several plausible hypotheses are examined
on the basis of empirical evidence for Banglad.esh and ïndia.
Finally, chapter 7 provides the overall conclusions of this
study.

rt shourd be noted that the main emphasi_s in our
study is on "internal" factors, ê"g"¡ i.:rter-sectoral linkages,
the inter-sectoral terms of t.rade, and income disÈribution.
ït is beyond the scope of this st.udy to examine in detail
the impact of international trade on industrial growth. The

limitaLions of our approach are likely to be minimi_zed,

however, by the folI0wing factors. First, some ,,internaL,,

variables, e.g., the inter-sectorar- terms of trade, the
mark-up, and the ratio of the raw materiar bill to the wage
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bill incorporate, at least in part, changes in external
variables, e.9., export and import prices. Second, in
comparison with most of the other developing countries,
Bangladesh and rndia are less dependent on international

28Eracte "

Sti11, one might argue that international t,rade

plays an j-mportant role in the growth of some major

industries (e.9", jute and cotton). Accordingly, this study

also examines tlre implicatj-ons of some issues concerning

international trade (e"9., the international terms of trad.e

and tariff ) for the interpretation of some of the mai-n

empirical results

28 This statement is based on the exports /GDpratio in
The World
Table 5.

developing countries in 1980, a
Bank, The ÏVorld Development Re

sre
port

ported in
, 1982,
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERÄ,TURE

rn this chapter we shall examine how the existing
literature on rndia and Banglad.esh has related structural
interdependence and the distribution of income to industriaL
growth. Furthermore, in sections 2.1 and 2.2, we connect

our study with the existing literature.

2 "L Studies on Industrial Growth in Tndia

The i-iterature on industrial growth in rndia can be

divided i-nto three broad groups: f irst, studies which

attribute the problems of industrial growth to constraints
originat.ing j-n international trade;1 second, studies which

treat the problems of ind.ustriar growth in terms of
ineff iciencies in the industries belongj_ng to the public

)sector;- and third, studies which seek to exp,lain the prob-
lems of industrial- growth through examination of the dis-
tribution of i¡come and structural interdependence between

J. Bhagwati and p. Ðesai, India: plann forIndustr i-al i za tion (London: Oxf ord Un vers ty Press, 0);
andJ" Bha gwati and T. N. Srinivasan, Forei Trade Re imesEconomic Devel t: Tndia (New Yo at ona Bureau oEconomic Researc 1

1

,

A. V.
Indus
March

try
,I

2A detailed discussi_on on
Desai, "Factors Underlying

this issue can
the Slow Growth
Weekly, Annual, " Economic and political

be found in
of fndian
Number,

98 1.
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the industrial sector and other sectors in the economy.

Given the subject of our studyr \¡r€ restrÍct this review to
the third group of stud.ies.3

A substantial literature exists on the pace of
industrial growth and structural interdepend.ence i-n ïndia.
A wÍdely held view is that si-nce the mi-d-1960 's the industrial
growth rate has decelerated mainly because of a continuous
deterioration in the terms of trade for the industriaL

¿,sector"' There are disagreements, however, over two main

i-ssues: causes of the deterioration in the terms of trade
and the nature of the adjustment process in the industrial
sector in the face of a deterioration in the terms of trade"

rt has been argued that it is the slow growth in
agri-curtural output that has led to a movement in the terms
of trade against the industriar sector.5 some writers, on

3thi=.does not impry that the other two approachesarg entirely incorrect. rnternationar economj_c piäute*=and inefficiencies in the public sector are likeiy to besecondary factors ix explaining constraints on inäustriargrowth j-n India and Bangladesh.

4A. Mitra, Terms of Trade and Class Relations(London: Frank Cass, 1977) ¡ D. Nayyar, "Industrial Develop-
, Special
Stagnation

ment in Indiar " Economic and poli tical !üeekl
Number, August, 19
in Indi-an Industrial Developmentr " Economic and politi ca1Weekly,
"Structu

Annual Number, February, 1976¡ S. L. Shetty,ral Retrogression in the Indian Economy Sincethe Mid-Sixties, " Economic and po litical Weekl , Annua1Number, February, 7

; K. N. Ra Jt Growt and

5K. N. Raj, 1976, and S. L. SheLty, I97g:
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the other hand, have argued that although agricultural
expansion might be a necessary condition for sustained
industrial growth, it may not be a sufficient condltion, in
the ïndian context.6 This is because, as the argument goes,

the landlord class, through political jnfluence, has manipu_

lated the intersectoral terms of trade in its favor, and

might welL do so j-n the f uture.

rn contrast to the above views, one writerT has

argued that there has been no secular deterioration in the
terms of trade for the industriar sector: the terms of trade
for this sector J-mproved in the early 1950's, deteriorated
in the 1960's, but improved. again in the early 1970¡s. As

will be seen irr chapter 3, this seems to accord with the
empirical evidence. The Desai view, however, attributes the
slow growth of the industrial sector entj-re1y t.o ineff iciencies
i.n the public sector and ignores the possibility of any

connection between a variation in the growth rate of

6Mitra , 1977 , has argued that since the 1960'sdespite an expansion of agricultural ou tpuL, the governmentprocurement price for wheat has been ra ised significantly.He analyzes this fact in terms of the need of the industri_a-list class for an alliance with the bi g landowners in ruralareas. Similar arguments have been put forward by D. Nayyar,"Industrial Development in India tlF
¡L conomic and polit icalWeekly,

"Some Ch
Special Number, August, 19 ;an A. K. l_aracteristics of Industrial Growth j-n fndia, "Economic and politica I Weekly , Annual Number, February, 1975.

7o. V. Desai, ,,Fact.ors Und.erlyì-ng
Industryr'r Economic and politióal the

Weekl
Slow Growth ofIndian

Number, March , 1981, p. 3
, Annual



j-ndustriar output and a var j-ation in the terms of trade.

Ad ustment Process in the
fn ustrial ctor
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i-n the industrial
terms of trade

Analysis of the adjustment processes

sect.or in the face of a deterioration i":r the
has t.aken different forms.

It has been argued by Chakravarty (Ig74l8 that a

shift in the terms of trade in favour of the agricurtural
sector has resurted in higher r^/ages per unit of output,
lower profits per unit of output, and subsequently, lower
savings and investments" This analysis essentiarly empha-

sizes the Ricardo-Lewis adjustment process ment.ioned j-n

Chapter 1"

In recent years, on the other hand, the approach

thaL has received a great deal of attention is the rore of
demand in industrial growth" Several writers (Bagchi, 1975¡

Mitra , 1977 ¡ Nayyar , r97g ¡ and sau , Lg74l have argued that
the industrial sector j-n rndia has been experiencing retro-
gression because of a growi-:rg inequality in the distribution
of income.9 The increase i¡r income inequarity is said to

8s. chakravarty,
in the Indi-an Economv (Hv

¿1"-

Reflections on the Growth Process
deraba d: Administrat ive Staff

9a. K. Bagchi, ',Some Characteristics ofin India, " Economic and Political VüeekIFebruary, 19
Growth
Number,

fndustrial
Annual
and Class

t

(Continued next page)
; A. Mitra, Terms Trade
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have caused a shrinkage in the domestic market,

f or mass consumpÈ j-on goods 
"

Mitra (L977) has also made an attempt to
the demand with the supply adjustment processes

industrial sector" His main assertions can be

as follows:

e spec ia1ly

combine

in the

summarized

1" cost per unit of i-ndustrial output has risen over

the years as a consequence of movements Ín the terms of
trade against industry" This has adversely affecÈed the rate
of profit and savings in the economy, especially in those

industries whj-ch use agricultural raw material_s.

2. The rise i-n relat.ive prices of agricurtural commodi-

ties has eroded the level of real incomes of the majority of
the popurati-on in both urban and rurar areas. The reason j_s

that an increase in .food grain prices squeezed the non-food

expenditure of the urban as well as the rural poor"

3" Furthermore, the rise i-n farm prices contributes,
either immediat.ely or with a time lag, t.o a corresponding
increase in the price of indust,riat commodities" rnsofar
as the rate of j-ncrease in money earnings of industrial and

agrj-cuJ-tural workers and petty commodity producers is less
than that in indrlstrial prices, a further reduction takes place

9 (Continued)
Relations (London: Frank Cass, I9771 ¡ D. Nayyar, ,,Indust.rial
Development in India
Number, August, l-978
Sectoral Resource Fl
Special Number, Augu

Economic and
Sau,

t1
I

;R Some Aspects o
Political Weekl

fnter : Special

ow, " Economic and political Weekl
st, 1
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in their level of real i¡comes, and in the real demand for
manufacturing goods. Furthermore, this reduction in the

demand for industrial goods is not offset by an expansion

in demand on the part of the rural rich who experience major

increases in their levers of income. rt is hypothesized

that the demand for industrial goods of the rural rich is
income-i-nelastic "

we make several comments on the above studi-es" First,
the scenario of a persistent deterioration in the terms of

trade for the industriar sector and a secular stagnation in
t.his sector needs to be substantiated by a thorough empirical
analysis" As we shall see in chapter 3, the growth rate of
j-ndustrial output and that sector's terms of trade have

fluctuated widely; during the 1970's the terms of trade have

improved, rather than deteriorated, for the industrial sector.
second, the analysis of adjustment processes carried

out by Mitra and others has several l_imitations. For

instance, the claim that the rate of growth of industriar
output has been slowed by a rising labour cost per unj-t. of
output has not been based on carefur empirical analysis"
According to Mitrars own findings, the share of wages in
varue-added shows a dj-minishing trend.l0 Furthermore, the

suppry side analysis appears to be inconsistent with the

demand side analysis. while focusing on the demand for

10Mitra, L97'/ , p. 148.
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industrial goods j-t has been emphasized that the demand

constraint is worsened because the industrial sector passes

on higher input costs to consumers in the form of higher
prices of industrial goods. rf indeed this vrere true, then

the terms of trade need not remain adverse to the industri-al
secÈor and accordingly, the argument that the adverse terms
of trade affect industrial growth through higher costs per
unit of output loses much of its relevance.

rt seems, therefore, that a reconciriation of the
demand and supply side of adjustment processes is essential"
This may be done i-n either of the following two ways.

1" one could disaggregate the manufacturing sector
and identify those sub-sectors in which the demand adjust-
ment process is likely to be dominant and those sub-sectors
i-n which the supply adjustment process is rikely to be

dominant. ll

2" one could arso explore the possibility that for the
manufacturing sector as a whole, the nature of the adjust-
ment process depends on the time horizon¡ for instance, a

particular adjustment process may prevail in the short-run
but not in the long-run.

Third, the analysis of demand const.raints has been

based on two unverified assumptions. First, it has been

11 In Chapter 4 we adopÈ this method.
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assumed that petty commodity producers do not gain from an

improvement in the terms of trade for the agri_cultural
sector. Their main role in the economy is considered to
be that of buyers of essential consumer goods, including
food grains.

The above assumpti-on, in effect, ignores the role
of petty commodi-ty producers as suppliers of commodities

to the industrial- sector. rn chapter 5 of this study we

examine this role and its significance for ind.usLrial growth.
Another assumption which deserves a careful empirical scrLl-
tiny is that the demand rår industriar goods by the rural
rich, in comparison with the rural poor, is income-inelastic"
this is taken up in Chapter 6.

Some studies have analyzed interrelationships between

structural interdependence and growth in terms of rinkages
between the ind.ustriar and other =e.tor".12 Bharadwa J (rg7g)
has suggested a classif ication of industries i-n order to
il-luminate interrelationships among technology, the distri-
bution of income, and demand conditi-ons. The mai_n points
of this study can be surnmarized as follows:
1" The organized. sector'"13 input links with the

L2*. Bharadwa
for a Developing Econ

j, "Towards a Macroeconomic Framework
omy: The fndian Caser', The ManchesterSchool,

Culture
1979; and A"
and Industry

Rudra, Relative Rates Growt A
(Bombay: Un versity Bombay,

13The "organ j_zed sector "sector" (as defined by the Annual
refers to
Survey of

the "factory
(Continued next page)

Tndustrie s

67) .
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unorgani-zed sector are weak so that the two sectors rargely
d.epend upon their own inputs. The only link between them

is through agricultural raw materÍals.
2" rn ïndia, growth has been biased toward those ruxury
consumer goods, capital goods, and intermediate goods which
are excrusively produced in the organized sector under origo-
polistic conditlons. such a growth pattern reinforces income

inequality 
"

3. Rising agricultural prices (e.g" , f ood prices) tend
to reduce the demand for those industries which produce

essential consumer goods (food products and textiles).
The.se industries can be found in both the organized and the
unorganized sectors. From the cost side, too, these indus-
tries are affected relatively more than the capital good.s

and luxury consumer goods industries. The reason is that
the industri-es prod.uci-ng essentiaL consumer goods are more
labour intensive (accordi-ngly, hTages are a higher proportion
of costs) and they draw relatively more inputs from the
agriculture sector.

The forlowi-ng comments on the above assertions are
in order- First, input rinks deri-ved from input-output
relations reveal only a part of the intersectorar relations;

13 (Continued)
India) and also to plantations, mining, banking, andi nsurance, and modern transport. The i'unorganized sector,,incrudes the majority of agricurturar farms, smarl-scar-eand household industries.
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this is because input-output relations do not capture the
intersectoral f lows of hrage goods and. luxury goods.

Bharadwaj's study does not discuss the frows of \^rage goods

and luxury goods"

Second, although Bharadwaj's (L979) st,udy makes the
prausibre assertion that a growth pattern based on luxury
consumer goods and income inequality reinforce each other,
it does not expra j-n why in Tndia (and as v/e see in chapter 6,

also in Bangladesh) the growth of output. in the luxury con_

sumer goods indust.ry f luctuates so widery " ïn this context
our contention is that these fructuations cannot be

explained without incorporating the non-technological links'
(e.g., the flows of wage goods and luxury goods) among

different sectors in the economy.

Thirdn Bharadwa j 's asserti-on b.hac constraints origi-
nating in the agriculturar sector would adversery affect
those industries which produce essenti_al consuner goods

appears to be plausible. The study by Bharadwaj, however,

does not provide any empirical analysj_s of this issue. fn
chapters.4,5, and 6 we sharl highlight the problems of the
growth of output in wage goods industries on the basis of
empirical evidence for Indj-a and Bangladesh.
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2"2 Studies on Industrial Growth
in Ban lade sh

In Bangladesh, in recent years, a major part of the

Ij-terature on economic development has focused on agricuLture
and on the rurar sector generally rather than on the indus-
trial sector. Moreover, the studies on j-ndustriar growth in
Bangladesh have concentrated mainly on industrial efficiency
and industrial planning. Much less attention has been paid

to structural interdependence and i-ndustriar growth.

However, in the 1960ts several studies were conducted

on movements in the terms of trade between the agricultural
sector and the indust.rial sector and on the transfer of
resources from the agricurtural sector to the industrial
sector.

The studies by Lewis on the terms of Lrade are
1^notable.*' The main ob jective of these stud.ies, however, is

to explain changes in the terms of trade between the agrJ--

cultural sector and the indust.riar sector rather than to
anaryze the impact of such changes on industrial growth.

changes in the terms of trade are exprained in terms of the
differentiar growth rates of the industrial sector and the

I4S. R. Lewis, Economic pol and Industri_al Growthin Pakistan (London: George Allen an Unwin, ,Chapter
Relative

ïïI, Section 5; S. M. Hussaj-n and S. R. Lewis,

Economics, 1967).
: Pak stan Institute Development

I
Price Chan s and Industrializat ion in Pakistan

KaracI
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agricurtural sector and in terms of government policies
toward international trade, tariff, and food procurement.

rn one of his studies, Lewis rightly points out
that unless growth in d.emand for goods in each sector
exactry matches growth in suppry, the more rapidly growi_ng

sector would have declining relative price".15 ïn terms of
a two-sector model of economic arowLh , faster expansj_on of
the industrial sector than of the agriculturalsector wourd

lead to falling relative prices of manufactured products.
According t,o Lewis, to a rarge extent the improved terms
of trade for agriculture after the mid-r950's v/ere due to
a fall in absolute prices of manufactured products.

some studies have argued that in the 1950¡s the
terms of trade hrere deliberately turned against agriculture
in order to transfer income to.the supposedly high-saving
industrial s"ctor.16 such a biased policy toward the
industrial sector at the expense of the agricultui:alsector,

15Þ̂.
Pakistan,

R. Lewis,
pp. 59-60.

Economic Policy and Industrj-al

K" Griffin, "Financing Development plans in

Growth
l_n

16

Paki-stan" and S" R.
Rural Poor in East

Bose, "Trend of Real fncome ofPakistan" in K" Griff in and A.

UÍY,
diati
1" TX

Some Re ections on fncome
eds., Growth and ïne lir in Pakistan (London:

the
R. Khan,
Macmillan,L972) ¡ A.

Redistrib "M.ive
Rev

ut ïnterme on j-n Pakistanr,' The pakistan
Development iew, Vo , L969.
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it is hypothesized, has subsequently led to stagnatj-on in
agriculture and to rising raw material and food prices.

No study has been done to extend Lewis's analysis
concerning the terms of trade in Bangladesh (then East

Pakistan) to the post-independence period, i.e., the 1970's.

Tn our study we examine the movements in the terms of trade
in the last two decades and their implicaÈions for industrj-aL
growth.

As stated earlier, in Bangladesh much attention has

been paid to the quesLion of industrial efficiency in the
use of labourr capital and technology. A common vj-ew held
by several writers is that rarge-scaIe industries benefit
from "imperfections" i-:r factor markets (e.g., Iower prices
of such scarce j-úputs as capital ) .I7 These studies, however,

do not dear wit.h such issues as growth constraints on large-
scale jndustries or with fluctuatj-ons in the growth rate of
output in these jndustries"

rn a comprehensive study, sobhan and Ahmad exami_ned

the problem of inefficiency in the industries belonging to
the public =u.tor" 

18 one of their concrusions of this study
is that constraints on growth of these i_ndustries cannot

17s.. , f.or
lade sh (London :Ban

18*.
ïntermediate

Sobhan
Regime

instance, A.
Macmillan,

R" Khan, The Eç:onomy of
L972',) , Chapters 6 and T2.

and M. Ahmad, Public Ent rise in an
(Dacca: Bangladesh

Development of Studies, 1981).
Inst tuLe of
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be attributed to high costs of labour. As we shall see in
our study, the above conclusj-on arso holds for the manu-

facturi::g sector as a whore in Bangladesh. Their study also
mentj-ons the likely nature of the market sÈructure; i.e.,
the degree of competition and monopoly in se.lected j-ndustries"

ïn our studyr âs stated earlier, \^¡e shall examine the degree

of monopoly pol,rer in different subsectors of the manufacturing
sector in Bangladesh and its implications for the growth of
manuf actur j-ng output "

ïn recent years severar studies have focused on

income j-nequality in Bangladesh in order to explain stag-
nation in the ."orro*y.Ig The general tenor of the arguments

in these studies seems to imply that any reduction in income

inequali-ty will necessarily increase the rate of industrial
growth. These studies, however, do not empirically analyze
the relationship between income inequality and j_ndustrial

growth. rn chapter 6 we shall see that the rerati-onship
between income inequality and industrial growth is 1ikely
to be complex.

19 M. Alamgir, Bangladesh: A Case of Below pover
Level il ibrium Tra
Development
and Social

Studie s,
(DaCcE

9781 ¡ M.
Welfare: Measuremen

Bang Institu
Alamgirr "Poverty, Inequality
t Evidence and Policies, "VoI. II, No. 2, April,Ban ladesh Devel nt Studies f
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CHAPTER 3

A ITTODEL OF
GROVìITH

STRUCÎURAL INTERDEPENCENCE AND THE
OF OUTPUT TN THE CAPTTALTST SECTOR

Tn this chapter we focus on two broad objectives
of our study: to demonstrate theoretically the j-nteractj_on

between the terms of trade and the growLh of output in the

capitarist sector, and to empirically j¡vestigaLe the nature
of the adjustment processes in the capitarist sector in
response to changes in the terms of trade "

rn section 3 .1 Ì¡re present a model that shows inter-
rerationships between the terms of trade and the growth

rate of output in the capitalist sector. specifically, the
model makes an attempt to reLate the terms of trade to
various components of aggregate demand t ê.g., consumption,

exports from the capitalist sector to the traditional sector,
and imports from the traditional sector to the capitalist
sector. while focusi-ng on the aggregate suppry side, Lhe

model emphasizes the role of t,wo variables: the mark-up

and t,he ratio of raw materiar costs to the wage birl in the
capitalist sector"

rn section 3.2 h/e examine trends in such variables
as the growth of output, the mark-up, the ratio of raw

materj-al costs to the hrage bi1l, and the j-nter-sectoral

terms of trade, wj-th reference to the manufacturing sector
of Bangladesh and Tndia. Tn this section we also examine
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the

the

implications of the internationar terms of trade for
interpretatj-on of empirical findings.

3.1 The Basic Mode1

Some essenti-a1 conditÍons which structure the model

are gi-ven below.

1. The growth of output in the capit.alist sector is
affected by changes in the terms of trade through aggregate
demand as well as aggregate supply.
2" changes in the terms of trade depend on the mark-up

and on the ratio of.raw material costs to the wage bill in
the capitalist sector.
3 " rn the long-run the terms of trade are an endogenous

variabre, being determined by the growth of aggregate demand

and aggregate supply in the capitarist sector and i-n the
traditional sector. l

rt should be noted that the i-nterrelationships
between economic variables in this model are shown within
a static framework. The model does not, as most. growth

models do, analyze the dynamic interrelationships among

lth" essenÈial criterion to distinguish the twosectors is the domi-nant form of income. rn the capitaristsect.or \dages and profit are the dominant forms of îr.o*.;in the traditional- sector they are rent and income of peÈtycommodity producers. The traditional sector includes notg"1y the large segment of agricurture but arso householdindustri-es. since the main focus of our study is the manu-facturing sector hre ignore the conLroversial i-ssues con-cerning the development of capitali_sm in agriculture. For
(Continued next page)
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capital accumulation, technical progress, the growth of
output, and, the growth of Lhe labour for"e.2

The moder to be described consists of a modern or
capitalist sector an.d a traditional sector. some basic
assumptions of the model are as follows:
1" unless stated otherwise, only commodity markets are
considered. Money and financial markets are assumed to
accommodate the needs of the commod.ity markets.3
2' The traditional sector produees food for both sectors
and raw materials for the capitali_st sector. The capit.arist
sector produces industriar consumer goods for both sectors
and investment goods for itserf. Furthermore, the profit
receivers in the capitalist sector and the renti-ers in the
trad.itional sector spend a greater part of their income on

I (Continued)
an elaborat.e discussion
others, Studies in the

on this subject,
Develo tofCa

see A. Rudra and
ital i-sm in India(Lahore: Vanguar B S¡

2__-However, the
for the t.erms of trade
later in this section.

implications of
and the growth

technologicat
of output are

progress
examined

f inanc ia
3"Market imperfections" may exist in the mone y and1 sector and t.he "imperfections" are likel ytofavour the capitalist sec tor vis-a-vis the tradi_tionalsector" See M. Lj_pton, "Stra tegy f or Agri_culture: UrbanBi-as and Rural planningr" in P. Streeten and M. L ipton,ed", The Crisis of fnd i-an Plannin (London: OxfordUnivers ty Press, 96
However, whether andfinancial- sector affects theis outside the scope of our

to what extent the money
inter-sectoral terms of

study

and
trade
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industri.al consumer goods than do workers in the capitalist
sector or petty commodity producers in the traditional sector.
rt is assumed, for simplicity, that the traditional sector
does not depend on the capitalist sector for any inter-
mediaÈe input.s 

"

3 " Producti-on can be increased by drawing rabour from
the "reserve army" within the capitalist sector and the
traditional sector.4

4 " The economy is a closed' one, i. e . , internati-onal
trade is not considered.5

Further assumpLions will be made as the model is
developed. First, r¡re concentrate on aggregate demand. .The

usual equation for the commodity balance in the capitalist
sector can be stated as follows:
(1)

where Y

c

Y_C+T+E_M

= Aggregate income of the capitalist sector;
: consumption expenditure of arl persons within

the capitalist sector on products of the capitalist
sector as well as of the traditionar sector;

4-How
before being
this mode1.

these labourers survive in the capj_talist
employed j-s an issue that is not Laken up

sector
in

5rhi= assumption is obviously unrealistic for suchdeveloping countries as rndia and Bairgladesh. The assumptionis made mainly to iLruminate the relaÉionship between theinter-sectoral terms of trade and the growth of output inthe capitalist sector. The implicatioñs of internationaltrade for the interpretations õt empirical resurts are dis-cussed in Section 3 "2.
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r = rnvestment expendi-ture within the capitalist
sector on products of the capitalist sector;

E = Exports of the capitalist sector to the
traditional sector;

M - rmports of eommodit.ies from the traditional
sector to the capitalist sector"

All variables are expressed in real terms"6

The following assumptions are made about the behaviour
of expenditure in the capitalist sector:
1" consumption depends on real income and the terms
of trade (N),7 between the traditional sector and the capi-
talist sector.

6Price index (p
capitalist sector can b

r-) for commod.ities produced in theë taken as the numeraire.

7H"r" the net barter or conmodity terms of tradebetween the two sectors is considered. This can be defined.as N = P"/Pn, where Pî and p* are price index numbers for thecapitaliEt Èector andurhe träaitio;;i-àector, respectively.A fall in N indicates that the capitalist sector ñas to givea larger volume of exportsr orr thè basis of pri_ce iátationsonly, for a given volume of imports from the traditionalsector.
vühen there is continuous technical progress leadingto an increase in productivity in the sectoi uãing studied,the single factoral terms of Lrade(s) would be a tettermeasure of the terms of trade. Thi_s can be defined ass=NZ, where N is as defined above and Z is a productivityi-ndex. N is widely used in the literature because it. is.1=y_ to compute and is relevant to analy zing the consequencesof changes i-n rel-ative prices. rn a moder where N is useda change in productivity can be regarded.=,-;h";g; in aparameter, affecting aggregate suppty. This is illustratedlater in this section
Different concepts of the terms of trade are dis-cussed in Gerald M. Meir, The rnternati_onal Economi_cs ofDevelopment (New york: Ua .
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(z') c - c (Y,N) ; ,-ra8(") ,0, c"(N).0.9
2. Investment depends on reaL income,

(3) I = I (Y); -(y)>O

Equation (3) jrnplies that the higher the aggregate

income (Y), t.he stronger is the inducement to invest"
3. Exports of the capitalist sector to the traditional

sector depend on the terms of trade and on the aggregat.e

Íncome Y, of the traditional sector,

(4) E E (N,Y
T E'(N) <0, E',(Y )to.T

E- (N) <0 imprtes that as the terms of trade improve
for the capitalist sector, exports of the capitalist sector
would decrease" E'(yT) >o imprj-es that as income rj_ses in
the t.raditional sect.or, exports. of the capitalist sector.to
the t.raditional sector would tend t.o rise" To simplify the
analysis, Y, may be considered an exogenous variabler l0 so

Õ

"c'1Y¡ =
Simitar not.ations

1 orni 
"concern is the

sector rather

AYare

assumption
growth of

than in the
aggregate income in
traditional sect.or

ac

-t
the marginal propensity to consume.
used f or other vari-ables.

9c'(*)(o implies that as N increases, aggregatereal consumption expenditure decreases. This iÁ-¡aseaon the assumption that (1) demand for commodíties
produced in the capitarist sector is price-elastic andthat (2) this elasticity is greater than the elasticityof demand for commodities produced in the traditional
sector 

"

is justified because our con-
t

(.\F ${/rlllTL\BA'

/-lBft},R\ {.s

t
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that
(4a) E - E (N); and E'(N)<0.

4. Imports by the capitalist sector depend on

aggregate j¡rcome and the terms of trade,

(5) ¡d= M (y,N); M-(y)>0, M-(ti)'o"

The commodity balance equation (l) for the capitalist
sector can now be written as

(6) Y - C (Y,N) + r (Y) + E (N) M (Y,N).

After totar differenti-ation and the colrection of terms
equat j-on (6 ) yields

(7)
(

dL
¡v _ ðr

AY
+ *) *=( AE ðM

AN ðN dN
d\_

ãN +

Muttiplying through this equation by $ ana the RHS (right-
hand-side) by H' Ì^/e get

/
(, ac aï ð\- ñ-ãË .*) o= (,s.ffi-#) -+

where i = $ trr" rate of change in y; an anarogous i-nterpre-
tatj-on holds for Ñ" we now multipry each term in the paren-
thesis on the RHS as follows:

C E,--_E " M M
C'NoYn'and NbYMby

and by bringing the term $ into the parenthesj-s on the right-

c
N

hand side we get
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where ecN = -ä +$'the elasticity of consumption with respect

to N' the terms of trade; similar interpretatj-ons hold for
other elasticitie=.11

Given the values of the various expenditure propen-

sities and elasticities, equation (8) traces the relatj-onship

between Y and N. rf rr/e assume all these propensities and

el-asticities included within the parentheses on both sj-des

of the equation constant, then '¡/e can define the srope of
this equation as

(8)

(e)

1
ac àr aMðY ðY aY ) 

r = (-..* ? -"u* # -u^ #) 
-

dv c-ô"cN Y
E ô

EN Y -MN
M
Y

dN I ac
5V

âT
AY

âM+-'aY

The numerator on the RHS is negative, given our

assumpt.ions about consumption, exportsr. and imports. A

verbal interpretation of this condition can be given as

follows: As the terms of t.rade improve for the capitalist.
sector, i.e., prices of commodities produced in the capj-talist
sector increase in comparison with those in the traditional
sector, aggregate demand in the capitalist sector will

11__-*!{e def ine the elasticity of a variable y withrespect t.o another variable, xt given y = f (x), as follows:
â - aY x.,f #'0, and e"r, =-#f,tt ff.0.-YX AXY '
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decrease because of a decrease in consumption and exports

and an increase in imports. The extent of decrease depends

on the erasticitÍes of consumpti-on, exports and imports"

The denomj¡ator on the RHS would be positive if

ðc
æ0< +

An i¡tuitive
is straightf,orward.

àM <1
AY

interpretation of the above

A continuous change in the

AI
àY

a condition which is likeIy to hold.12

ïf the above condiLion j-s satisf ied, the slope Ét-
dN

would be negative. The economi-c meaning of a negative srope

is crear: the growth of aggregate income in the capitalist
sector is inversely rerated to the rate of increase in the

terms of trade tÑl . From equation (9) the followj¡rg propo-

sition can be derived:

PropositÍon 1 The sensitivi-ty of the growth of aggregate
income in the capitalist sector to the rat.e
of change in the terms of trade, i.€", dt

dN
would be higher, (1) the higher are the margi-nal propensj-ties of consumption and investl
ment with respect to changes in i_ncome;(2) the higher are the elasti-cities of
consumption, exports and imports with
respect to changes j_n the terms of trade;(3) the lower is the elasticity of imports
with respect to changes in income

proposition

terms of

12_--In order
is usually assumed

for the
to hold.

system to be stable this condition
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trade in favour of the capitalist sector is likery t.o reduce

the growth of aggregate income in this sector. The magnitude

of the reductj-on depends on the responsiveness of consumption,

exports, and import.s with respect t.o changes in the terms of
trade. The initial reduction in aggregate demand., because

of the fall in consumption, exports and a rise in imports,
will j-nduce a further fall in aggregate income through the
multiplier process. The reduction through this multiprier
process will be higher, the higher are the responsiveness

of consumption and investment, and the lower is the respon-
siveness of imports, with respect to changes j¡: income.

Terms of Trade ïncome Distribution
Gr of Deman in the

Ca italist Sector

Thus far the impact of the terms of trad.e on the
capitarist sector have been analyzed without any reference
to changes in t.he distribution of income " rf consumpt j_on

and saving propensities vary across di-fferent groups, then
it would be essential to include the distribution of income,

explicitly, in the analysis. Accordingly, some of the
behavi-ourar rerations discussed in the previ-ous section are
modified as folLows: Aggregate consumption consists of
consumption expenditure by workers (cr) and consumption

expenditure by capitalists (C). Ct depends positively on

the totar real wage bill (r\i) and inversely on the terms of
trade (N); cz depends positively on totar rear profits (n)
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and i-nversely on the terms of trade (N) . Th" i^/age bill
and profit wourd in turn depend on aggregate irr"o*..13

Accordingly, the aggregate consumption expenditure
in the capitalist sector can be wrj_tten as

(10) c=cl (w(y),N) *c2(n,", ,N)
The commodity balance equation (6) in the prevj_ous sectj-on
can be re-\^rritten now as

(11) Y : C ) ( )1

c

( W (Y), N +C 1T(Y) , N +r (Y) +E (N)2

* M (Y,N)

which, after total differentiation and re-arran gement, yields
âc-rIt-:.
ah7

AW

AY ati
ân ar âM
AY ðY AY

âc
2

+ 2
dN

By further algebraic operations similar to those for
equation (8), we find

(\2',) 1

dY

ðT
ãY

.aM+-'âY

=( ?cr
AN

ac

#-*#)+
â N

ct

c c
2

)ü

#)'.

â"ilY
1

Y e ôW "!rJY ô""2 nc
1

c
2ô NY eczN T tEN =¡fi.Ï

Y

( 1

E
Y

l3profit in the capitalist sector is defined ingross terms, i. e . , it inc lude s all non_\^/age income s ;accordj-ng1y W + il= y.
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rf v/e assume that wage earners consume arl their i_ncome, then
e W = 1 and (IZ¡ reduces toc I

c
2(L2a'l

(1¡)

c-
-l_l--ô Y -WY

AT ðM
AY AY

Y

e

ô
"EN Y MN

e

Y
ô

lly

MN # 
)-

E
Y

ô*EN
Y

NY

t"rn

f c N
c c 2e 1e

1 c
2

Assumi-ng arl the terms in the parentheses on both
sides of equation (l-2a) constantr wê can differentiate n

with respect to Ñ to yield

c c E
dY c N

1
1e M

Y
2

C NY 2 Y

dN c-,l_r--n-e t", 
n

c
2

WYY
âM
AY

The numerator wourd. be negative if -ê^ 
ct 

- 
cz

urN -T - ecru -y
M

"lrOl V < 0. Given ou.r assumptions about consumption,
Eô-EN Y

exports and imports with respect to changes in the terms of
trade, the above condition wirl be satisf ied. This conditi-on
implies that as the commodities of the capitarist sector
become relatively expensive, i.e., N rises, aggregate income

in the capitalist sector falls. The ext.ent of this fall
depends on the responsiveness of consumption expenditures
of \^/age earners and prof it receivers and the responsiveness
of exports and imports, with respecL to changes in the terms
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of trade.

14rh"
expenditure p
is explained

ô
"lvY + 2

I aggre
sector to the r
of trade would
the elasticity
respect to chan
(2') the higher
I^iage earners I

changes in Lh

"t, n eny.#-

74

The denominator would be positive if

c c
1

YY

AM

ãY <1

ïntuitively, this condition can be int.erpreted as forlows:
the net expenditure on commodities produced jrr the capitalist
sector by wage earners, profit receivers and invest,ors
should be less than one dorrar for every one dollar of income
generated in the capitalist sector. As mentioned in
footnote 12, this condition is essential for the stabirity
of the system"

rf'the above conditions are satisfied, the slope
d'.i
ãi,l would be negative.

Utilj-zing equation (13) the following proposition
can be stated:

Proposition 2z Ceteris ri-bus , the sensitivity of thegate income in the capitalist
ate of change in the terms
be higher, (L) the higher is
of the wage bill with
ges j-n income (e_*,) and
is the elasticit#tof the

consumption wj-th respect toe terms of trade (.aa*).

rt should be noted that ,'the elasticity of the vì/age

bill with respect to changes in income,' essentiarry measures

signif icance of different consumptj_onatterns of wage earners and profiL receiversin Chapter 4 and Chapter 6.
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a change in the share of wages in varue added. For
example, êwy <1-implies that the percentage rise in income

is greater than the percentage rise in the wage billr so that
the share of vrages would fart. on the other hand, 

"wy 
t f

implies that the share of wages would increase. onty if

"v{y = 1would the share of wages remaj-n constant as income

increa""". r5

Growth in the Ca ital ist
Sector: S Side

Growth of aggregaÈe suppry is commonry anaryzed in
terms of production functions and competitive conditions in
the labour market..16 with the assumpti-on. that workers i_n

the capitalist sector predominantry consume commodities
produced in the traditional sector, the analysis of con-
straints on the growth of the capitalist sector reduces to

15r' the literature on developed countries the long-
fun constancy in the share of Ìirages hãs been emprrãsizea.see, for instance, E. Hermstädtei, "TheLong-Run Movementof the capital-output Ratio and of Labour'ã srrarã, i-i' J.A. Mirrlees and N. H. stern, eds., Moders of Economic Growth(New York: John Wiley, 1973). Oú,process in devel0ping countries, however, the share of r4lages
3I^ îw"g.-il.!lt, vary considerably. Lewis (I954 ) tras-ãrsueatnat.'during tî" earry phase of industriarization trre shareof wages would go down. According to iewis, the share oft^/ages' however, will go up if the capitalist sector facesa deterioration in the teims of tradã. This will be takenup in Chapter 6.

rhe =,* :;':n:ni;"t5r3gtri1¿rå3"ï"'fig.' *"i:::"l:ïg' "Hiî";:,,
16rhi= is the

F_upply of output. See(Continued neft page)

te_xt.-book approach to the aggregateWilliam H. Branson, Macroeconomic
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the following: as the terms of trade become unfavourabre
to the capitalist sector, the real !úage rate rises from
the capitalists' point of view, because of higher money

T¡'age demands- This reads to a farl i" the growth of employ-
ment and hence a fall in the growth of output.l7

By postulati-ng competitive price formation and
adjustments, the above theoret.icar scenario ignores the
possibility of market power in the capitarist sector. That
is, the burden of adjustment in the capitalist sector might
faIl on the commodity market. through changes in prices
rather than on the labour market: hi-gher wages and higher
prices of raw materials might be passed on at least in part
to purchasers of commodities produced in the capitalist
sector. This is one of the assertions of the Kalecki-Kardor
model, discussed in Chapter 1.

our task now is to determine the interrelationship
between the terms of trade and growt.h of aggregate supply
in the capj-talist sector, j-ncorporating the pricj-ng process
of the Kalecki-Kaldor moder. Irie assume¡ ês before, that

16 (Continued)
Theo and Polic (New York: Harper and Row, I7ZZ) ,Par Iï an art IV"

For alternative approaches emphasi zl:ng monopolyconditions in the industriãl sector, ä." Tayror , Lg7g,ancl Kaldor, l-976 .

l7rhi= is, in fact, the
described in Chapter I.
in the context of India,

proce ss
proce ss

Ricardo-Lewj-s ad justment
For a description of this
see Chakraúarty , L974.



the capitalist sector depends on. the traditional
the major part of raw mat,eúials and r¡¡age goods.

value of output (Y) in the capitalist sector can

as follows:18

51

sector for

Now, the

be expressed

(14 ) PY (l+K) (W+¡¿)

c = Price j-::dex of commodities produced in t.hecapitalist sector;

= wage bill

c

where P

tü

M = raw material cost

K ¡ mark-up

or p_ : (1+r¡ $/v + M/y)c

= (1+x) (ut + uou)

where UOO = lV/y = wage per unit of output
UM = NI/Y = material cost per unit of output.

we retain the Kareckian assumption that materj-al costs per
unit of output (uM) varies proportionately with prices of
materials produced in the pr-i-mary sector (in our study, the
traditj-onal sector).19 Thus we can write UM = L/a p..; I/o is
a factor of proportionality and p, refers to price index of

18rhi" is the same y as i-n the demand side analysis.
lgKarecki, 1969, p. 29. This assumption essentialry

means that changing efficiency in the utiliãation of materialsis not taken into accountt in other words, it rules out thepossibility of substituting other inputs for raw materiars
when the relat.ive prices of raw materiats increase. Accord.-ingry, the assumpti-on is likely to exaggerate the impact of anincrease in raw material pri-ces on proáuction costs.
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conmodities produced i¡r the traditional sector. rn other
word.s, PT can. be expressed as proportional to Ur.,

(1s )
20

From equatj_ons (1+ ¡ and (15) we can i,,¡rite

(r+K) (u +U
M)(16) N = P /P W

ouMPr

c T
ouM

which on multiplication of the numerator and denominator of
the right-hand side by f/U¡¿ gj_ves

(r + K) (r/Jl + I(Lt¡ N -
0

where J = u*/u*. This equation not surprisingry shows that as

the mark-up in the capitarist sector increases, N ri-ses,
i.e., the terms of trad.e move in favour of this sector.
similarry, as the rati-o of material cost per unit of output
to the r^/age bill per uniÈ of output (i.e.,,1) rises, N falls,
thus implying a deterioration in the terms of trade for the
capitalist =."tor " 

21

20 this does not imply that p
Equation (15) is derived f T is causally dependent

iom the assumption thatoportional to p
upon U
utul is M.pr

T.
21t' the Kateckian anarysis a rise in the ratio ofraw material cost to the hrage- rate per unit of output (J)Ieads to a deterioration in the terñis of trade (i.ä., N falls)for the manufacturing sector in relati-on to the primarysector--the latter supplying raw materials. one assumption:1 this analysis is *rãt-prices of raw material_s undergo(Continued next page) -
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Utilizing equation (17) we can express the general
rel-ationship between the terms of trade (N) , the mark-up
(K), and the ratj-o of raw materials to wage costs (J) as

(18) N = N(K,Jli N-(K)>0 and N'(J)<O

(19) K = K(Y); K- (Y)>0

That is, a higher level of real output in this sector is
associated with a higher mark-up" This assumption about the
relationship between K and y is an empirical one. rt has

been justif ied in the literature in the following vray: a

higher mark-up is called for in order to fi_nance a higher
level of investment which leads to a higher level of output.22

Concentratj-ng on the supply sj-de v¡e

a rei-atj-onship between K and real output in
sector:

2l- (Continued)
larger cyclical fluctuations t,han prices
commodities and that the fluctuatións i_nthose in the former.

For the arguments that prices ofgo larger cyclical fluctuationsl see Kal
h, S. Fishcer, and G. Sparks,
McGraw-Hill Ryerson, L972) , Chapter
Inventories and the Business 1e

further postulate

the capitalist

of all other
the latter follow
raw materials under-

ecki, 1969, p. 24¡
Macroeconomic s

If; and C.
(Un iversity

R. Dornbusc
(Toronto:
L. Barber,
of Toronto Press, 5 apter

To what extent the above assumption is valid is, ofcourser ân empirical quest,ion. In Bangladesh and ïndiathe behavi-our of raw material prices seems to support thisassumption. Source: Ban l-adesh Statistical yearbook 1979,Table 70.2, and Statis tica stract o India 77, Table 162.
22e. Eichner, The Me and Oli ol (New York:

Taylor,M. E. Sharp, 1980),(Continued next page)
Chapters 1,

o
, and ; and L"
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Tn the context of India and Bangladesh,

argument may be stated that as the manufacturing

expands, it "crowds out" a part of the household

This leads to a greater monopoly power and hence

mark-up in the manufacturing sector.

It is not easy, hovlever, to formulat,e a

another

sector

industrie s "

a greater

priori¡ ârr

assumpti-on with regard to the behaviour of J t the ratio of
;naterial costs to v¡age costs. rn the short-run J may vary
directly with real output in the manufacturing sector if ralv

materi-al- prices increase sharply during the boom period.,
relati-ve to t.he increase in wage".23 ïn the rong-run, in
which we are interested, a few scenarios are conceivable.
one is without technological progress, where production
conditions eventually read to diminishing returns j_n the
producti-on of raw materials--essentially a Rj_cardian view.
rn this scenario there would be a secular rise in J because

of the higher pri-ces of raw materi-al- r.24 Another scenario

22 (Continued)
Macro Models for Devel l-n Countrie s (New York: McGraw-Hi1I, , Chapter 5

23

pro-cycl ic
sharply du
in raw mat

Kalecki, 1969, pp" 23-24, maintains that J isâI, j-.e., rises sharply during a boom and fallsring a depression, because of greater oscirr-ationserial pri-ces. See footnote 2I:
2|rnis would be true if the phenomenon of diminish-i-ng returns j-s more severe in the prõduction of raw materialsthan- in the production of wage gooäs and if there is a time-lag betr4/een an i-ncrease in prices of hrage goods and anincrease in the wage birl; accordingry, the increase in u¡¿would be qreat.er than the increase ln- UOO.
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is given by technological progress in the production of raw

materials" rn this scenario, continuous technological
progress in the production of raw materials would tead to
a secular declj-ne in J because of a reduction in prices of
raw materi-als, assuming competitive conditions in the tradi-
tional sector" Finally, a securar rise in ,labour productivity
can reduce ut and hence increase J. we make no assumption

in our model about the determi-nants of J" Ratherr \¡/ê shall
examine empiricatly the changes j_n J and. infer whether the
trend in J tn*rovrs any light on the exi-stence of diminishing
returns and technologicar progress in the production of ra\^r

material 
=. 

2 5

Substituting (19) in (18) Ì^/e get

(20) N = N(K (Y) , J)

Dif ferentiating totalIy,

AN âK ðN
AK ãY

dY+ dJäJ

and dividing through by N

ðN âK dY+ dJðK AY

25__Hov/ever' even with a trend it may not be easy
P"l.e apersuasive inference on these issues because thebehaviour of J (thre ratio of raw material costs to wagecosts) depends not only on technological conditions inthe production of raw materi-als but also on changes inlabour productivity and on the ability of labour unionsto increase wages.

to

dN

I
ñ

dNT aN1
ðJN
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and after some algebraic operations

(zJ-l N=("ol^).Ky y*uNJ i

where .NX >0"

The meaning of 
"NK 

is straight forward: it shows the degree
to which the terms of trade change as the mark-up in the
capitalist sector changes b1z a certain percentage. Similar
interpretat.j_ons hold for .Ky and e*". Equation (2Il depicts
the positive relationship between Ñ ana v in the capitarist
sector, for a given rate of growth in J, the ratio of raw
material costs to wages. The slope of equation (2I) is

ôõ-NK "KY

Hence the f ollowjng proposj-t j-on:

Proposi-tion 3: The sensiti-vity of the growth of aggregatesupply. in the.capitalist sector to"ñ, -

measured by dy" woul_d be higher, the lower
dN

is the elasticj-ty of the terms of tradewith respect to the mark-up (e^,,,) and thelower is the elasticity of-thet\ftark_up withrespect to real outpuf (e*U).

A verbar interpretation of the above proposition
can be given as folrows: a ]ower elasticity of the terms
of trade with respect to the mark-up ("*^) implies that a

larger percentage change in the mark-up is requj-red in order
to change the terms of trade by a given percentage. Now

if the elasticity of the mark-up with respect to rear output
("*") is 1ow, then the above larger percentage change in

KAN=ñãR and ðN
ãK

1dY

dN
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the mark-up would be logically associated. with an even

larger percentage change in real output. The above two

conditions thus imply that the aggregate supply of real out-
put would be very sensj-tive to changes in the terms of t,rade;

that is, dY-v r ffi would be large "

Combining equation (21) with equation (I) or (12a)

from the aggregate demand side the equilibrium values of ñ

ana y can be derived" The intersection of the growth of
demand and supply curves is shown in Figure 3.r.26 The

j-ntersection of the demand-growth (GO¡ and the supply-growth
(GS) curves at P gi-ves the equilibrium growth rates of
income in the capitalist sector and the terms of trade.

Figure 3"1 Rate of Growth of Output and the
Terms of Trade.

GS

, GS"

1{

ll o

il GD

GD

t'..-
,/\

lz
,/l

I

Yo

26rh"=" curves can be easily derived in a four-quadrant diagram, as in an TS-LM diãgram.

Yz Yt
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Tf there hrere an autonomous increase j-n exports
from or Ínvestment in the capitalist sector, the GD curve
would shift to GD'. with the gi_ven GS curve, this wour_d

lead to an increase in the growth rate to v, and an increase
in N from NO to ñr, i.ê., an improvement in the terms of
trade for the capi-talist sector. on the other hand, given
the GD curve, if Èhere is any improvement in technol0gy,
the GS curve would shift up to GS'. This would read to a

decrease in Ñ from ño to ñ, and an increase in the growth
rate of real i-ncome to úr. of course, when both curves
shift, the capitalist sector can experience an increase in
both Ñ and t" on the other hand, for some period, the
capi-talist sector might also experience a worsening terms
of trade (i"e", a fall in ñ) , and a fall i-n growth rate,
because of leftward shifts of the GD curv".27

3.2 irical Evidence
for Bangla S an fnd

The model presented i-n this chapter is largety
heuristic; that is, aimed at understanding rather than
empirical analysis" The probrems of empirical analysis are
due to non-availability of dat.a for the capitarist sector
and the tradi-tional sector, and also due to the deviations

27This seems t.o have
mid-1960's. happened in India j_n the
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of the economies of Bangladesh and Tndia from the assumptions
of the model. For instance, the capitali_st manufacturing
sectors in these countries do not exclusively draw raw

materials from the traditional sector. The capitalÍst manu-

facturing sector produces some raw materÍaIs, e.g., synthetic
fibres, and arso imports some raw materiars from abroad"
Another departure from the assumptions of t.he model is that
the traditi-onal sectors of these countries purchase some

intermediate inputs, e.g., fertil izer and cotton yarn,
from the manufacturing sectors"

' The empirical investigation of the model involves a

common methodol0gical problem. For instance, in our mode1,

relationships between the terms of trade and j-ndustrial growth
are based on such ceteris paribus conditions as unchanged

t.echnological conditions and unchanged government policies
toward agricultural and manufacturi-ng prices. rn real
economies, it is unlikely that such ceteris aribus
conditions wourd hold. Bearing in mind these problems, r^re

carry out the followi-ng empi-ricar analysis on some aspects
relating to the terms of trade and manufacturing growth.

our empi-rical anarysis here will be limited to
examining the signif i-cance of Lrends in certain serected
variables: the growth raLe, the mark-up, the terms of
trade, and the ratio of raw material costs to the vüage birl.
specificallyr rüê are interested to know whether these trends
throw any 1ight. on the Ricardo-Lewis and Kalecki-Kal_dor
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adjustment processes.

Tn Table 3.1 \4re observe that in Bangradesh the
growth rate of manufacturing output (y) has fluctuated
widely; on average, hovrever, the rate has decrined from
L4-4å (t960-69) to 7"62 (1969-197g)" one major reason for
this slowing down in the growth rate may be the di-sruption
caused by the L}TI ru.r.28 Vfe observe, however, in Table 3.I
that"during the peri-od rgTr-72 to rg73-74 the growth rates
were impressive.

A rerevant question is whether movements in Lhe

terms of trade have played any role in the decline of y

in the 1970's. The evidence shows that on average ñ has
increased slightly from -1"9 (1960-69) to .g (1969_197g), in_
dicating a sright improvement in the terms of trade for the
manufacturing sector (see Table 3"1). Variations in the
mark-up (K) and the ratio of raw material cost to the r^/age

bill (J) show opposite trends: during the period Lg54 to
Lg75-76 K increased on average at the rate of .9 per year
while J declined at the rate of "r3 per year" These

coefficj-ents, however, are statistically significant only at

28rt shour-d be noted that the di-fferent base yearsf_or the price deflator are not likely to be responsibre forthe observed differences betr¡reen the growth rates in the1960's and the 1970's; this is becausõ the different baseyear for the 1970's would affect the levers of o.riput o,rtnot the year-to-year rates of growth of output.



Table 3.1 Growth of Manut?"!t+f 1"o ivl r Rate of change in the Terms of Trade tÑ},Mark-up (K), and nátio of Materiars bilr i.o wage ¡iir (J) in Bangladesh.

Year

1960-63
1963-66
l-966-69
19ç;e -70-1970-7L
197 0-7r-I97L-72
L97 L-7 2-L972-7 3

I97 2-7 3-L97 3-7 4

L97 3-7 4-L97 4-7 5
197 4-7 s-L97 5-7 6

I97 5-7 6-I97 6-7 7

L97 6-7 7 -L97 7 -7 I

Average 
Y

Average Y

L0 "7
18. r
14. 3

-9.8
-46.r
63.6
15. g

-2 .0
13.9
L2.7
12.7

Year

1960-63
196I-64
L962-65
1963-66
L965-67
r965-68
l-969-7 0

L97 2-7 3

L97 3-7 4

r97 4-75
r975-7 6

L97 6=7 7

196I- 64

L962-65
1963-66
L964-67
1965-68
1966-69
L97 2-7 3

L97 3-7 4

r97 4-7 5

r975-7 6

L97 6-7 7

r977-78

10.4
:3.8
-5 "2
-9.9

2

-))
i_I"0

-15.6
-6"3
16. 0

-1. 6

2.O

K (Mark-up)
(3)

22

26

32

64

52

50

57

44

51

55

61

53

57

47

64

38

30

J
Y*

(E)
N 

**
(å)

Year

1954

I955
t959-60
1962-63
l-963-64
1965-65
1965-66
I966-67
l-967 -68
r968-69
L969-7 0

r97 0-7r
197 L-7 2

I97 2-7 3

I97 3-7 4

l-97 4-75
r975-7 6

:t Y f igures are annual average rates.
** To. the period 1960-63 to 1969_69N figures are calculated from three_year moving average data.

8.6
8.2
6.7
6"4
6.8
8"2
7 "4
7"8
9.2
7.r
5.9
6.0
3.8
4.4
3.8
6.8
8.4

(1e60-re69)
(reG9-t9781

= I4.4
= 7.6

Average 
T

Average N

(1e60-6e)
(re6e-78)

= -1.9
:o

.J

AverageK-47 A(19s4-197s-761 Jl( = 36.15 +.9M
(r. B3 )

rage
8.3

ve J - 6.8
. t3M

(-2 . o2l

or
H

(Por a discussion of data sources, see the note on the next page. )



Table 3.I (Cont¡d)

I¡ühere M is ti-me. Figures
equations for K and J are

within parentheses
significant at the

t-values. The
level- 

"

coefficients of M in

Note: Y for 1960-1969 refers to average annuar growth rate of J-arge scale manufactur1_ng(those units employing twenty oi more workers and using power) at 1959-60 prices.
Source of data: A.R

Y for 1969-70
facturing at L972-73
quoted in World Bank,
D.C.: l_979) , Tabte 2

Khan, The Economy of Bangladesh
to 1977-78 refers to ave rage annual growth rate of,I

are
t0E

(Londorr: Macmillan, Lg72l , p. L7 "

rices. Source: planning Commission, Government ofBan ladesh: Current Trends and Devel_ t Issuesp. 7

p arge-scale manu-
Banglade sh,

(Wa shington ,

N for 1960-1969 refers toof trade between agriculture andR. Lewis , Jr. , ,'Recent Movements
Development Review , 1970, Vo1. X

the average annual_ rate of change
manufacturing (base year 1959-60).
in Agriculturers Terms of Trade in

, No" 3"

in the net barter terms
Source: Stephen'

Pakistan, " Pakistan

1969-70) in the
tical Yearbook

where GVP

Bangladesh B
of Bangladesh

ureau of Statistics,
, L979, Table I0"2.

price indexes (base year:
of Bangladesh, , Statis-

The average N figures for 1969-1978 are based on the
Government

K and J figures are
1979, Tables 5.33, 5.35 and

GVP

^-w+M I

calcurated from data in statistical yearbook of Ban ladesh5.36. K has been defi ne AS o1 O\Â/S :

!{:
[l[ =

J=ïÍ

Gross value of Industrial production
Employment cost of production workersIndustrial cost (raw materials)

Or
N)
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the J-0å level" Accordingly, hre can only say that in
Bangradesh manufacturing, there had been no falling trend
in K and no rising Èrend in J. lve can further say that
the manufacturing sector in Bangradesh has not witnessed
a secular deteri-oration in the terms of trade. This con-
clusion follows from the relationship in equaLion (1g)

N = N(rr¡), i-e., the terms of trade deteriorate for the
capitalist sector (N falls) only when the mark-up (K) faLls
and the ratio of raw material costs to the wage (J) rises.

The evidence of a slight improvement in the terms
of trade and a falling growth rate of output in the manu-

facturing sector of Bangladesh iJr the 1970 ,s is consistent
with the proposition r stated in section 3.1 and also with
the Kalecki-Kaldor adjustment process, menti-oned in
chapter 1. That is, in Bangladesh the manufacturi-ng sector
seems to have passed on higher costs of inputs into prices
of manufactured prod.ucts and the higher prices of manu-

factured products might have adversely affected the growth

of manufacturing output through a reduction in the growth

of demand"

The above causal connections, however, cannot be

demonstrated on the basis of information in Table 3.1 only.
one can argue that the decrease in the growth of manufactur-
ing output iJr the r97o's are mainly due to such factors as

the di-sruptions caused by the rgTr $rar and the national-i-
zation of industries in 1972. NevertheJ-ess, as we see rater
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in this section and in chapters 4 and 6, some indi_rect
evi-dence based on international trade conditions and real
\^/ages appears to make the demand-constraint argument
plausible.

ïn comparison with the manufacturing sector of
Bangladesh, the manufacturing sector of rndia shows some

striki-ng similarities and dif ferences" As in Bangladesh,
the Indian growth rate in manufacturing output tùl slowed
down in the mid-1960¡s and picked up i-n the lat.e 1970's
(see Table 3"2). However, in contrast to Bangladesh, in
rndia the growth rate has never been negati_ve. The annual
average growth rate during 1961-61 to 196g-69 was 5"9g and

during r970-7L to 1977-78, 6"3?, overarr a remarkabry con-
sistent rate of growth.

rn rndia, the annuar average ñ rr.s i,ncreased from
-3"6? during 1961-62 Eo L96g-70to .gz during rgTo-7r to
L978-79. This contradi-cts the assertion made by a number

of economists that the growth rate in the manufacturing
sector has been constrained by a continuous deterioration
in the manufacturing sectorrs terms of trade.29

The fact that in rndia the growth rate in manu-

facturing slowed down in the rate 1960's but slightly

29o. Mitra, Terms of Trade and Class Relation C.Nayyar, "
on Growth
August, 1
I974. Th
1960 's.

Industria 1 Development Indi-a: Some ReflectStagnation, " Economic and Pol itical V{eeklSpecial Numb êrr pp. 1 6 ;an

l-n
D.
ionsand

978 |
I

S. ravarty,
theis assertion, however, may have been true for
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Table 3.2

Year

1960-61 196L-62

Lg6I-62 Lg62-63

1962-63 1963-64

1963-64 - 1964-65

L964-65 1965-66

1965-66 - 19 66-67

L966-67 L967-68

L967-68 1968-69

t968-69 1969-70

1969-70 I97 o-7r
|910-7I - 197I-72

"9'7 L-7 2 L97 2-7 3

.97 2-7 3 197 3*7 4

.973-74 - 1974-75

.974-75 L975-76

975-76 - 1976-77

976-77 I977*78

977-78 L978-79

Growth of Manufacturing tVl, Rate of Change iof Trade (Ñ) , .{3rk-un ixi, and Rario of Marerto liage Bill (J) in rndj_a

n Terms
ial Bill

J
I N

9.9

9 "6

10.1

8"8

1.0

"5

8"1

6"8

3"0

3"4

(/")

3

J"b

-13.9

I

9

Year

1959

19 61

1965

1966

L9 67

I968

1969

1970

L91 3-7 4

L97 4-7 5

K
(?)

32 5"8

32 6 "2

38 6"6

37 6.8

32 7 "0

47 6 "9

39 '7)

Jö '7 ')

36 7 "4

43 8 "2

indicates missing data

7"

1.

4.

B.

?

8.

7"

I

2

0

5

ç,

5

7

9

9

oo

3

11

5

16 .2

a¿

7

4

2

I
7

6

I

I

verage Y

verage Y

(/erage Y

(1960-6I 1978-79)= 6.5
(L96L-62 1968-69¡= 5.9

(I970'7I - 1978-79)= 6.3

(I96L-62 - t97B-79)= -.1
(L96L-62 1969-70) = -3.6
(I970-71 - 1978-79)= .8

Average ñ

Average ñ

Average ñ

(ttlotes to Table 3.2, are on the next page)



Notes to Table 3.2

Average Mark-up (K), 1959-I974-75 = 372l(=32.6+.59M
(1.e8)

66

India,
ated

rVEA
J

ag
5.

EJ
8+

(ro

(1959-1974-75)
.14M
.6)

6"9

hlhere M is time. Fígures within parentheses are t-values. The coefficient of M_ in Èhe equalion for K is sig-nificant at the loa lever. The coeffiðient for J i" signif_icant at the 1g level.
Í_ figures for 1960-6r to 1969-70 refer to the aver-

?ge annual growth rate of net value-ad.ded (at 1960-61 prices)in the registered manufacturing sector
Source: Central StatisÈica1 Organization, GovernmentNational Accounts Statistics 1960:61

of
Fô1 972-73, Disa

ES ô 5.1

Í figures for i-ITO-7l- to irgTg-7g referannual growth rate in the registered manufactur
L9'7 0-7 L prices

to
in

the average
g sector at

Source: C. S . O. ,
L97 8-79., Stateme

. Ñ figures (Lg6r-62 - rgTg-7g) refer to the rate ofchange in the net barter terms of trade between agricultureand manufacturing.

source: Reserve Bank, Bulletin, various issues"
The figures of K and J refer to the (Census) factorysector.

Source:
ïñ@ sta

Central Statistical Organiza

K-- GVO
v{+M I

where GVO = gross ex-fac;ory value of output,
W = wages paid to the workers
M = maÈerials consumed, fuels, electricity andlubricants

and
-t4v--

w

National Accounts S tatistics L97 0-7 Int 40.

tist,ical Abstrac t of India,
tion,
L977 ,

Government of
Table 37.
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j-ncreased in the 1970's j-n the face of an improvement in
the terms of trade suggests that the growt.h process is
consistent with the Ricardo-Lewis model" rt is necessary
to point out, however, that. the rndian evid.ence is aLso

consistent with one of the assertions of the Kalecki-Kaldor
model: the manufacturing sector i_s unlikely to face a

secular deterioration in the t,erms of trade.
similar to the manufacturing sector of Bangladesh,

the rndian manufacturing sector also shows an increasi-ng
Lrend i¡r K, the mark-up. The trend, however, does not have

statistical signif icance; the trend coeff j_cient is signif i*
cant only at the 10? level" rn cont.rast to the riterature
on Bangladesh, the literature on rndia has emphasized the
problem of high degree of monopoly power in the rndian
manufacturing se"trr"30 ït is evident, however, from our
findings that¿ orr average, the mark-up has been higher in
Bangladesh (472) t,han in India (372) 

"

ïn contrast to Bangladesh, the ratio of material
bill to wage bill (J) in India shows an increasing trend
during the period 1959 to Lg74-7s" Because of the
importance of raw material and the wage bilr as determi_ning

30S". Bettel-he im, ïndia Inde dent (London:
MacGibbon Kee, 19681 ¡ N. K. a, Monopoly Capital,

Indian Economy: A Study
Economic and

Private Corporate Sector and. thein Relative Growth , L931-1976 r,,Weekly, Special Number, Vol. XTV ugust, 197
Political
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factors of supply constraints, it is worthwhile to explore
this further"

Fi-rst, in Tndia and Bangradesh, for the entire period
covered, the average varues of J have been 6"g and. 6.g,
respecti-vely- rn compari-son with the developed countri_es,
these figures are rrigtr.3l This i-s not surprising, since in
such labour abundant countries as rndia and. Bangladesh, the
vragie bill is likely to be much rower in comparison with the
raw material bill¡ making the ratio of the raw maÈerial bil1
to the r4rage bil1 high.

second, the ratio of raw .materi-al bill to wage bill
may rise because of (l) a rj-se in raw material prices
relative to wage rates, (2) a rise in labour productj-vity,
and (3) a change in the composition of manufacturing toward
more raw material intensive commodities. we are able to
exami¡le the f Írst of these reasons for rndia and Bangl_adesh.

31_- -For example, in the u " s.A. the averagie value of Jlor the period 1963-1976 \,vas 4.1. source: Bureau of theCensus, U. S.' Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstractof the Unite.d Stat.es, looth Edition, i|ffiFurthermore, during the earry- industriali_zationperiod J declined in the u.s.A., rroir 3.55 in rgTg to1'98 in L937 (Kalecki, Lg6gr p. 32r. xalecki "*pi.ineathis declining trend in terms of a rising productivity inthe raw materials producing sectors. As we shall see inchapter 5, neither Bangradésh nor rndia has e*pãii_ãr,.uaa long-term rise in productivity in raw materi_als production,compared to that in the developéd countrj_es.
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since ir, these two countries agro-based. industries are a

substantial part of the manufacturing sector, agricur_tural
raw material costs would be a significant part of the total
raw material .o"t""32 Accordingly, it is worthwhile to
examine the trend in the ratio of agricultural ra\^/ material
prices and money hTage rates in the manufacturi-ng sector"

rn Table 3.3 vre observe that i-n rndia, the ratio of
price indexes of agricultural raw materials and money lrages
has been higher in most of the years in the 1960 rs and L970 ,s

in comparison with 196r, the base year. The ratio, hovrever,
does not show a crear trend; the positive Lrend coefficient
does not. have statistical significance. rn Bangladesh also
the no/** ratio has been higher in the 1970's in comparison
with the ratio in 1969-70, the base year. This ratio,
however, does not show a strong trend; the positive trend
coefficient is significant only at the 10a rever"

The evidence in Tabre 3r3 arrows us to draw onry a

weak concLusion: it is unrikely that in the manufacturing

32_--rn Bangladesh, the share of agro-based industries(food, beverage, tobacco, textiles, leather and rubberproducts) i-n gross value-added wa s' lq . sz i-n rgTz-73 .These industries consumed 70.g2s" of loiar raw materiarsi-n tf" _same year. (source : Þlqtistical yearbook ãi
P+ e9=+ ,_,_!e7 e , p" 26 4) . r o_þased industries in value-added was 32.92 , and its Érrrr"of raw material consumpti-on was Asz, during the yearr975-76 - source: c.s-o., Annuar- survey of rndgstries,I975-76 -
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Tab1e 3 " 3 Ratio of Price fndexes of Agricultural RawMaterials (pe) to }foney hlage Indexes inManufacturíng (i^l¡a) (expressed in percã"tl 
"

India BangladeshYear /wn Year"e "e/W'
19 61

L962

1963

L964

19 65

L966

L9 67

19 68

1969

I97 0

L97L

L972

L97 3

L97 4

197 5

L97 6

L977

1978

100

93.6

92 .9

102.3

104"6

115"5

106.0

98.9

I07"0

115"5

L04"2

104.4

146.8

165.5

134.3

86.7

99 .7

8s.6

1969-70

I97 2-7 3

L97 3-7 4

L97 4-7 5

l-97 5-7 6

L97 6-77

r977 -7 8

100

194.s

173"5

160.4

173 " 0

170 " I
186.8

P A/wyt = IoI.17 + .93M
(.99) "A/wM 

= r28 '27 +, 7 ' 91M
(2.11)

vühere M is time. Fi-gures within parentheses are t-values. The coefficient of tt for rndia i; significãnt at the402 level and the coefficient of M for Bangladesh is signif-icant at the lOB leveli accordinglyr Ír€ither of thecoefflcients has statistical sigñiÊí..""".

(Uotes to Table 3.3 continued on the next pag
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Notes to Tab1e 3.3

For Bangladesh
price indexes in Tab1e
dexes in Tab1e L0.23,

the figures are calculated from theI0.2, p. 370 and from the wage rn-p. 385, Statistical Yearbook ofBangladesh , Ig7g. The figures for Indi-a are based on the
variousprice indexes

issues, and on
rates in I.L.O

in Reserve Bank of
the wage indexes

India, Eulletín ,
calcu1 at,ed from the wage., Yearbook of Labour Statistic s, 1980 andearlier issues.
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sectors of rndia and Bangladesh that wage costs relative to
agricultural material pri-ces have been a persistent supply
con stra int .

The Role of the fnternati_ona1
Terms of Trade

Thus far the empiricar investigation of the growth
of manufacturi-ng output has been centred on the inter-sectoral
terms of trade - Now it is worthwhile t.o examine the rmpti-
cations of the international terms of trade for the
interpretation of the empirical results derived so far.
The significance of this issue is given by the fact that
the growth of manufacturing output may be constrained not
only by a deterloration in the manufacturing sector's
terms of trade but arso by a deteriorati_on in the terms of
trade for the economy vis-a-vis t he rest of the world"

!üe observed earlier in Tables 3.r and 3.2 that
during the 1970's the inter-sectoral terms of trade
improved for the manufacturing sectors of Bangladesh and
rndia. Furthermore, during the 1970's, in comparison with
the 1960's, the growth of manufacturing output showed some

i¡crease in rndia but not in Bangladesh. A rerevant
question is whether the internat.ional terms of trade have
been at least. partly responsibl-e for the above difference
between the two countries.

ïn Table 3.4 we observe that in Bangladesh the.
average rate of change j11 the international terms of trad.e
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Table 3"4 Rate of Cþange in the fnternational Termsof Trade (N-) for Bangladesh and India.' e'

Banglade sh
Period N

India
Period Ne 6

1961-62 Eo 1962-63

1962-63 to 1963-64

1963-64 to 1964-65

1964-65 to 1965-66

1965-66 to 1966-67

1966-67 to L9G7-68

L967-68 to 1968-69

1968-69 to 1972-73

I972-73 to L973-74

L973-74 to L974-75

L974-75 to L97S-76

I975-76 to L97G-77

L976-77 to L977-78

L977-78 to 1978-79

-r8 .3

t2.7

16.7

-8 .6

43.0

-18.0

L96L-Ig62

L962*L963

L963*L964

1964-1965

L965-L966

1966-l-967

L967-1968

1968-196 9

1969-I97 0

t970-I97I

197I-L972

L972- 198 3

197 3*197 4

I97 4-197 5

L97 5-197 6

1976-1977

197 7 -I978

L978-I97 9

-2"I
-1.1

-3.2

5.5

2"I

-3"1

2"I

3.1

0

3.0

7.8

t"¿

-18 .4

-9.5

2.6

26 .9

-4.0

-16 " I

1"6

-31.8
o

-10. 7

13"1

9.8

7 "5

A

A

rageVE
= 4.2

(I972-73 to I97B-79)rageve
-2.2

Ne

ô

(1961-62 to 1968-69) ñ^ (Ie61-1e6e)
e 4Aver

Aver

age

(re70-r9791
1-.r

N
e

gea
N

(Notes to Table 3.4 are on the next page)
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Notes to Table 3.4

Ñ^ refers
the exporE-price
a given period.

to the rate
index to the

of change in
import-price

the ratio of
index during

Source of data: For Bangladesh: the figures for the1960's are calculated fr om Government of pakj-stan, CentralStatistical Office, Mon rh1 Statistical Bulletin L97 0-7 7 ,and earlier issue,s, as reporte Ln H. Rahman, ttAn
Analysj-s of Terms of Trade of Bangladesh, LgSg/60 toL974/75,r'The Ban ladesh Develo t Studies Ju1y, L976 

"IThe figure S or e s are ca at.e rom Governmentof Bangladesh, planning Commission r âs reported in TheIVorld Bank, Ban ladesh: Curren t Economic Situation and
, 1 able p.,

Statistic s ,
For India:

October , L982,
ïnternational Financ ial

and earlier issues.
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v/as 4.22 i-n the 1960's and -2"2å in the 1970's; the
correspondi-ng f igures f or rndia v/ere "42 and -.1å. Thus,

the extent of deterioration in the international terms of
trade in the L970 's appears to be greater in Bangladesh.
This deterioration in the int.ernationar terms of trade may

have adversely affected the growth of manufacLuring output
in Bangladesh during the 1970¡s.

on the other hand, in Tndia the growth of manufactur-
ing output i-ncreased slightly during the 1970's in the face
of an improvement in the manufacturing sectorrs terms of
trade, despite a deterioration in the international terms
of trade. This evidence seems to reveal the dominance of
the i-nter-sectoral terms of trade in tndia.33

rt is now worthwhire to exami¡e the implications of
the internationar terms of trad.e for the adjustment processes
i-n the manufacturing sectors of Bangladesh and rndia. A

deterioration i-n the i¡rternational terms of trade can

adversely affect the growth of manufacturing output in two
u/ays. First' through an increase in prices of imported
inputs, thereby affecting the aggregate supply side"
second, through a reduction in aggregate demand. The

33r' comparison with Bangladesh, India is lessdependent on international trade, r= indicated by iår.,exports/COp and jmports/GDe ratios (see Appendjx A.I) .Accordingry' Jt is expected that the international termsof trade would be less inf 1uential i_n fndia.
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reduction in aggregate demand is the result of a reduction
j-n real income in the economy, following the deterioration
in the i-nternati_onal terms of trade "

ït. is not easy to evaruat.e the relative importance

of each of the above two effects for the manufacturing
sectors of Bangladesh and India. There are some indications,
however, whj-ch suggest that the demand mechanisms wourd. be

more applicable to the manufacturing sector of Banglad.esh

than to the manufacturing sector of rndia. First, during
the 1970's, Bangladesh, in contrast to India, was an

importer largely of consumer goods, including food, rather
than intermediate inputs" 34 second, in Bangladesh, j-n con-
trast to ïndia, the growth of exports i.l: rear terms declined
during the 1970's, possibry because of adverse demand

conditi-ons for the jute industry.35 The fact that the
growLh of exports declined in Bangradesh implies that t.he

income t.erms of trade also deteriorated in Bangladesh" This
may have reduced the aggregate real income of the economy

and the aggregate demand for all products, including manu-

factured products.

34th. world Bank, Ban ladesh: Current EconomicSituation and Review of the Second lan, 9 L, e 3.3;and e World Development Report , 1982, Tab1e 10.

Table I
35 Source: The World Development Report rgg2,
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3.3 Summarv

Tn this chapter vre presented a simple model of
interdependence between the capitalist. and the traditional
sect,ors, r,rith the rate of change in the inter-sectoral_ terms
of trade tÑl as an endogenous varÍabre" we put forward
a number of propositions concerning the relationship
between the rate of growth of output tYl in the capitalist
sector and Ñ- These propositi-ons are based on some postu-
lated relationships (1) between the terms of trade and some

of the variables on the aggregate demand side, e.g", con-
sumpt,ion and investment; and (2) between the terms of
trade and the vari-ables on the aggregate supply side,
e-9., the mark-up and the rati_o of the raw materiar bill
t.o the wage bi1l

rn thÍs chapter Ì,ve then investigated the trends
in selected variables (y, ñ, K, and J) in Bangladesh and
India. The notable f indings are the followi_ng:
1. rn neÍther country has the manufacturing sector
experienced a secuLar deterioration in the terms of trade,
thus conf irming the cl-aim made by the Karecki-Kaldor model_.

2- rn Bangladesh the terms of trade improved for the
manufacturing sector during the 1970's" However, this
improvement was associated with a falr in the growth of
manufacturing output. This growth process is consistent with
the Kalecki-Kaldor adjustment mechanism mentioned in
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chapter 1" fn contrast, i-n rndia, the growth of manu-

facturing output increased slightly d.uring the 1970's in
Lhe face of an improvement in the terms of trade. This
appears to be consistent with the Ricardo-Lewis adjustment
mechanism discussed in Chapter 1"

3" rn rndia and Bangladesh, the evidence shows Lhat
there has been no secular decrease in the ratio of pri-ces
of agricultural raw materiaLs to money hrages in the manu-

facturing sector; in other words, \^/age costs relative to
agriculturar raw material costs have not been a persistent
supply constraint"
4" During the 1970's, the international terms of trade
deteriorated for both Bangradesh and rndia. The extent of
deterioration appears to be greater in Bangladesh. This
may have been partly responsible for a decrease in the
growth of manufacturi-ng output in Bangladesh duri-ng the
1970's" Furthermore, the demand-deficiency problem,
emphasized in the Kalecki-Kaldor model, appears to be more

applicable to the manufacturing sector of Bangladesh than
to the manufacturi-ng sector of rndia " Further investi-
gations are needed, however, to rigorousry derive these
conclusions.
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CHAPTER 4

STRUCTURAL TNTERDEPENDENCE, THE
DTSTRTBUTTON OF TNCOME, AND GROWTH:

A DISAGGREGATED ANALYSTS

rn the theoreticar model presented in chapter 3,
v¡e observed that movements in the terms of trade can

infruence the growth of manufacturing output through
changes in aggregate demand as well as changes in aggregate
suppry" From the empirical findings we also observed that
the adjustment. process in Bangladesh manufacturing appears
consistent with the Kalecki-Kaldor model. on the other
hand, the adjustment process in Tndian manufacturi_ng seems

to be consistent with the Ri-cardo-Lewis model. ïn chapter 3,

howeverr rlo attempt was made to investigate whether con-
straints and the adjustment processes differ substantiarly
within sub-sectors of the manufacturing sector. Further-
morer rlo attempt was madè to exami-ne the flows of commodi-ties
from the traditional sector to the manufacturing sector.

rn this chapter we undertake a disaggregated
analysis i-n order t.o illuminate further the adjustment
process within the manufacturing sector in the face of con_
straints originating in the traditional sector. The

disaggregation wiLl be two-ford: a disaggregation of the
manufacturing sector and a disaggregation of the frows of
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conìmodi-ties from the traditional sector to the manufacturing
sector. The theoreti-cal rationale for such disaggregations
has been discussed in Chapter l.

4.L Disa ation of the Manufactur inSector into VrIa Non-Bas Goo e
and Basic o s ïn ustr S

The disaggregation of the manufacturing sector will
be made in terms of (1) enterprises producing wage goods,
(2) enterprises producing non-basic Aoods (e.g., Iuxury
consumer goods and any inputs or capital goods which are
used only for the production of luxury consumer goods), and
(3) enterprises producing basic aoods (i.e., all other inter_
mediate inputs and capital goods) .1

The task of d.isaggregati.:rg the manufacturing sector
in such a viay is by no means easy, because of the dearth of

1The disti-nction between basic and non-basic aoods(ideas of which can be found in the wr iting s of Ricardoand Marx) is elaborated in pierro Sraffa, Prodúction ofCommoditie sb Means of C ommodities (Cambr

S

University ress, Ins e terms,is whether a commodi ty enters into the productj-on of a1lcommodities. Those tha t do are called basic , and thosethat do not are cal1ed non-basic. The cate gorization ofbasic and non-basic c ommodities, however , might be sensitiveto the degree of sectoral disaggregatj-on of the economy.For empirical analysis, some assumptions and proxies wilIbe necessary for the separation of basi-c commodi-ties fromthe non-basic. If wa ges are def ined in terms of a fixedbasket of consumer c ommoditie s, these commodities , calledqage goods , should also be cons idered basicr orr equal footingwith other mater j_al inputs. Tn our study, howe ver, we shallclassi-fy ba sic aoods further into basic consume r goods(hereaf t er called "\n/age goods ") and basic non-c

-:-_-_-__-._
r-dge : Cambr idge
the criterion

goods (hereafter simply calle d "basic Aoods")
onsumer
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disaggregated data both for output and for consumption
patterns of \A/age earners and prof i_t receivers. Tf highly
disaggregated data r¡/ere availabre, we would designate an

enterprise as s

1. a hTage good enterprise if the commodity produced
by the enterprise h/ere whorly or mainly consumed by h/age

earners;

2" a non-basic aoods enterprise if the commodity
produced by the enterprise \^¡ere either consumed wholry or
mainry by profi-t receivers ¡ or used solely for the production
of commodities consumed by profit receivers;
3 " a basic aoods enterprise if the commodity produced
by the enterprise h/ere used f or the production of ï/age goods,
directly or indirectly.

rt should be noted that our concept of an "enterprise,,
is not exaetly synonymous with the concept of a ,,f irm.,, A

f irm which produces, let us sây, three product.s in three
physical plants, would constitute, in our view, three
enterprises" VrIe thus follow the product-method rather than
the firm-method in di-saggregating the manufacturing sector
and then \^/e explore technological and other features (e.g.,
Ìvages' prof it, and value-added) of the disaggregated uni_ts.
This approach is compatible with the censuses of Manufacturing
rndustries of Bangradesh and the Annuar surveys of rndustries
of Tndia. Accord.inglyr w€ shall use the terms ,,enterprise,,

and "industry" interchangeably.
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The data in the censuses of Manufacturing for
Bangladesh are disaggregated to the 4-dlgit level.2 Tn

rndia, the Annual surveys of Tndustries provi_de data at
the 3-digit, revel.3 From these sources one can identify
most i-ndustries as being producers of either consumer goods

or non-consumer goods (i"e., intermediate inputs and capital
goods). The problem is to disaggregate the consumer goods

sub-sector into.those industries whi-ch produce either vrage

goods or non-basic goods; similarLy, it is necessary to
identify those industries producing inputs and capitai_ goods

which are used only for non-basi_c goods. This classif i_cation
would require hi'ghly disaggregated data on the manuf acturing
sector and on the consumption patterns of v/age earners and
prof j-t rece j-vers 

"

rn the absence of such informati_on on consumption
patterns and industrial classification, the following methods
have been adopted to classify the manufacturi-ng sector into
\^Iage goods, basic aoods, and non-basic goods industries.
1" rndustries producing mainly consumer durabres have

2Du.t.
at the 2-digir

for Bangladesh manufacturj-ng are also givenlevel but not at the 3-diglt Ievel
3Problems due to different leveIs of disaggregationof industries in rndia and Bangladesh are not rikely to beserious- Many industri-es in Bángladesh at the 4-dióit revelcorrespond with the rndian induslries at the 3-di;iÉ level.see the list of i:rdustries in the two countri-es i_nAppendices D.l and D"2"
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been placed in the category of non-basic aoods " This is
based on the assumption that consumer durabres produced in
the capitali-st manufacturing sector are consumed mainly by

non-v¡orkers.4

2 " Tndust.ries producing capital goods and inLermediate
inputs have been praced in the category of basic goods on

the ground that these inputs and capital goods are directly
or indirectly requi-red for the production of Ì¡/age- goods.5
3" Ad-hoc judgments ü/ere made in order to crassify
industries producing non-durable consumer goods as either
wage goods i¡rdustri-es or non-basic aoods industri-.=.6

' By adopting these methodsr \¡rê have been abre to
classify most of the manufacturing industries of ïndia and
Bangladesh i-nto r¡/age goods, basic aoods, and non-basic aoods
i-ndustries. (For the list of these industries, as werl as

A,'The evidence on the
and Bangladesh seems to supp
Government of Ind.ia, Natj_ona
The National S le Surve
an tatist Year

on patterns for fndia
ssumption. See
urvey Organization,

(New Delhi: 19771 ¡
, L979, Table 15. 18.

that these
our study.

consumpti
ort this a
I Sample S
28th Round
Bang a

5_-rn principle, industries producing i-nputs or capitalgoods used only {or the production of luxury consumer goodsshould be classed as non-basic aoods rather than basic goods.The data, hewever, are not disafgregated enough tã-ãxctuaesuch industries, with the excepiion of a few, from thecategory of basic aoods. see Ãppendix c for furtherql_scussl-on.

65". the note in Appendix C for argumentsmethods are unlikely to bias the main resurts of
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those excluded, see Appendices D.I and D.2) 
"

rn this chapter, first we are i¡rterested in a

comparative anarysi-s of some selected features of these
three groups of i¡rdustries: input structure, capital
intensity' Ìvage¿ productivity, mark-ups and profit,. The

main purpo.se here is to elucidate the implicati_ons of
different features of these three groups of industries for
growth- study of time trends of these features, however,
is not pursued here. we have first selected the latest year
for which data were avaj_Iable to us for Indj-a (1975-76) and
Bangladesh (1976-771 and compared the results with those of
another year for each country, L967"for rndia, and. rgTz-73
for Bangladesh. T

ïn ut Structure of Wa Goods,
Basic Go S an Non-Bas
Goods ustr ie s

In Table 4.I and Table 4.2,
features of the input structure of
industr ie s "

1. In both countries the r¡üage

total input cost has been higher in
wage goods industrj-es compared with
industry. However, the differences

the three groups

bill as a percentage of
the basic Aoods and

the non-basj-c aoods

are not always large:

we observe the following

ot

The years 1967 and 1972-73 \^rerethese years are available to us.data for selected because



Table 4.I ïnput Structure of
and Basic Goods

!üage Goods, Non-Basic GoodsIndustries in Bangladesh

I97 2-7 3

Wage Goods I2.B

Non-Basic Goods 11.0

Basic Goods 2O.g

All Industries** L7.5

Industries h/age Bill
As å Total
Input Cost

Year

Salary BilI
as å Total
Input Cost

Year

L972-73 1976-77

5.7 3"9

s"6 3"6

5 .7 3.2

5.7 3"3

Raw
It{aterial Cost
as å Total
Input Cost

Year

Other fnput
Cost as A
Total Input

Cost

year

I972-73 r976-77

7 .0 4.2

2"r 2"4

5.6

5.2 4 "9

Ratio of Raw
Material Cost
to !{age Bill

(r)

year

7972-73 I976-77

5"8 7 "4

7 "4 r4"9

3 "7 8,1

4"L 9"0

r97 6-77

11. 0

5.9

10.6

9"2

I97 2-7 3

7 4.5

BI.3

67 .9

7L.6

r97 6-77

80.9

88"1

B6 "2*
82 .6

*
*¡k

N

F j-gures for 1972-73 are computed from Bangladesh Bureau of Statiss I, II, and XIX"
from Tables I, XVf, and XXIII of

cost.

tj-cs, Census of Manuf

Census of Manufactur

Refers to raw materiar and other input costs as B totar inputrncluding those industries not covered by.this study.other i¡rput cost is included i"-iár-*"t"iiãr-ðoãi.*-ote:

url_ B Iadesh 1 972-73, Table
F gures for 97 6- 7 are computed
Ban ladesh, L9 76-77.
!{age b l_ 1 5 tota I wages, allowances, and. benefits) to production workersayment to salaried employees. The wagè uirr and thee total employment cost. Total input cost comprises em-rndustriaf cost refers to raw malerial cost ãna "ãtherrefers to fuel and electricity costs.

act-

ang

and the salary bill isalary bill together

I payment (al
s the total p
constitute thployment cost and industrial cost.input costs". ,'Other input costs,,

@
UI



Table 4 "2 ïnput Structure
and Basic

of lVage Goods, Non-Basic Goods
Goods Industries ín India

Industries V,iage Bill
as ? Total
Input Cost

Salary Bill
as ? Total
Input Cost

Material Cost
as % Total
lnput Cost

Other Input
Cost as Z
Total Input

Cost

Ratio of
Material- Cost
to Wage Bill

(r)
year year

L967 t-975-76 Lg67 Ig75_76

12.8 9 .2 3.1 3.4

7"8 5.1 5.3 4"8

10.9 7.7 6"6 5"1

8.2 7.8 3.9 4.7

Year Year Year

Wage Goods

Non-Basic Goods

Basic Goods

All fndüstries*

1967

77 "4

76.A

69"1

6r"2

I97 5-7 6

70"0

74"0

67 .5

70.0

l-967

6"7

10. 9

13"4

26 "7

L975-7 6

L7 "4

16 .1

L9 "7

l_7.5

L967

6.1

9.7

6"3

7 "5

L97 5-7 6

7.6

r_4"5

6"8

9"0

*Including those

Note:

industries not covered by this study.

Fi-gures for Lg75-76 have been computed from Central Statistical Organization, Government ofIndia, Annual Su of Industri-es I97 5-7 6 Facto Sector, Table 3;Figures or 7 ave en compu rom Annua Su o Indus tries, 1967, Table 1.Definitions of the wage bill and ihe salary bill or Ind aares lar to those stated forBangladesh. Total input cost includes employment cost (the \^lage bill and the salary bill),material- cost, and "other rnput costs". t'other rnput costs,' includes f ue1s, electricity,and non-industrial services (legal expenses and insurance charges). Th is definition oftotal input cost is sl ightl-y broader than f or Bangladesh, because of the inclusi.on of non-indr:strial- services .

or
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for example, percentages of the wage birl are very si_mirar
for h/age goods and non-basic aoods industries of Bangradesh

in \972-73. The non-basic goods industry appears to have

a higher ratio of raw materiaJ- cost to totar input cost
than all- the industries on average. Furthermore, the ratio
of raw material cost to the \Arage bill (J) is higher in the
non-basic goods industry than in wage goods and basic aoods
industries. one signif icance of the above f indi-ngs is that
if prices of Ì{rage goods (prod.uced in the traditional sector)
i-ncrease and this is followed by an i-ncrease in money wages

in the manufacturing sector, then the impact would be greater
in r/üage goods and basic aoods industries than i¡ the non-
basic aoods industry. on the other hand, if prices of ra\^/

materials rise, the impact is rikely to be greater in the
non-basic Aoods industry"
2 - The salary bill as a percentage of total input cost
has been higher i-n :the \^/age goods ind.ustry of Bangladesh,
in comparison with the non-basic goods industry. ïn con-
trast, in fndia the percentage of the salary bill has been

higher in the non-basic aoods industry" The view that the
percentage of the salary bill is higher i_n the luxury goods
industry is thus supported by our findings only for tndia"S
3. Tn Bangladesh the wage birl and the salary bill

8_!'or an exposition of this
"Towards a Macroeconomi_c Framework

see K. Bharadwaj,
Developing Econofry, "

view,
for aThe Manches ter School 1979.
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as percentages of total input costs have declined in al-l_ three
groups of i-ndustries in L976-77 in comparison with those in
1972-73" correspondingly, the percentage of raw materiar-
cost has increased in all three groups of industri_es. rn
rndia the wage bill as well as the material cost as percenta-
ges of total- input costs have decrined in 1975-76, in com-
parison with those in L967. rn contrast to Bangladesh, in
rndia the salary bill as a percentage of total input cost
has increased in the manufacturi'g sector as a whole and
in the wage goods i¡rdustry. Furthermore, in contrast to
Bangladesh, in rndia the "other input costs,, as a percentage
of total input cost have gone up i,. alr three groups of
i-ndustries.

4- A not.able f inding is that in Bangladesh as wetr as
i-n rndia the ratio of raw material cost to the wage bill
(J) has gone up in all groups of j-ndustries, and the extent
of absolute i-ncrease is highest. in the non-basic aoods
industry. Tn Bangladesh this ratio has gone up in the non_
basic aoods industry from 7.4 in rg72-73 to 14.g in L976-77.
ïn rndia the rati-o has gone up in the non-basic industry
from 9.7 on L967 to 14"5 in 1975-76. The significance of a

rise in J for the terms of trade and for manufacturing
growth has arready been di-scussed i_n chapter 3.9 A relevant

9-r, Section 3 .1equation (18) that the
depends positj-vely upon
(Continued next page)

of Chapter 3 | \^re observed inmanufacturing sectorfs terms ofthe mark-up (K) and inversely
trade

upon
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question j¡l this context j-s whether, in the face of a rising
J, all three groups of industries would experience a similar
adjustment process- The answer depends on monopory poi,ver

and other characteristics of the three groups of industries,
discussed in the f ollowing sub-section.

Mon ol Power and Other
c racter stic s lVa Goods
Non-Ba sic ds, an Bas
Goo s Industri-es

On the basis of information in Tab1es 4.3, 4.4,
4-5, and 4"6n if \de compare rabour i.:rcome, the mark-up, and
the profit rate in the wage goods industry with those'in
the non-basic aoods i-ndustry, some striking patterns emerge"
The non-basic aoods i-ndustry in Bangradeshr âs well as in
rndi-a, has higher mark-ups, higher prof it rates, and r-ower
proportions of the wage bill and employment cost in val_ue_
addea-10 This suggests thaL the degree of monopoly power is
likeIy to be substantiarly higher in the non-basic aoods
industrlz than i-n the wag. goods ind.ustry" Accordingly, the
9 (Continued)

the ratio of the raw material bill to the wage bill (J).Hence, if J i-ncreases for the manuraãturing sector as awhole or for any sub-sector within this sector, then themanufacturing sector's terms of trade is 1i_kely iã-ã"t.rior_ate.

10_--As discussed in Chapter I, intheory of income distr j-but.ionl labour'svaries j_nversely to the mark_up whicñ i"the degree of monopoly.

the Kaleckian
share of income
determined by
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Table 4 "3

A. Assets or C ital
ïntens ty

F ixed
Assets per
worker (Taka)

Comparison of Wage-Goods, Non_Basic
Goods and Basic Goods Industries inBangladesh, 1976_77

e-goods Non-basic Basic
All*

Industries

Fixed assets/
value-added ratio
Tota1 assetsr/
value-added ratio
Total assets/
gross output

B Labour Income and
P uc v

Annau1 wages per
worker (Taka)

Value-added
per worker (Taka )

Annual earnings
per employee (Taka)

îtlage/value-added (? )

Employment cost/
value-added (U)

C ivfark-up and p rofit
Mark-up (U)

Gross ProfíL/
total assets (S)

*

15 418 2557 6

1. 04 "26

"772.04

"66 "47

3993 554 0

L47 62 98090

4438 615 6

27667 23150

1" 53

2.83

.98

I.9 4

"83 "69

4635 4483

1B 067 23707

5 019 49 46

25"7 18.9

33.3 25 .7

75

27 "L

36.8

31

31

5"6

9"f

r02

LL7 .6 24

4T

38

rncluding those i-ndustries not covered by this study.

(Notes to Table 4.3 are on the next page)
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Notes to Table 4.3

The above figures have been computed from theCensus of Manufacturi Indust.ries B ladesh 19 76-77,
T an XVÏ. T data n Table 3 a so in Ta les4.4, 4 .5 and 4.6 represent the sub-sector as a whole. Forinstancêr annual wages per worker in the wage goods sub-sector has been computed in t.he followi ng way: add up allthe wages bills of the wage goods indus tries and divid.e byall production workers i n these industries. Similarly forall other sub-sectors.

Annual earnings per employee: total employment costdivided by alr empJ-oyees-incluäin-g production workers.
Mark-up = Gross value of out. ut Igeb 1 + fndustr a cost

For
4.5

detailed
and 4.6,

definitions of various
see Appendixes 8.1 and

terms in
8.2.

Tables 4.3, A.4,



Table 4.4

A. Assets or Ca t.alïntensl- ty

Fixed assets
per worker (faka)

Fixed assets/
value-added ratio
Tota1 assets/
value-added ratio
Total assets,/
value of product raÈio

B " I-,,abour Income
and Productivit v

Annual !üages per
worker (Taka)

Value-added per
worker (Taka)

Annual earnings
per employee (Taka)

Wage/value-added (?)

Wage-goods Non-basic

92

All
Basic Industries

Comparison of Wage-Goods, Non_Basic
Goods and Basic Goods rndustries inBangladesh, LgTZ_73

7273

.80

1" 52

"69

17 54

9096

2I56

19. 3

27 .9

55

9.8

14. I
48.0

61. 0

28 .5

37"8

L47 44 14892 12061

"54 2"59 1.31

1" 01 3 "92 2.20

.58 1.45 .98

2677 2764 2542

27 389 57 4L 8934

2868 3048 2855

Employment cost/
value-adäed (å)

C. Mark-up and p rofit
Mark-up (U)

Gros
Tota 47

Source:

The above fi gures have been c ompu

108 24 55

84 10 28
SP
1a

rofit/
ssets (Z )

ted from
r97 2-7 3 .

facturinq IndusLries, Bang l-adesh,
the Census of Manu-



Table 4.5

A. Assets or Ca i-taI
Intens ty

Comparison of Wage-Goods, Non_Basic
Goods and Basic Goods Industries inin India, IgTS_76

Wage-goods Non-basic

93

All
Basic fndustries

Fixed Capital
per worker (Rupees)

Fixed capital,/
value-added

ïnvested capital/
value-added

ïnvested capital/
output

B. Labour Income and
P roductivity
Annaul wages
per production
worker (Rupees)

Value-added per
production worker
(Rupees )

Annual earnings
per employee (Rupees)

Wages/va1ue added (å)

Employment cost/
value-added (Z)

C. Mark-up and profit
Mark-up (?)

Gross ProfíL/
ïnvested capital (å)

Source:

The fi-gures have been c
trj-es , l-97 S-7 6 , Table 1

L4604 31169 19L73

1. 13 L"92 1" 52

2.75 3 " 53 3 " 03

.50 "75 .62

3687 4908 4223

129 4e L6226 L2s9o

47 09 6332 s345

6839

"82

2"02

"36

3969

8390

4635

47 "3

64 "7

37

28"5

49.I

42

30.2

50.6

53

14.0

33. 6

53.6

46

17.5 18. 3 15"3

omputed from the Annual Surve of Indus-



94Table 4.6

A. Assets or Ca ital
ntens ty

Comparison of Wage-Goods, Non-Basic
Goods and Basic Goods Industries inín India I 1967

lfage-goods Non-basic Basic
All

Industries

FÍxed capital/
production worker
(Rupees )

Fixed capital/
value-add.ed

Invested capital/
value-added

Invested capital/
output

B" Labour Income and
Productivity
Annual wages
per production
worker (Rupees)

Value-added
per production
worker (Rupees)

Annual earnings per
employee (Rupees)

Wages,/va1ue-added ( B )

Employment cosE/
value-added (B)

C" Mark-up and Profit
Mark-up (U)

Gross Profit/
fnvested capital (U )

4 611

1" 19

2 " 33

"48

2L7 0

3887

2599

5s"6

69.5

22

13. I

9528

1.60

3.40

.75

1819

5940

2384

30"6

51. 2

3B

14.3

38.0

60 " I

49

8"2

40.0

59.2

35

11.1

207 34 LTT42

3.54 2 .17

4"8 3.7

1. 15 .80

2227 2 05s

58 59 5I44

3043 2652

Source:

The figures have been
tries, 1967, Table I.

computed from the Annual Su rvey of Indus-
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Kalecki-Kaldor adjustment mechanism wour_d be applicable
more to the non-basic aoods industry than to the wage

goods ildustry.

one possì-bre source of a higher degree of monopory
in the non-basic goods industry j-s the existence of economies
of scale and the smal1 si-ze of the domestic market.ll
Another major source is the tariff structure. The general
pattern of t.he tariff structure in both Bangradesh and
fndia often has been one of low tariffs on capital goods,
still higher tariffs on raw materials, and highest of arl
on consumer goods, especially on luxuries.12 A..ordingly,
the tariff structure is 1ike1y t.o provide greatest protection
to the domestic non-basic Aoods industry.

ïn Tables 4.3 to 4 "6, we also observe that there is
a substantial difference in rabour producti_vity, measured
by value-added per worker, between the wage goods industry
and the non-basic aoods lndustry. For instance, in the non_
basic goods industry of Bangladesh¡ vâlue-added per worker

1l__--For a di_scussion onof scale and the size of theI97I, Chapter 6.

the signif j-cance of economies
domestic market, see Sutcliffe,

, Jr.,
London:
Bhagwati
l_on
Þ 7 and
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\,'üas 6-6 times higher than in the Ì^/age goods industry in
7976-77 and three times higher in rg72-73" ïn ïndi-a, the
corresponding f igure vüas approximately 1.5 i¡¡ both Lg75_76

and 1967 - This may be an indication that higher productivity
due to such factor as technological change is rargely confined
to the non-basic aoods industry rather than to the vrage goods
industry.13 This seems to be partially supported by evidence
for rndia and Bangradesh. For i¡rstance, in contrast to a

majority of industries, the performance of the cotton textile
industry--a major vr¡age goods i-ndustry--has been poor in
terms of productivity in rndia as welr as in Bangrrd"sh. 14

rf indeed this is true, then such improvements in
productivity in the non-basic aoods i'dustry wirl have l_ess

impact on the whole economy than if there were similar
improvements in productivity in v/age goods and basic aoods
industries; this is because r¡/age goods are, j_n a sense,

l3art.rnatively, the relatively higher value-addedper worker in the non-basic aoods induätry may be the resul_tof higher capital stock, whiõrr tne ra¡ies 4.3 to 4.6 con-
!irm' Note, however, that in Bangladesh capital stock(i.e., fixed assets) per worker wãs I.7 times higher inthe non-basic aoods iñdustry than i-n the wage goodsindustry in 1976-77 and twiõe higher in r972-73. Asobserved earlier, the correspondíng rigures for value-addedper worker are much higher iñ the ñon-Éasic aoods ináustry.This suggests that higñer value-ada"ã per worker in the non-basic aoods industry óannot be entirery explained in termsof capital stock pei worker.

r977,
Table

l-4_source:
Table 11.13;
5.25.

Indian Yearbook of Labour S ta tistic s ,Bang ades Stat stical earbo ,rg 9,
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inputs for all groups of industri-es whÍle non-basic goods

are not- rf there \^/ere an improvement in productivÍty in
the hiage goods j-ndustry, this would tend to reduce prices
of wage goods - fn this situati-on there wourd be less
pressure on the empl0yers to increase money wages of workers.
rn other words, in principre higher productivity in the wage

goods industry is Iikely to reduce costs of production in
all industri"=.15

ïn contrast to productivity differences, \^/age

differences between the \,.üage goods industry and the non-basic
goods industry are not great in ïndi-a or in Bangladesh. ïn
ïndia the average wages per production worker in the non-
basic aoods indust.ry are rower than in the wage goods

industry, during both rgTs-76 and 1967. Because of the
somewhat imprecise grouping of industries, we cannot un-
critical:ly accept the absorute values of these average !ùages.
Nevertheless, the above evidence for rndia cautions us
against making the following assertions: (1) the luxury
consumer industry is characterized by werl-paid and skilled
"labour-aristocrats"; (2) a growth strategy based on the
expansion of luxury consumer goods would be largely self-
supporti-ng because these well-paid workers consume a

15This is the sign j-f icance
industry and
in Chapter 1

of distinguishing
the non-basic aoods

between the wage goods
industryr âs mentj_oned
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significant part of luxury good=.16 Lower wage differences
in contrast to higher productivity differences suggests
further that the rabour market for product.ion workers i-s

likely to be characteri-zed by some competitive conditions
rather than by complete segmentati-on and imperfection"

Finally¡ w€ observe in Tabres 4.3 to 4"6 that in
both rndia and Bangladesh, the basic goods industries which
include capital goods ind.ust.ri-es, show highest capital
intensity however measured, higher than average lvages per
worker and annuar earnings per emproyee, and. rower than
average profit rates. This pattern holds in both years for
each country" The evidence, thusr sujgests that capital
intensi-ve techniques do not necessarily generate high profit
rates.

ït would be misleading to argue that higher capital
intensi-ve techniques i¡ the basic goods industries have
been caused by higher wages. choice of techniques is
affected only if there is a change in the profit rate. A

change in the wage rate per se may have no effect on the
choice of technique if there is no al-ternative to the
existing technique or if the higher wage rate can be passed
on jrr the form of higher prod.uct price=.l7

16 Some wri_ters
See, for instance, K

seem to over-emphasize this
Bharadwaj, 1979, p- 2gg.

phenomenon.

17_:'For the distribution
accumulation, capital intensity
(Contj-nued next page)

of income,
shoul-d be

price, and capital
interpreted in
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The implications of the above findings for overall
manufacturing growth will be analyzed further iJr

in conjuncti-on with the implications of f indings
flows of commodities from the traditionar sector
manufacÈuring sector.

Section 4.3

about the

to the

4 "2 Disa re at ion of the Flows ofc tie s rom the Trad ir onal Sectorto e Capital ist Man uf actr:r ing Sector

rn this section we consider the extent to which
the capitalist manufacturing sector is serf-contained in
terms of wage goods, basic aoods, and non-basic aoods. This
essentially requires an investigation of the flows of
commodities between this sector and the traditional sector
at a disaggregated level 

"

A framework for the study of 'these lntersectoral
flows is presented below.

From/To

Traditional
Sector

Capitalist 1.
Manufacturing 2.
Sector 3.

Wage Goods
Basic Goods
Non-Basic Goods

Wage Goods
Basic Goods
Non-Basic Goods

1
2
3

Traditional
Sector

Capital ist
Manufacturing Sector

Wage Goods
Basic Goods
Non-Basic Goods

Wage Goods
Basic Goods
Non-Basic Goods

I
2
3

1
2
3

17 (Conti-nued)
terms of the capital-output ratio or the capitar-value-addedratio rather than,the caþitar-rabo,r, ,.iio.- The ..pitrr_labour ratior âr index o-r leghanization, rru= ,"rev.ice onryfor employment. A detailed discu"=iã"--á"n be found inPasinetti, 1981, Chapter IX.
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The magnitude of intersectoral flows of commoditi-es in real
terms would not only give us a disaggregated picture of the
economy but also shed light on sectoral interdependence and
output growth" unfortunately, the existing data on ïndia
and Bangladesh do not allow a precise estimate of these
flows for any year, let alone for a number of y.ur=" fB

r¡Ie can derive some information about the flows of
wage goods and non-basic goods from the monthly expendit.ure
patterns of a typical r¡¡age earner and a profit receiver in
the capitalist sector. These are report.ed in Tabre 4 .T "

As this Table shows¡ âr average worker in Bangladesh spends
only 13-6? on i-ndustriar food and 14.1å on non-food industrial
i-tems, i.e. , in all, 26 .72 on industrial consumer goods. How

much of this is spent on goods produced by the capitalist
manufacturing sector rather than by the unregistered manu_
facturing sector is unknown" rf we assume a 50-50 divisi_on,
we can say that only 13.4? of a worker's expenditures are

18 In input-output tables and in Annual Surv sofTndustries publ ished by the Central Stat ist a Organ iza(India); and in the Censuses of Manufacturin fndustrie sBangladesh) the input structure manu ac uring seis not disaggrega ted in terms of the traditio nal sectorand the capitalis t manufacturing sector. The othermajor problem is that these sources do not provide anyinformation about the intersectoral_ flows o f !ùage goodsand non-basj-c aood.S.

tion

ctor
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Table 4 7 Approximate Consumption Expend.iture
A Wage Earner and a profit Receiver
and India, I973-74

Patterns of
in Bangladesh

Expenditure
Items

Z of Total Consumption

Bangladesh

Wage Profít
Earner Receiver

Expenditure

India

Wage
Earner

Profit
Receiver

1

2

Food grai-ns

Other food
produced in
agriculture and
allied activi-
ti-es

35.7

19.1

19"8

20"0

30.6

2L"4

9.7

r9"3

Sub-Tota1 54.8 39.8 52.0 29 "0
3. Food

rial_ )

(Tndust- 13.1

13.6

14.1

12 " B

15 " B

15"1

17 "4

22 .84 Non-food con-
sumer Ítems
(industrial )

Sub-total 26.7 26 .9 30. 9 40"2

5. Others

Total
18.5

100

33.8

100

17.I

I00

30. B

100

Note: otfgr food produced in agriculture incr-udes mirk andmilk product,st 1eat, f ish, vegetabres, fruj_ts 
""a--=[i".="Food (industrial) according to our deiinition includessugar' sa1t, beverage and edibte oir-. Non-food con-sumer i-tems include crothing, footwear, fuer and iigrrt,durabre goods and tobacco. i'oth"rs" (itåm 5) i-ncrudeseducation, health, rent, travel and recreati_on. Wehave made the forrowing assumptions: the consumptionexpenditure pattern of a wage earner is similar to thatof tl" average urban househórd (in terms of expendi_-ture) as availabre in consumer expenditure dataj andthe consumption expenditure pattein of a profit re-ceiver is simi-rar to that of the highesl expendituregroup in urban areas as reþorted in consumer expen_diture survey. For 

"onsumþtion patterns of differentgroups in the urban areas in eangradesh and rndia, see

(Notes to Table 4.7 continued on the next page)
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Table 4 "7 (Note cont 'd )

Appendices 4.3, A"4; and A.7.
Source of data: For Bangiadesh: Bangladesh Bureau ofStatistics,

Tables 15 " 1B
Statlstical yearbook of B l-adesh L979..2I¡ pp. Lt 4 6. For India:Department of Statistics, Government

National Sa

an

le Surve 28th Round I

of Ind j-a,
Table 2"27, p.
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for goods produced by the capitari-st manufacturing sector"
The corresponding f igure for a worker i_n rndia is 15.5?,
approximately the same as in Bangladesh.

Tn Tabre 4 "7 we also observe that an average profit
receiver in Bangladesh spends as much as 39.g? on food
produced in agriculturei the corresponding figure in ïndia
is 29 "02 " The proportions on industrial consumer goods
(food, and. non-food) are 26.gA in Bangladesh and 40.2å in
rndia" Again, how much of these expenditures are on

industrial consumer items produced by the capi_talist manu_

facturing sector is impossibre to know" However, it is
1ikely that. a profit receiver spends a greater percentage
of his expenditure on goods produced by the capitalist
manufacturing sector than a worker does. This is partry
evident from the fact that the proportions of expendÌ-tures
on such items as durable goods, sugar and beverages are
higher for a prof j-t receiver (see Appendix A.7 for India).
These items are largely produced in the capitari_st manu-
factu'ring sector. Note, however, that in fndia as wer_r_ as
in Bangladesh the proportions of expenditures on ,,other

food produced in agriculture" are higher than those on
industrial food' even for a profit receiver. various
consumer studies have also shown that these "other food
produced in agriculture" (mj-tk, fruits, meat and poultry)
are no less income elast.ic than the main non-food industrial_
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items (e.g., clothing and footwear) .

an j¡crease in the income of prof it
necessarily lead to a reductioR jrt

the non-manufacturing sectors.

19 This

rece ivers

demand for

suggests

does not

that

products of

4.3 lications of the Dis re ated
Ana sis for ustment Process

Manufacturing Sector

ïn Section 4.L, wê examined input structure,
monopoly power, and other characteristics of \^/age goods,
basic aoods, and non-basic aoods industri-es. rn section 4.2
we have explored the flows of commodi-tìes from the traditional
sector to the manufacturing sector. Tn this section we

anaryze the implications of the above disaggregated analyses
for the distribution of i-ncome and the growth of output in
the overall manufacturing sector" specif icarlyr Ì¡/€ sha1l
refer to the distrijoution of income and. growth envi_saged. in
the Ricardo-Lewis moder- and in the Kalecki-Kaldor moder_.

Let us consider f i-rst the Karecki-Katdor moder-. rn
this model the primary determinant of the distribution of
income is the rate of capital accumulation " The share of
profit in i-ncome, for instance, is determined by investment

I9John W.
Cornell
Studie s

Mellor, The New Economic s of Growth
Press, 19 I chapter VII;

Demand VoI s. ï and It

l_n

(London:
N. Islam,
(Dacca:
1e65).

Un ivers j_ty
in Consumer

Bureau o Economic sea , Dacca University,
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and consumption expenditure of the capitarists themselvu".20
ïn Karecki"rs theory, the share of profit also depends on

the degree of monopoly power and the leve] of effecti_ve
demand.

lve contend that in the context of such developing
countries as Bangladesh and lndia, it is worthwhile to recast
the Kalecki--Kaldor nroder in a mult.i-sectoral framework-_a
framework that shour-d focus on the i_nterdependence between
the manufacturing sector and the traditional sector in terms
of \^rage goods, basic goods, and non-basic aoods. The signi-
f i-cance of this point can be highlighted by treating an

important issuè: the impact of an increase in wages within
the manufacturing sector.

According to Kalecki an increase in wages need not
reduce total prof i-t and hence subsequent capital accumul_ation.
consider an economy with three sectors: capitar goods, con-
sumer goods for the capitalists, and \^/age goods. ït is
poésÍble that an increase in the money wagie rate may read to
a decline in prof it in the f irst two sectors. However, the
j-ncrements of the wage bills in those two sectors would

20This is reftected i¡r Kaleck J-
ts dictum: "Capital j-stsearn what they spend and workers spend what they earn. ,' Fora fuller discussion of post-Keynesian and Kaleckian theori_esof distribution and growth see pasinett i,Distribution (Cambridge: Cambridge Univeran As apulos, "A Ka leckian Theory of Tncome Distri-bution, "

Growth and fncome
s ity Pre s sl-TÐZ]

r975. f Vol" B, No" 3,
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cause prof its in the v/age goods sector to rise, since workers
spend exclusively on wage goods. profit in the wage goods

sector would increase due ei_ther to a rise in output or to
a rise in the prices of r^/age goods. As a result, total_
profits need not change, the loss of the first two sectors
being counterbalanced by an equal gain of t.he wage goods

=ector " 
21

To what extent do the basic arguments of the post-
Keynesians and Kalecki (that high \^rages need not reduce
total profits and that capitalists' spending determines the
profit share) hold in the capitalist manufacturing sector
of a developing economy? The answer depends on the extent
of mark-ups and the rerative proporti-ons in totar varue-
added of wage goods, basic aoods and non-basic aoods
industries. For instance, capital-ists, investment expendi-
ture would raise the aggregate share of profit in value-added
i', the capitali-st manufacturing sector as a whore, to a

greater extent than the capi_talists, consumption expenditure
would do, provided the basi-c aoods industry, in compari_son

with the non-basic goods industry. has higher mark-ups and
has a higher share in total value-added. The basi_c industry,
however, does not necessarily have higher mark-ups (for

2lKalecki, Selected Essa s on the namics of theCa italist Econ ridge: Cambr eUn versity Press,
thepter I The impl ic j_t assumption is thatmarginal propensity to consume is one for workers"
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example, in Bangradesh, the mark-up is higher in the non-
baslc goods industry; see Tabl_es 4.3 and 4.4).

More importantly, the share of profit and the profit
rate i-n the capitalist manufacturing sector wilr also depend
on the extent to which the capitalists, and the workers,
expenditures generate, directÌy or indirectly, demand for
basic aoods, non-basic aoods, and wage goods produced out-
side t,his sector and on the extent to which real v¡ages are
flexible in the downward di¡ection. As lve have already
observed, in both Bangladesh and India, the capitalist manu_

facturing sectors are far from self-contained in terms of
wage goods and non-basic goods. Thus, possi_bilities exist
f or the emergence of a Ricardo-Lewis problem: a decl ine i_n

the prof it share and profit rate i', the capital-ist manu-

facturi-ng sector, especiarly in the \^rage goods sub-sector,
through changes in the terms of trade which favour rentÍers
and petty commodity producers in the traditi-onal 

"."tor.22
The wage goods industry is likely to exhibit the Ri_cardo-
Lewis adjustment process for the followi_ng reasons. fn
comparison with the non-basic goods industry, the vüage

goods industry (1) draws relatively more inputs from the

22thi" cautions us against maki-ng mechanicalapplications of the post-Keynesians or xáleckian moders,as some writers have hastily done. To quote one writer:"rf ei-rher capitaiiËt"-är-raiãråras suddenlyi-ncrease their cr-aims on sociar outpu! Èy investing
"or -consuming more, they do not hurt one another. ihu""higher claims are met Ëy utilizing *;;; capacity and
(Continued next page)
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traditional =".tor23 and (21 is characterized by much less
monopoly por^/er.

The non-basic aoods industryr or the other hand, is
likeIy to be less vurnerabre to input price shocks origina-
ting in the traditional sector. Moreover, this industry,
with a greater monopoly po\^rer (as observed in Section 4.1)
i-s likely to shift any i¡¡crease in input prices onto product
prices 

"

The non-basic Aoods industry, however, is not
necessarily insulated from the probl_ems of the wage goods
industry" Any reduct.ion i-n total prof it in the vüage goods
industry in the face of a deterioration in the terms of trade
i-s likely to reduce the demand for non-basic aoods by profit
receivers i-n the wage goods industry. rn pri-nciple, this
reduction in demand for non-basic aoods on the part of profit
receivers might be offset by an increase in demand. by rentiers
in the traditionar sector. such a possibility may not exist
in Tndia and Banglad.esh if , i:r comparison with prof it

22 (Continued)
employing more workers withworkers consume what they eataken together earn what thep. patna j_k, "DispropGrowth: A Theoret j_ca1 Uóte,Annual Number, I972t p" 355"

the given wage bill. . . . Thern while capitalists and landlordsy spend. "
ortionality Crisis and Cycylical
ll Economic and Political Weekly

23__--we observed in section 4.r that the \^rage goodsindustry is relatively labour intensive. weal-so observed insection 4 -2 that workers predomin."iry-.onsume \^¡age goodsproduced in the traditionãl sector. ih"=u facts, in effect,imply that the wage goods i-ndustry is-more dependent on thetraditional sector for wage goods than other ärá"p=-"r(Continued next page) -
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recei-vers, renti-ers, have a r-ower margina.r propensity to
consume non-basii industri-al good=.24 This i_ssue will be
taken up again j_n Chapter 6. .

The above considerations read to'our main argument
that the adjustment process within the manufacturi_ng sectors
of Tndia and Bangladesh is likely to be a comprex one:
while some industries (".g", wage goods industries) are
1ike1y to exhijcit the Ricardo-Lewis adjustment process, some

other industries (e.g., non-basic goods industries) are
likery to exhibit the Karecki-Kaldor adjustment process"
The manufacturing sector as a whole iJr rndia or in Bangladesh
mây, of course, tend to exhibit ei-ther the Ricardo-Lewis or
the Karecki--Kaldor adjustment process, depending on the pre-
domi¡ance of either of the adjustment processes across
different segments of the manufacturing sector.

one way of identifying the dominant adjustment
mechanism in the overall manufacturi-ng sectors of rndia and
Bangradesh is to examine time trends in the variables
relating to i-ncome distribution within these sectors.

23 (Continued)
industries. Furthermore, therel-atively more raw material_s
lists of wage goods industries

IÁiage goods industry draws
from agriculturei see thein Appendices D.1 and D.2-

24_For an analogous argumentdistribution of world income towardproducing countries would reduce thegoods, see Kaldor, 1976.

that a shift i-n the
the primary commodity
demand for industriál_
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rn Table 4.8 \4re observe that gross prof its as a
percentage of value-added ( r) seems to show an lncreasing
trend in both countries. rn rndia as well as in Bangladesh
the positive trend, hov/ever, does not have statistical
significance. The gross profit rate (o), which is more

important for investment decisions, exhibits different
patterns" rn rndia this rate shows a declining trend until
1968 but a rising trend thereafter. rn Bangladesh¿ orr the
other hand, the profit rate has fluctuated considerably but
shows an increasjng t.rend; the positive trend is signif icant
at the Seo level- Thus¡ âhy argument thaL the growth of
manufacturing output in Bangladesh has been constrained by
a securar decrine in the profit rate would have little
validity.

" rn Table 4.9 it is evident. that for a number of
years real Ì/üages decl j¡ed in Bangladesh to a signif icant
extent in comparison with those in rndia. what is striking
is that real hrages in Bangladesh show a greater degree of
variation, as measured by the coefficient of variation,
than does the profit rate; normally, one would expect the
profit rate to exhibit a greater degree of variation over
time.

The evidence thus suggests that Lhe :rotion of a

given subsistence wage, assumed in the Ricardo-Lewis moder,
would have greater rerevance to the manufacturing sector
of rndia than to the manufacturing sector of Bangladesh.



Table 4.8 Profit shares and Profj-t Rates in the Manufacturing sectors of rndia andBangladesh

Bangladesh

Year

1954
1955

L957

195 9

l-962-63
l-963-64
L964-65
l-965-66
1966-67
1967 -68
1968-69
1969-7 0

L97 0-7L
L97 I-7 2

L97 2-7 3

l-97 3:-7 4

l-97 4-7 5

l-97 5-7 6

57 .5
63.3
61. B

62 .4
76.0
73.6
75 .6
76.4
72.r
74.3
7s.0
71. B

65 .2
64 .9
62.2
67 "5
65. B

65 .6

33"9
52.8
42"0
46 .9
56"8
46 .6
49 .4
55. B

4L.7
50"2
56 .4
55"2
41"0
49 .2
46 .0
73"0
65"2
50. E

Year

t_959

T96J,

1965

L966

1967

l_968

L969
L97 0

1,97 3

L97 4

42 .3
45"8
42.9
41"5
42.3
32"6

4L.4
45.5
44"8
49.2

18.5
19"0
1r. 3

9.9
9"7
8"8

10.3
11.6
72 "8
16 .2

Gross ProfíL/
val-ue-added

(å)

o
Gross profiL/
fixed assets

(å)

fndia
It

Gross profiL/
value-added

(å)

Gross profi-t
Productive capi-

tal_ (?)

ts
ts
ts(Table 4"8 continued on the next page)



Table 4 .8 (cont ,d)

Mean T

Î=

Bangladesh

Mean õ=50" 7

o - 42"5 +.69M
(2 .2sl

Coeffi-cient of
variationofo =183

Stat stica

India

42 "8 Mean o =
4l-.3 + "19M o=

(.6r)

Mean ri

are t.-values,
signif ic;r-;;
n is not. For
l-evel.

= 68.4
66.2 + f 8M

("Bt)
12.8
15. 5 .32M

(r .27 |
Coefficient of
variation of ø
= 29.34

Note:

Source of data: For Bangladesh:
5.34, and 5.37. For India:

M refers to time. _ Figures within parenthesesthe coeff icj-ent of M í., th" equatj_on for o iscorrespondins coefficient in Ëh;-;õ;";;;" forof the coefficients 
"rã "iörrificant at the 5A

For Bangladesh:
the 5?.level; theïndia: neither

Gross profit rates ín the two countr-ies are not strictly comparable. rn rndia,the profit rate has been defined_ 
"; ;-percentage of ,,productive capital,, whj_chconsists of fixed as well as working cäpital. -rn eangladesh, it has been definedas a percentage of fixed assets- Ín riaia, t.i.ru-"ä¿"a refers to net varue-added whil-e in Bangladesh it refers to gross value-added.

Statisti-cal yearbook of ladesh I979, Tables 5.33,2Abstract o 1977, TabJ-e 37.India

ts
ts
N)
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Table 4. " 9 fndex Number of Average Real Wages (fu) for Workersin Manufacturing

Year fndia
Rw

Year Bangladesh
Rw

19 61

L962
1963

L964

1965

L966
L967

1968

1969

L97 0

L97 L

I97 2

L97 3

L97 4

197 5

l-97 6

I97 7

L97 8

(Base year) 100.0
101" . 6

102"0
94.3
96"4
94.5
89.2
93 " 5

100"0
100.1
96.7
96 "7
86.3
66 "9
63 "7

TL .2

110. B

IL4.4

1954 (Base year)
19 5s

195 9-60
L962-63
L963-64
1964-65
L966-67
L967-68
1968-69
L969-7 0

197 0-7 I
I97 L-7 2

Is7 2-7 3
I97 3-7 4
L97 4-7 5

L97 5-7 6

r97 6-7 7
L977-7A

100.0
79"9
84.7
91" 9

88.6
100 " 9

93"4

79.7
98.3

12I.1
125.0
L22 "7

85 " 0

73.7
52 .9
68.7
76.3
72.s

Rvü = 96"2 .07M
(- -tz)

Coefficient of
variation of RW = I4Z

Note:

\,r = 99.3 1.02M
(-1.23)

Coefficient of variation
of RW = 2L.62

M refers to time. Figures within parentheses are t-varues.The coefficient of M in the equation forsisnificanr ar rhe 452 rever ,, ,r.,..i"fu"JT:ui:Ì.i:For Bangladesh, !h" corresponcring coefficient is "i-õ"iti-cant at the 15s leve]. Thus, foî both countries thecoeff icient is not statj_stically si_gniticant.

(Notes to Tab.l_e 4.g continued on the next page)
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Tabl-e 4'.9 (cont rd)

Note (cont'd) : For both fndia
dexes have been deflate<l
for industrial workers.

and Bangladesh,
by the consumer

money
price

\^¡ages in-
i-ndexes

Source of data: fndia: For mone y wages, f.L.O., yearbook ofLabour Statistj_cs,
prl_ce l_nd.exes, Res

1980 and earlier j-ssues; lo]Gñsrñãr
erve Bank of fndj_a, Bulletin r981and earlier issues Bangladesh: For money wages L97B IStatistical_ yearbook of B ladesh, L9 79, Tables 5.3I,,33, a I0. For consumer pr ce indexes, L97 I-L97 8 ,Statistical yea rbook I I979 | TabÌe 10. 17. For earlieryears, I.L. L97 0and earlier iss f
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rf the level of real !üages is ind.eed signif icantly flexible,
then the prof it share in the manufacturi_ng sector can be

maintained, in the face of a deterioration in the terms of
trade, by squeezing Ì^/ages. This adjustment process is
inconsistent with the Ricardo-Lewi-s model but noL with the
Kälecki-Kaldor model . 

25

The above f i'dings seem to rei-nforce one of the
concrusi-ons of the previous chapter:. the relevance of the
Kalecki-Kaldor adjustment process is greater in the manu-

facturing sector of Bangradesh than i-:: the manufacturi:rg
sector of Indi-a.

4.4 Summary

The main findings and arguments of this chapter can
be summarized as follows:

The disaggregated anarysis shows that there are
substantial differences among the sub-sectors within the

25ûne can argue that the notion of a subsistencei^/age in the Ricardo-Lewi-s moder is valid in the i;;g:r""rather than in the short-run. However, for the """íy"is ofthe adjustment process in the manufactúring sector, Lrr.above argument has 1ittle operati_onar relevance unress onehas at least some rough idea about the durations of the short-run and the long-run
our main point is that in Bangladesh, for a numberof years during the period of 24 yurrõ Ãg54_Lg7g) rãafwages significantly declined
For discussions on the proportions of householdsty 1ine" (by any reasonable definition

dia and Bangladesh, see V. M. Dandekarj-n India, " Economic and Political

lying below the ,'pover
of that concept) in In
and N" Rath, ì'poverty
Weekly, Vol. 6, Number
(Continued next page)

1 , January, 1 ; and Tnterna t al
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manufacturing sectors of rndia and Bangradesh in terms of
input composition, the mark-up, and other characteristics.
specif ically, in comparison with the \,vage goods industry,
the non-basic aoods industry appears to be characterized
by a higher degree of monopoly power. This leads to a

tentative. concrusion that it i-s the non-basic goods industry
which is 1ikely t.o exhibit the Kalecki-Kardor adjustment
process. rn contrast, the wage goods industry is likely to
exhibit the Ricardo-Lewis adjustment process.

The manufacturing sectors of rndia and Bangladesh
are significantly dependent on the traditional sector for
wage goods and non-basic goods" rt is Lhe wage goods industry
within the manufacturing sector, in rndia as welr as in
Bangladesh, which appears to be rerativery most dependent
on the traditional sector for wage goods and raw materiars.' 

This chapter arso briefly outlined the implications
of the disaggregated analysis for the distribution of income
and the growth of output within the manufacturing sector.
The empirical findings on income distribution within the
manufacturi-ng sectors of rndia and Bangladesh are consistent
with two conclusions of the previous chapter: l_) the
Kalecki-Kaldor adjustment mechanism is more pronounced in
25 (Continued)

Labour Office,
(Geneva, I.L.O.

Povert
I e77).

and Landlessness in Rural- Asia
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the manufacturing sector of Bangladesh Èhän in the manu-

facturing sector of India; and 2) labour costs have not
been a persistent suppry constraint on the manufacturing
sectors of Bangladesh and India "
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CHAPTER 5

PETTY COMMODTTY PRODUCTTON AND GROWTH
OF THE MANUFACTURTNG SECTOR

ïn the previ-ous chaptersr w€ have deart with the
probrem of how the growth of output in the capitalist manu-
facturi-ng sector may be hindered by constraints originating
in the traditional sector. A natural extension i_s to examine
those economic features of the traditional sector which pre-
serve or reinforce the constraints on manufacturing growth.
fn the literature on rndia and Bangradesh, much. attention has
been paid to the urroråu,r"tive expenditures of big landowners
in the traditional sector. on the other hand, rittre attention
has been paid to the role of petty commodity producers in the
growth of output in the capitarist manufacturing sector. The
main purpose of this chapter is to investigate the latter issue 

"

specificallyr w€ shall link the problems of growth of the wage
goods industry, highlighted in the previous chapter, with the
role of petty commodity production.

First, it is worthwhile to define the concept of petty
commodity production. rt can be identified with a group of
producers who own or control some means of production and en-
gage in production(for market and self_consumption) predominant_
ly using family labour. A petty commodity producer may hire
\¡¡age labour or may himserf hire out as wage labour. These ,
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however, would not be the predominant form of outray or income
for a producer belonging to the petty commodity sub-sectorl
within the traditional sector.

Empiricarly, the concept may be difficurt to opera-
ti-onalize and wi-Il require some arbit.rary rules " However, the
problems here are not greatly different from those which arise
in the definition of sectors in dual economy models or in
input-output models. rn the context of rndia and Bangladesh,
by the term, petty commodity production in manufacturing¡ wê

shall mean those unregistered. enterprises which predominantly
use family rabour. rn thç context of rndia, petty commodity
production in agricurture, means smalr and marginal farm hold-
ings within the range of 0 - 2 hectares, as defined in the
Aqricul tural Census, I97O-7I Government of India. For Bangla-
deshr wê define petty commodity production in agricurture in
terms of small holdings (o 2.5 acres) as defined in Bangtadesh

ricultural Census rg77 "2
The rerationship between the petty commodity sector

and the capitalist manufacturi-ng sector can potentj-alry assume
the following forms: I) the petty commodity sector is a com-
petitor with the capitalist manufacturing sector ì Zl the petty

IHereafter referred to as the petty commodity sector.
2For further issues on the concept of

Appendix E.producti-on, see the note in
petty commodity
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commodity sector is a supplier of commodities to the capitalist
manufacturing sector; and 3) the petty commodity sector is a
buyer of commodities from the capitalist manufacturing sector.
ïn this chapterr w€ concentrate on the first, and second forms.
In t.he next chapter we sha1l take up the third.

5"1 Pett Commodi- Sector as etitor With theCap ta st Manufactur ing SectorT

Historically, the capitalist manufacturing sectors
of rndia and Bangladesh have often expanded at the expense of
industries in the petty commodity sector.3 The industries in
the petty commodity sector, horarever, have far from dlsappeared;
on the contrary, these lndustries compete with the capitalist
manufacturing sector.4 our hypothesis is that the degree of
competition is higher in the production of wage goodsr €.9. r

textile and food products than in the productì_on of other types
of goodsr ê.9.r basic and non-basic aoods. This seems to be
indirectly supported by evidence on the compositi_on of output

3Detailed discussions on this i-ssue can be found inA. K.
Some
VoI.

Bagchir "De-industrializ
Theoretical Implications"
12, No. 2 (January l-976) 

"

ation in
, Journal

the Nineteenth Century:
Studiesof Development ,

4thi=.gog= not-imply.that the petty commodity sectorand the capitalist manufacluiing sector'seli a r-roÃogur"o,r"commodity in a perfectly competitive market. Th; ;Ëttv commo-dity sector is__rikely Lo be- involved in the production ofsimilar but differentiated goods , e.g.; indigånous =rrgrr, cigar_ettes, textiles, and shoes.
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in registered and. unregistered manufacturing of fndia.
ïn Table 5.r we observe that in rndia, value-added in

food and textile industries as a proportion of totar varue-
added is higher in unregistered manufacturing than j-n registered
manufacturing 

" 
5

comparable data on unregi-st.ered manufacturing at the
macro level do not exist for Bangladesh. However, a recent
survey on small*scale enterprises in rural areas reveal_s that
72 percent of these rural enterprises are engaged in the pro-
duction of food and textile products. The proportion of the
total employment accounted for by food and textile industries
I¡¡as 81 percent.6 For registered manufacturing, the f igures
are significantly 10wer. For instance, in rg76-77 (the latest
year for which figures are available), 44 percent of enter_
prises were engaged in the prod.uction of food and.textile
products " These industrÍes employed 76 percent of total_

5A decrine
for by food and text
trial sector becomes
this, see Sutcliffe,
The notable point fogreater in registere
facturing, according

6 Bangladesh
ïndustries Stu Pro
T eïï Note trural enterprises hras
was about 632 of total
the above reference.

in the proportion of value-add
ile industries is inevitable a
more diversified. For a disc
fndus and Underdevel ntr our st yis att eclind manufacturing (i.e", capital
to our definitÍon) 

"

ed accounted
s the indus-
ussion on
, Chapter 2.
e has been
ist manu-

fnstitute of
ect: Phase I
the average
only 3.8.

Development Studies, Rural
Re rt (Dacca: I97 9),-
emp oyment size of these

On average, family labourlabour. Source: Table fII and fV of
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Table 5"1 Value-Added inproportion of
and Registered
Years:

Selected Consumer Industries asTotal Value-Added in Unregistered
l4anufacturing in India: Selected

U
Year

1955-56

196 0-6 1

j-965-66

197 0-7 L

L97 5-7 6

c

¡-(a)

s5"8

52"2

59"1

42"L

43.5

*lrzr
R

54"0

46.0

36 "4

33.6

33"0

Note:

in the
U and
tered
in the

Source: Data for the 1950,s and the 1960 's; Central Statis-
1 Accountstical Organization, India, NationaStatistics: D l_ sa re ated Tables Tab1es 25 .I and 26 .I.Data ort 970 .O., India, National AccountsStatistics: I970-7r - r978-7 9 , Statements 40 and 4I.

U" refers to net value-added in food, beverag€sr
tobacco, textiles, and wearing apparer i-ndustries in
!h. unregistered manufacturing =ãåtor. 

-

R" refers to gross varue-added in the above industries
registered manufacturing sectorR refer to total net value-added j_n the unregis-manufacturing sector and total gross value-addedregistered manufacturing sectoi, respectively.

s: C.
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emproyees in the registered manufacturing sector.T
on the basis of the above scanty datar rn,€ make some

tentative inferences. As far as industriar activity is con-
cerned, the petty commodity sector seems to have a ,,comparative

advantage" in food and textil-e products, which largety include
\^Iag'e goods " This, in ef f ect implies that the wage goods in_
dustry of the capitalist manufacturing sector is in competition
with the petty commodity sector in food and textile products.S
The existence of this competition, r¡/e argue, is a major reason
why the wagre goods industry within the capitalist manufacturing
sector is likely to possess rittle monopory power as discussed
in Chapter 4 "

The explanatiors for the survival of the petty commodity
sector and its capacity to compete with the capitalist manufac-
turing sector are welr-known: petty commodity production is
based on the "self-exproitation" of family labour and on cheap
hired labour. on the other hand, the capitalist manufacturing
sector is characterized by higher Ì,vages because. of such factors
as the existence of minimum \^/age legisration and labour

7Ban ladesh Stati-stical Yearbook 1980 " Tables 5. I3and 5"20"

8

trial poli
prove the
production
volume of
taxation a
policies,
Chapter 18
Formations

This seems to be one of the reasons why the indus-cy resolutj_ons of fndia emphasized the need to im-competi_ti-ve strength of small-scale producers in theof "mass cons ump tion goods, " by restricting theproduction in Iarge-scale fj-rms and by differentialnd subsidies. For further detai1s on governmentsee Government of India, India: A Reference Annual; and A. Sen, The State ustr a izat
Chapter 5 "

in Tndia ( Lon : Rout edge & Ke9an a
on an CIass

I97 9
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unl_ons. 9

what is the impli-cation of the above points for the
adjustment process in the wage goods industry of the capitarist
manufacturing sector in the face of input pri_ce shocks
(e"9., a rise in raw material price) ? An answer can be given
in terms of a somewhat tautological statement: The higher is
the ability of petty commodity producers to absorb input price
shocks through a reduction in their income, the lower will be
the abilÍty of the wage goods industry within the capitalist
manufacturing sector to shift input prices onto product pri""".10
AccordinglY, the wage goods industry is like11r to exhibit the
Ricardo-Lewis adjustment process, as discussed in the previous
chapter.

9For a discussion
and small-sc
Banqlade sh,

ale industries,
Chapter 6.

on \,vage
see A.

disparities
R. Khan, The

between
Economy

large
of

10Micro level studies often emphasize the abilit yofpetty commodity producers to survi_ve in the face of inpu tpri-ce shocks. This abilit y on the part of petty commod.it vproducers is indirectl_ y reflected in the fact that they oftencontinue to produce and sel1 commodit ies even though profiti-s less than the imputed wage of family labor. For evidencesee A. N. Bos e, Calcutta and Rural Ben al: Small Sectorsvmb j-os j-s ( Calcutta: Minerva Associates , f apter III.
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5.2 Pett Commodit Sector as lier ofities to eCa ta ist
Man acturing Sector

In the previous sectionr r¡rê considered the role of
the petty commodity sector as a competitor of the wage goods

industry of the capitalist manufacturing sector" ïn such de-
veloping countries as rndia and Bangladesh, however, the main
activity of petty commodity producers is in. agriculture rather
than in industry. Accordingry, it is worthwhile to exami-ne the
role of the agrj-cultural petty commodity producers as a supprier
of commodities to the manufacturing seÇtor. The signifl,cance
of anlayzing the frows of commodities has already been empha-
sized in chapter 1 and chapter 4. rn this sectionr \de explore
the implications of the supply-role of the petty commodity sector
for growth and the adjustmeñt process within the manufacturj-ng
sector" we examine this supply-role in terms of the composition
of output and productivity of petty commodity producers.

Table 5.2 reports agricultural activitÍes of different
land-holding groups in Bangladesh. As the Table shows, in rg77,
shares of the smarl farmers in gross-cropped areas were lg.6
percent, 20.3 percent, and 21 percent in cereal substitutes,
cereals, and raw materiars, respectivery" rn livestock, their
shares were significantly higher, the highest being in pourtry
(40'3 percent)- The pattern of the shares of the large farmers
is just the opposite. Their shares are high in cerear_s and
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Tabl-e 5. 3

Classes

Shares of Land-holding Classes in Cz:opped AreaIn Ind j_a (in percentage ) 19 7 O_7I

Siz
ïtems

bve'of
holding

Marginal
and Small
0-2 hectares

33.9

18.6

L7 .6

Semi-Medium Large
and Medium l0 ha.
2-L0 ha. above

and All

I6 "7 100.0

33.8 100.0

30 " I 100 " 0

15.7 100.0

Cereals

Cereal Sub:
stitutes and
Pulses

All Raw
It{aterials for
Manuf actur.ing

c) Cotton

a) Sugar Cane 30.I

49"4

47 "6

sI" 6

54"2

b) Oil Seeds 19.1 51.5 29"4 100.0

8"0 51" 9 40"1 100.0

d) Jute

Fruits and
Vegetables

Note:

Source of Data:
9.14, 9.15
9.25, 9.26

44 .2 44.2

42 .4 41,5

ri-cultura1 Cens US
8. 6,

16 " 1 r00. 0

8"6 100.0

Tabl_es
8.24,

The tabl-e can be read' as follows " of the totar- landarlocated to cereals, shares_ot marginai and. smalr,semi-medium and medium, and large rár*=-r"ru 33.42,49.42, and 16.72 respectively.

L970-7It rndia,
8.19, 8"2I, 9"22,
of Part II "

,
of Part I¡ Table VT
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cereal substitutes and row in raw materiars and livestock"11
As shown in Tabre 5"3, the situation in rnd'a appears

to be somewhat different. The small and marginal farmers,
share in the total land allocated to all raw materÍal_s is . 7.6
percent 10wer than their share in cereals. we cannot sây,
however, that small farmers are engaged onry in the production
of subsistence food for themsêrves and are largery i-sorated
from the market system. Note the high shares of the smar-r_

farmers in jute (44.2?), sugar cane (30.1?), fruits and vegetables
(42"4?), and the low share of cereal substitutes (1g.6?). rt
is likely that the sma1l farmers produce and serr not onry a
consj-derable amount of raw material-s but also livestock products,
fruits and vegetabres in exchange for industriar wage goods and
inferior cereal substitut.=. 12

The empiri-cal evidence presented in Tabres s.2 and 5"3
is consistent with the view that the extent of market invorvement

Ilra shourd be noted that most cereal substitutes inrndia and Bangladesh are inferior substltutes of main cerears(rice and wheat) and are consumed rargely by rower income groupsincluding small farmers and industriaÍ workers. on the otherhand, livestock products ale largery consumea by the upper
.income groups in both rurar ana úr¡än ii."". For evidence, seeN. rs1am, studj-es in consuryr ?emand (Karachi: oxfoia-universityPress, 196@er t.

L2
This seems to accord with theand sale of commodities of small farmersstancerin A. Rahman, "Variations in Termsïmpact on Farm Households in Bangladeshr,'

lnent Studies, July 19g1.
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of petty commodity producers i-s likely to be significrrt.13
The evidence, thus, casts doubt on the vi-ew that the petty
commodity producers in agriculture produce only subsistence
crops for themselves and. that these producers are to be treated
mainly as buyers of wage goods of the capitarist manufacturi_ng
sector 

"

ït 1s worthwhile to rnention another view about t.he

Petty commodity producers. According to this view, petty
commodity producers sell to the market a higher proportion of
their output after harvest, when prices are Iow, and buy from
the market a significant proportion of their consumpti-on needs
before harvest, when prices are frigh.14 This unequal exchange,
it is argued, cúeates a channer for the transfer of surprus
from petty commodity producers to merchants and ind.ustrial_
capitali=t""15 This leads essentially to a hypothesis that the
petLy commodity producers' terms of trade may worsen even when

13
Some writers, ê.g ., D. Narain, Distribution of theMarketed Sur lus of ricultural produce Size-Level ofHo in India 950- , Occas onal Pap No.Institute o Eco c Growth, I96L) found

(De l_:
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large farmersr terms of trade improve. ïn other words, higher
agricultural prices may benefit only large farmers rather than
petty commodj_ty producers.

ït is simplistic, hov/ever, to assume that onry the
petty commodity producers sell after harvests and only large_
scale producers se11 before harvest. Furthermore, if storage
costs and interest rates are taken into account, the dj-fference
between post- and þre-harvest prices may not be very rarge,
as confirmed by one study.16 Accordingry, the hypothesis that
higher agricultural prices benefit onry larger farmers rather
than petty commodity producers may not always be true"

rn the light of the discussions thus far, we wish to
emphasize two points regarding the petty commodity sector:
1) this sector seems to be an important supplier of a wide
rangfe of commodities to the capitalist.manufacturing sector;
and 2') petty commodity producers would benefit by an improvement
in the terms of trade for the traditionar_ sector , if this im_
provement is associated with higher prj-ces of those commodities
in which petty commodity producers tend to specialize.

The above points signify that the adjustment process
in the capitalist manufacturing sector in the face of input
price shocks is likely to be complex. For instance, a rise in

16C.H.H. Rao and K. Subbarao, "Marketing of Rice infndia: An Anal
Small Farmers, "
April-June L976
1981) could not
(Continued next

ysis of the Impact of Producer's prices onIndian Journal of ricultural EconomicsFurthermore, a study on Bang desh A. Rahman,strongly suppor
page )

t the hypothesis that i n the face
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prices of ra$/ jute may adversely affect the growth of jute-þ¿ssd
industries. This rise in price, however, is likely to increase
the real income of petty commodity producers in agriculture
and to sitmulate the demand for wage goods produced in the
capitalist manufacturing sector. conversely, a fal1 in raw
jute prices may hTorsen the demand constraj-nts on the capitalist
manufacturing sector, through a reduction i-n the Íncome of
petty commodi-ty producers. The role of petty commodity produ-
cers in manufacturing growth through the demand side wilr be
taken up agaln in Chapter 6.

5. 3 Productivit in the Pett Commodit Sector
an ts cations or the

Manu acturinq Sector

we have observed already that the shares of agricur-
tural petty commodi-ty producers in cropped-area differ from
the other groups of producers. A relevant question that arises
is why this is so" The answer has to be sought not necessarily
in terms of the subsi-stence needs of petty commodity producers,
but i-n terms of labour intensiti-es of different economic acti-
vities" There is evi-dence, for instance, that smarl farmers
tend to produce and serl relatively labour intensi_ve crops

76 (Continued)
of an over-all

those of the sma1l farms
improvement j_n the

may deteriorate.
terms of exchangre,
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including raw mater1ar".17 Furthermore, even for simirar
commodities, labor util-ization per unit of land is greater
for small farmers, in compari-son with large farmers. The

well-known reason is the greater use of family rabour by
smaI1 farmers- conseguently, a greater productivity of small
farmers (per uni-t of tand rather than per unit of labour) has
been widely observed.lS

ïntensity in the use of family labour and participa-
tion of petty commodity producers i-n the market system might
have a significant influence in the determination of relative
prices of commodities (wage goods, basic goods and non-basic
goods) in the entire economy.. For i_nstancer greater production
of labour intensive agricultural raw material_s and wage goods
through the use of family rabour is likery to reduce the prices
of these commodi-ties" This in turn may reduce the costs of
production in those industries of the capitalist manufacturing
sector which depend significantly on petty commodity producers
for wage goods and raw materials. These points are consistent
with the assertions of dependency theori_sts that petty commodity

T7

data in K.
(Cambridge:

For detailed evid.ence,
Bharadwa j, product j_on

see the Farm Management Survey
iculLureCambridge Un

Conditions in Indian
versity press, 74) apter

18". Bhagwatj- and sIndian Economic Analysis: AVol. LIX, No. 4, parl 2, pp.

. Chakr
Survey
4I-44.

avartyr "Contrj_bution
", American Economic

sto
Review,
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Table 5 " 4 Value-added per Vüorker in
Manufacturing (L975-76)

Agriculture and

Bangladesh
(Taka )

India
( Rupees )

Value-added per worker ÍnAgriculture (VA)

Value-added per worker in
Manuf acturì_ng (V¡4)

Annual_ v¡ages per worker in
Manuf acturing (I,tI¡a)

V4 as ? of V¡1

V¿ as ? of W¡4

2560

1696s

4398

15 " I
58

L607

L2590

4223

12 " B

38

Note:

Source of Data: \älue-added^ in agri
I IgTg I

culture: StatisticalYearbook of Ban ladesh Table 4 "I " Wages andva ue-a In manu acturinq: Statistical YearbookofB ladesh 1980, Tables 5 .20 , .22 , and 5"26"

For Bangladesh v¡ refers to gross value-added. in agrl-culture at curreñt prices per economicalry active pãr-
Ion in agriculture. vM refers to gross var-ue-ad.dedi'n the (census) manufacïuring sectoi at current pricesper production worker

Econom
and Ag
book,

Note:

Source of Data: Value-
tistical Organiz
tistics

fndia
Eco

vq y active populatio
rj-cultural Organization
L979 (Romet i9g0), Tab

n j-n agriculture: Food
(FAO), production year-

le 3.

For fndia V¡ refers to net value-added inat current prices per economically activeagriculture. V, refers to net value_addedprices per prodüction worker in registered

agrÍculture
person 1n
at current
manufacturing.

added in agriculture: Central- Sta-ation, fndia, National Accounts Sta-
L97 0-7 I I97 8-7 9 , p. 16. Wages and value-

Industri-esn manu
197 5-7 6

acturing: Annual Survey of
ca y active

Production yearbook,
population in agriculture: FAO,I979, Table 3.

,
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production facilitates capital accumulation and manufacturing
growth through the supply o.,f wage good" " 

19

The contribution of the petty commodity sector to
manufacturing growth, however, depends on its ability to suppry
wage goods and raw materials through a continuous increase in
labour productivity" The significance of a continuous increase
in labour productivity can hardly be exaggerated; experience
of the developed countries srrows that the growth process has
been associated with a continuous productivity increase in the
agricultural se"tor"20 rn the context of rnd.a and Bangladesh,
the ability of petty commodity producers to show such dynamj-sm
in terms of a continuous increase i-n rabour productivity is
likely to be 1imited"

This is indirectly evid.ent from the enormous produc-
tivity gaps between agriculture ánd manufaeturing, shown in
Table 5"4" As we observe in this Table, in Bangradesh, var_ue*
added per worker in agriculture is only 15. r percent of varue_
added per worker in manufacturing; for rndia the corresponding
figure is r2.B p"r""nt.21 fn this Tabrer \¡rê also see that

L9

( Berkely:

20

University

2I

See, for example, C. Leys,University of Californiã p
Underdevelo t in Ken aress, 4 pp. 17 72"

S" Kuznets, Modern Economic Growth (New Haven: yalePress, L966) , Chapter 3

productivity is
with the developed

That intersectoral inequality inhigher in developing countries i"'compãii"on(Continued next page)
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there is a wide gap between varue-added per worker in agricul_
ture and wages per worker in agricurture and wages per worker
i-n manufacturing. rn rndia, for instance, value-added per
worker i-n agriculture is only 3g percent of the annuar- wages
in manufactúring"22

unfortunately, from the avair-able data on ïnd.ia and
Bangladesh, it is difficurt to derive a reliable estimate of
the value-added or total income per petty commodity producer
in agricur-ture" From the information on percentage shares in
number and area of land holdings of petty commodity producers,
we can only conjecture that value-added per petty commodity
producer is rower than value-added per rabourer in the agri-_
cultural sector as a whore" For instance, in Bangladesh, 49.7
percent of farms bel0ng to the o-2 êcf€s; range ov/ni¡6¡ Only
l-8.7 percent of total farm area. The averaEe number of

2I (Continued)
countries has been observed by severar writers:S. Kuznets, M_sqern Economic grgwth_ (Nàw Haven: yale UniversityPress t L966) ulation oi , V@_S".uf.,Vo1.1and2(New-York:M""'h1',nffipp.262-264.

what is striking, however, is ti:at the above inequality appearsto be higher in rndia and Bangladesh irr- .o*p.ri_son with otherdeveloping countries" Accordíng to Xuznet,s study, value_addedper worker in agriculture was l2z of that in the industrialsector in low income countries. Ami_nis estimate of this figurefor Lati-n America was 3tt: As seen in Table 5.4, the figuresare considerably Ìower in rndia and aanqladesh. part of theabove differences may be a"" I" ãiirãIän""= in rhe definirionof the i-ndustrial seãto,
22

The gap between wages i-n manufacturing and varue_added per workei in agriculture plays a ror_e in the rear_ro_cation of labour from the latter to the former sector. Fora discussion on this, see iewis, in Ágãrw.ra and singh, 195g.
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agriculturar labourers per acre in small farms is L.g, more than
twice the figure for an average farm in the agricultural sector
as a whole " 

23 rn order for small farms to have higher rabour
product'ivity, Pêr acre productivity in these farms has to be
more than twice Èhe average for all farms. such a great dif*
ferential i-n land productivity, however, i_s unlikery to exi =r"24

To be sure, one cannot attribute the problem of low
productivity in agriculture to the prevarence of petty com-
modity production arone. The fact, however, remains that
productivity (per acre) has not shown any dramatic i_ncrease
i'n those agricultural commodities (e.g., jute), where petty
commodity producers have "comparative advantages,,.25 This
seems to be one of the reasons why in rndia and Bangladesh
often there has been a rise in prices of agricultural raw ma-
terials and a rise in the ratio of the raw materiar bir_r to
the wage bi1l, discussed in Chapter 3"26

23

Statistical Source:
Yearbook Census in

4.I7 .
BangladeshBangladesh Agricultural

, l-980, Tables 4.15 and

24

fj-rms (O 2.
average. See
Bangladesh Ag
Bangladesh Ec

Accordin g to a micro study, output per acre in small5 acres) is only 17 "7 å higher than in a,Il firms onM.Hossain, "Farm Size and ProductiviÈy inriculture: A Case Studyof Phulpur Farms, " Theonomic Review January I974.f

25

26_
IN

occasions had
(Continued on

Bangladesh
to resort
next page)

For yield rates of major crops see Appendix A.2.

and India, the governments on someto compulsory procurement of food grains
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The significance of labour productivity in the petty
commodity sector for the capitalist manufacturing sector can
be further highlighted by referri-ng to the two scenarios men_
tioned by Lewi-s (1954). According to Lewis, if the capi_talist
sector depends on t.he subsistence sector only for rabour, then
low labour productivity in the ratter sector need not be a
hindrance to the growth of the former sector. On the contrary:

The fact that the wage level in the capitaristsector depends upon earnings in th; subsistencesector is sometimes of immå"""--pJïiti"ur importance,since its effect is that capitaiists have a directi_nteresr in holding Aãwn thä prãã,r"tirrity of thesubsistence workerÃ. àZ

on the other hand, if the capitalist sector is de-
pendent on thê subsistence sector f,orfood and raw materials,
Èhen 10w productivity in the latter sector may brÍng to an.
end the expansi-on of the former sector through a deterioration
in the terms of trade. Ar-ternati-ve1y, a rise in productivity
in the subsistence sector wilr benefit the capitar_ist sector
througn- lower prices of inputs.

26 (Continued)
and raw materials from farmers (at prices unfavorableto farmers) for the manuiacturing 

";;t;;. These measures,however, provide ="i"ii""J' onry í"-ah;-;rrort-iùn.-"-ñã"..,r poli_cies, aided by such inteinatioäal ugãrr.ì"9 as the lvorld Bank,toward improving. the-pr"ã"àtrvity oi-=*årr producers reflecta greater recogniti-on of the probrems ot peliy-"ãñ*ãaity producers.
27t"ri= in Agarwala and Singh, pp" 4Og_4-L0.
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From the empirical findings for rirdia and Bangladesh,
we have observed that the petty commodity sector is an impor_
tant supprier of commodities to the capitalist manufacturing
sector. Accordingly, it is the second scenari_o described above
which is rerevant to rndia and Bangradesh, i.e.¿ low produc-
tivity in the petty commodity sector would hurt rather than
benefit the capitalist manufacturing sector.

5 "4 Summarv

rn this chapterr wê have tried to evaluate the role
of the petty commod.ity sector in the growth of the capitalist
manufacturing sector. From the empirical evidence, it appears
that in rndia as welr as in Bangladesh, the petty commodity
sector is signj-ficantly engaged in the production of industrial
wage goods (e.9", textile and food products). AccordingLy,
this sector competes with the wage goods i-ndustry of the capi_
talist manufacturing sector. This exprains why the wage goods
industry is likery to possess littre monopoly power and is
likery to exhibit the Ricardo-Lewis adjustment process in the
face of a deteriorati-on in the terms of trade as discussed in
Chapter 4 

"

of

The empirical evidence on the composition of output
smalI farmers suggests that the petty commodity sector is
important supplier of rabour-intensive commodities to the

an
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capitalist manufacturing sector. The petty commodity producers
in agriculture, however, do not seem to show a great dynamism
in terms of labour producti-vity. This is indirectly reveared
in the wide gap betweèn value-added per worker in manufacturing
and agriculture in both rndia and Bangladesh" rn such a context,
it is not surpri-si-ng that the manufacturing sector periodically
faces a ri-se ì-n prices of inputs produced in the trad.itional
sector
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CHAPTER 6

ïNCOME DISTRIBUTION, DEMAND CONSTRAINTS,
AND TNDUSTRIAL GROV,JTH

Tn this chapterr wê sha1l examine how structural_
interdependence i¡rfluences aggregate demand and industrial
gror¡¡th through changes in the distribution of income.- At
the outset, it is worthwhire to point out the connectÍons
of this chapter with the theoretical discussi_ons of chapter 3

and the empirical results of the last two chapters. fn chap-
ter 3, we have taken into account the role of the distributi_on
of income between rnrage earners and prof i-t receivers in deter_
mining the growth of aggregate demand. Ho\n/ever, how the
distribution of income itself might be affected by such
factors as movements in the terms of trade was not considered.
rn this chapterr \d€ take up this issue. specif icarlyr w€

shal1 examine whether in the face of a deterioration i_n the
manufacturing sector r s terms of trade labour,s share of in_
come i-ncreases (as emphasized in the Ricardo-Lewis moder)

or decreases (as emphasized in the Kalecki-Kaldor model).
In this chapter \de also extend the analysis of

aggregate d.emand by an examination of expenditure patterns
in the rural areas of rndia and Bangladesh. This is likely
to throw light on a subject that has been emphasized in
the literature: the relati-onship between income inequality
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in the traditional sector and aggregat.e demand for commodj-ties
produced in tþe capitalist manufacturing sector" As dis-
cussed in Chapter 2, an important hypothesis of this literature
is that a deterioration in the terms of trade for the capita_
list manufacturing sector leads to a faLr in labourrs share
of income in this sector as well as Lo a fatr- in the petty
commodity producers' share of income in the traditionar
sector" This fall in labour,s share of income throughout
the economy, it has been argued, leads to a farl in the
demand for wage goods produced i¡ the manufacturing sector.

In Chapter 3, we assumed that the workers, propen_
sity to consume is greater than that of. profit receivers.
Accordingry, a relevant question is whether a far-r in the
labour's share of income in the manufacturing sector red.uces
the rate of growth of this sector through a farl in aggregate
demand. This question is rer-ated to under-consumption
theories which have received much attention in the l-iterature
on fndia- This chapter exami¡es the above question and
other related issues in the context of Bangladesh and rndia.

rn chapter 4, we exami-ned the expenditure patterns
cf wage earners and profit receivers. From these expenditure
patterns¡ \d€ have some idea about the extent to which the
manufacturi-ng sector buys its own wage goodsand non-basic
consumer goods. Tn this chapterr rd€ consicler the fl0ws of
different categories of i-ndustrial- consumer goods from the
manufacturing sector to the traditi_onal sector.
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rn chapter 5, $/e concluded that in the face of an

J-mprovement in the terms of trade for the trad.i-tional sector,
the petty commodi-ty producers, share of income need not fatr.
rn this chapter, we sharr examine further whether or no.t

labour's share of income in the two sectors moves uniformry
in a given t.ime period. The signif icance of this issue for
the wage goods industry wirr be discussed i_n section 6"2.

6.1 Demand Constraints and the Growth ofthe Capitalist Manufacturing Sector

The probrem of -i'adequate demand may emerge due to
two factors which are not necessarily unrelated:
a) problems of aggregate under-consumption and/or invest-
mentt and b) sectoral disproportionarity, i.e., sectoral
imbalance between demand and productive capacity.. one of
the mai-n arguments of the under-consumption thesÍs runs from
an increase in inequality in income di-stribution reading to
a slowdov¡r in consumptj-on demand and thus to a farl in aggre_
gate demand relative to productive capacity.l The srowdown

in consumption demand would restrain the growth of aggregate

1_.H'or a review of different versions of the under-consumption theory, including those of Keynes and Malthussee l{i. F. Bleaney, Under-Cons tion The ories (New york:fnternational publi fsr eea SO Lustig, "Under-Consumption in Latin American Economic Thought" Some Con-siderationsr,' The Review of Radical- PoI ti-ca1 Economic cL2iI (Spring, 4 , and T. E. e S ope "Iiarx ianCrisis Theory and the Rate of Profit in the post-War U.S.Economy, " Cambridge Journal of Economics, 3, L979 ¡ pp . 346-347.
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demand because investment is considered a derived demand.,

urtimately dependent on the expected growth of consumption.
verification of the under-consumption thesis is likery to
involve several theoreticar and empiricar questions. what
causes a rise in inequality j-n the distribution of income
or a decline in labour,s share of income in the first prace?2
Does the boom phase of an economy come to an end because of
a prior fal-l i'' labour's share of i-ncome? when there i_s a
rj-se in income inequal ity, to what extent does the growth
in non-basic consumer demand offset the slowdown in the
growth of demand for wage goods?3

The f'rst quest'on has been examined by severar_
writers in the context of the deveroped countries. The long_
run version of the under-consumption thesis attributes a

secular decline in rabour's share of income to an i_ncrease
of monopoly por.r.4 The short-run version attributes
cyclical decli¡es in labour's share of income to the greater

3 ft should be noted that not
would argue these points.

all- under-consumption ist

2_-ïnequality i-n income d.istribution might be inter-preted in two ways: i-nequ"lily i" peiså""r income distributionor in functj_onal income ãistriËutioär-i."., Iabour and. non_labour categories of ir¡come " Labour income in the whor_eeconomy incrudes: 1) wages of productiån workers; 2) sarariesof non-production employées; anã 3) j¡rcome from =étf_u*pfoy_ment. For the capitaliÈt manufacturing sector, the firsttwo categories are dominant.

theories

4 See, for example, Kalecki, 19.6.9, Chapter 2
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variability of profits as compared'to wages: when a capitarist
economy emerges from a contraction into a nev¡ period of expan-
sion, profÍts increase at a faster rate while wages tend
to change ress dramaticalry.5 The question, of course,
remai-ns whether one can estabrish empi_rically a causal
connection between a fall in labour's share of income and
a business contraction.

rn the context of rndia, one popurar argument has
been that favourabre terms of trade for the agricultural
sector vis-a-vis the manufacturing sector essentially imply
an increase i-n the relative prices of food grai_ns, the demand
for which is price inerastic.6 Favourable terms of trade
for the agricultural sector thus read to a farr in real
income of poor people throughout the economy and hence to
a reduction in the demand for wage goods produced in the
capitarist manufacturing sector" The causal links in this
scenario become the foll0wing: supply constraints in
agricurture --->a deterioration in the terms of trade for
the manufacturing sector --- >

income --- >fall in the demand for manufactured goods,
especially for wage goods.

rn a long-run analysis, these causal links would be

5lv"i"skopf , Ig7g.

6 Sau, 1974 i and Mitra , 1977.
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unsatisfactory for a variety of reasons. Fi-rst, it is
hypothesized that variations in the terms of trade are due

to supply constraints in agriculture arone, and not by
differences, if any, between growth rates in the two sectors.
second, a deterioration i_n the terms of trade for the manu_

facturing sector need not lead to a fall in labourrs share
of i-ncome throughout the economy; this is because rabour's
share of income may not move uniformly in agri_curture and
manufacturing.T Furthermore/ labour,s share of income in
nranufacturi-ng and/or i¡ the economy as a whole may change
due to such factors as changes in the mark-up, trade union
po'ferr oï government policÍes, independent of any change
in the terms of trade. Accordingly, a variety of situations
are poss jJc1e:

1" A deteriorati-on in the terms of trade for the
manufacturing sector and a rise i_n labour I s share of income
in this sector;
2- An improvement in the terms of trade and a fatl in
labourrs share of income;

3 - A deterioration in the terms of trade and a farr-
in labour rs share of j_ncome;

4 - An improvement in the terms of trade and a rise in
labourrs share of income.

7Vte shall examine this for India.
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It should be noted that while situations (l) and
(2) are consistent with the Ricardo-Lewis adjustment
mechanism, situations {3) and (4) are consistent with the
Kalecki-Kaldor adjustment mechanism, as described in
Chapter 1.

Terms of Trade and Labour I s
Share of Income

v'Ie now examine for Bangladesh and rndia the
relati-onship between the terms of trade and rabourrs share
of income. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 present the rates of change

in the terms of trade tÑl and the labour I s share of income
(w) irr Bangladesh and rndi-ar rêspectively. Tn Table 6"r,

\¡¡e observe that Ñ and w hrrr" fluctuated widery in Bangradesh.
on average, Ñ has increased frcm -1.9 percent during the
period 1960 1969 to .7 percent during the period 1969-70
to L976-77 , indicating an .improvement i_n the terms of trade
for the manufacturìng sector i-n the ratter period. on

rver.g", w increased. from -r.7 percent during the peri-od
1959-60 to 1969-70 to 1.0 percent during the period 1969-70
to 1976'77- rt seems, therefore, that the labour,s share
of i¡rcome increased in the face of an i_mprovement in the
terms of trade. This adjustment mechanism thus accords
with the Kalecki-Kal_dor model.

rn Table 6.2 we observe that in rndia also ñ ana w
have fructuated, but overall the extent of fluctuation has
been less than in Bangladesh. on average, ñ hrs increased
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Table 6.1 Rates of Change in the Terms of Trade tñl andLabour's share of rncome 
- 
trl , eã"giãA.;L(Selected years) '

Year

1960-63 - I96L-64

L96L-64 - L962-65

1962-6s - 1963-66

L963-66 - :-964-67

L964-67 - 1965_68

1965-68 - 1966-6s

1969-70 - I972-73

1972-73 - 1973-74

I973-7 4 L97 4-75

L97 4-75 L975-76

Lg75-76 - Ig76-77

Average N

Note:

*For the perj.od 1960-63 toL966-69, ñ figures are cal-culated from three-year
moving average data-.

10"3

-3,8
*5 

"2

-9.9
?

-2"2

11" 0

-1s.6

-6.3

16 " 0

-1". 6

(1960-69) = -L.gZ
(I969-70 - L976-77')

Year

1959-60 - 1962_63 -36.2
Lg62-63 - Lg63-64 10.0

L963-64 - L964_65 _7.6

1964-65 196s-66 -3. 3

L965-66 - L966_67 r8.2
L966-67 - 1967_68 _8.0

1967-68 - 1968-69 _2.6

1968-69 - L96s-7 0 12. B

1969-70 - I97O-7I 23.4

L970-7I L97L_72 .g
L97I-72 7972-73 7.7
L972-73 I973-7 4 -I4.0
L973-74 - 1974-75 5.2

1974-75 - 1975-76 .g
L97 5-76 L976-77 _25.2

Average W (1959-60 * Lg6g_70)
aã
L. t

N*
W

Ave Nrage
.72

w refers to the rate of change in the share of compen-sation of empl0yees i-n gross value-added at currentprices in the Census mañufacturing sectår.

Average W

= 1.0
(L969-70 - r976-77)

ted from Government of Bangladesh, B
W: calcula

of Stati_stics
Tables 5.32 a

Statistical Yearbook of
ureau
, Lg7g,

Source:

N: same as in Tab1e 3.f, Chapter 3.

Ban ladesh
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(N) and
(Se1ected Years)

Year

L96L-62 - L962-63 _.¡
L962-63 - 1963-64 _3.6

L963-64 * L964-65 _13.9

L964-65 - 1965-66 .1

1965-66 - L966-67 _8.2

L966-67 - 1967-68 -9.0
Lg67-68 1968-6g 7"5

L968-69 - ]-969-70 _1.6

L969-70 L97O-7I 4.5

IgTO-7L L}TL-72 8.7

L97r-72 - 1972-73 -3.9
L972-73 - 1973-74 _8.9
1974-75 1975-76 7.3L973-74 :-974-75 3"8

L975-76 L976-77 6 "2
L976-77 L977-78 _8.8

Le77-78 r978-7s L.7

Average N (I96I-62 - LgTO-7L')
1

-.t_

Average Ñ r:gTo-7r L97B-79)
= L.2

Note:

Year

1959-1961

1961-1965

1965-I966

1966-l-967

L967-I968

1968-1969
1969-L970
L970-7L L972-73

I972-73 L973-7 4

Ig73-7 4 Ls7 4-7s

L974-75 L975-76

Ls75-76 7s76-77

L976-77 - L977-78

L977-78 L978-79

- missing data

Average !ü

-.J

Average W (1959-61 - 1969)
= 1.8

N
W

-6.1

L.4

2"5

-I. 4

8.1

-6.1

2.5

-3. 0

-8. 1

8"1

-8"1

6.8

-"4

W refers to the rate of change in thsation of employees in value_added ain the manufacturing sector.
Data for W, 1959-69: Central Statisticat Organiza_tion, rndia, statisticar- Abstreç! qf rndi-a, tgir)-1.qos"

(r970-7r Ie78-7s)

hare of compen-
urrent prices

es
tc

Source:

(continued on the next page)
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Source : (cont'd) Data f or ìfr, I}TO_7L to L978-79: C.S.ONati-onal_ Accounts Stat istic s L970-7I to 19 7 8-7 9,pp. 11 an 1
Data for Ñ: same as in Table 3.2 in Chapter 3

in rndia from -.1 percent in the 1960's to r.2 percent in
the 1970's. On the other hand, * fr.s declined from l.g
percent in the 1960's to -"3 i¡' the 1970os. The evidence
for rndia, although not very strong, seems to be conslstent
with the Ricardo-Lewis adjustment mechanism: labour,s share
of ,income falrs when the terms of trade improve for the
manufacturing sector and. rises when the terms of trade
deteriorate for this sector.

lfe now focus on some plausible hypothesês which are
directry related to demand constraints, if âfly, on the manu-
facturing sector"

theses Related to the
Deman constrai-nts

' As di-scussed in chapter 2 in the riterature on
industrj-al growth in rndia, a great deal of attention has
been paid to the rore of demand. severar writers have
argued that industrial growth in rndia has been constrained
by an increase in income inequarity.S This increase in

IBagchi,
Sau, I974.

1975; Mitra , 1977 ¡ Nayyar , !97g; and
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income inequality, imprying a d.ecrease in rabour's share of
income in the manufacturing and other sectors, is said to
have decreased the demand for ind.ustrial \^rage goods.

The demand-constraint thesis, however, has not been
stated in the literature in terms of weLr-defined and

empirically verif iable hypotheses.

rn this sectionr \¡rê formulate and examine some

plausible hypotheses concerning potential demand constraints
on the growth of manufacturing output.
1. variations in the growth rate of manufacturing
output are significantly influenced by variations in labour,s
share of income. specificallyr âs labour,s share of income
increases, this would increase the growth rate of manufactur_
ing output by increasing the demand for manufacturing output.
on the other hand, as labour's share of income d.ecreases,
this would decrease the growth rate of manufacturing output.
2" The expansionary and. contractionary phases of the
capitarist manufacturing sector as a whole are preceded by
the expansionary and contractionary phases of the hrage goods
industry 

"

3 ' The growth rate of the non-basic goods industry
moves counter-cyclically with that of the wage goods industry.
rn other words, the expansionary and contracti_onary phases
of the non-basic aoods industry match the opposi_te phases;
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i'e", contractionary and expansionary, of the v\¡age goods
oindustry.'

we now examine the first hypothesis mentioned
above: the positive rerationship between the growth rate
of manufacturing output tVl and the rate of change j,' labour,s
share of i-ncome twl " The regression results with ü ,= the
dependent variabre and w as the independent variabre are
reported in Table 6"3. The coefficient tor w in equation r,
for India, is negat.ive, indicating that the growth rate of
output in the manufacturing sector varies J_nversely with
the rate of increase in r-abour,s share of irr"o*..lO The

coeff i-cient ror w in equation 1 is stati-sti-cally signif icant
at the 5 percent level.

The coefficient ror w-, in equation 2 is positive,
indicating a posit.ive rerationship between the rate of growth
of manufacturing output in the current period and the rate
of increase in rabourrs share of income in the previous
period. This coefficient, however, is not significant at

9_-rt we consider income distribution as the primarycausal variable for growth, then the above hypothesis isIikely to hold. rrtat is, as income inequality increases,the non-basic aood.s industry wour-d experience a boom and thewage goods industry, a relative contrãction.
f0_ra.bour income influences the growth of output inthe manufacturing sector through aggregate ="pprv-Jã*werras aggregate demand- A negative coãr¡ícieni ;å;'di Impri_es

lh3t tlu supply side is dominant; that is, an increase inlabour's share of income through an increase in production(Continued next page)
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the 5.percent level.
The rerationship between li and vr ror rndia i_s arso

shown in Fi-gure 6"1. rn this Figure¿ r¡trê observe no strong
systemati-c relationship between the growth rate of output
lf I and the rate of change in labour,s share of income tril .

Positive values for f have been associated with negative
values of W (in seven periods) as welj_ as with positive
values of w (in six periods)¡ accordingry, overall, it seems

that li and V,l move counter to each other.
rn Table 6-3, equations 3 and 4, we observe that

the coeffici-ents for w and w_r are negative for Bangradesh,
-J_

indicating an inverse relationship between the rate of
change i-n the labour's share of income and the growth of
value-added in manufacturing. However, although the co-
eff ici-ent for w is stati-stically signi-ficant at the 5 percent
level, the coefficient for the 1agged value of Wn (i.e",
ú-r_ ) j-s not.

The relationship between y and w ror Bangradesh

shovnr in Figure 6.2" The varue of ti appears to be

the growth rate of varue-added in manufacturing is
one evidence that can be observed from Figures

6.2 is the greater degree of f luct.uations in li and

al so

when

and

supply of output.
hand, impli-es that
would increase the

is
Iow

hish 
"

6.1

in VÙ

A positive
an increase
growth of

10 (Continued)
leads to a decrease in aggregatecoefficient for W, on the oùher
i-n the labour's share of incomeoutput through aggregate demand.



Table 6 " 3

Y

Relationship Between Rates.of rncrease in rndustriar outputLabourrs share of rncome rwl r e""õiãã"rr, an¿ rndia (1954-55and India (1959 to I97g_791
(Y) and in
to I975-76ll

I

Equation (rndia)

8.95 +

wR2 .33
f . = 1l3A) d. of

R2 =.01-
d"off.=10

1.80 t.os (to¡ = r.Bl

2.72 n (10)=2.76-. 01

Equation (Bangladesh)

3
" = 27.IL 2.5g W

2

14. 81 - .82
F z.

. 17 hr-.,
( .38 )'

Y " (-2. ss )

y - 22.26 .05 *
(-. ro) -

R2 = .37
d.off.=15
R2 = .0001
d"off.=L4

= 1,"76

4
l_

t. os (1r¡

t"ot (1r¡
t. Ot {rS¡ = 1.75 r.05 (I4)

t.o, {f S¡ = 2"60 r.6, {f a¡ = 2"62

Note' 
ll",liä:"i:oi:"nå;"1f1:=:;.;i":n:::'::;.ï,;=: or rhis rabr.e and in equarions

;^8' ? ! l ïi:Ëîl{äï:Ëiî:îËätu: 
;m.i¡i:" 

:.ni::":: i" t i"Í: nil: iå ;:,,åff ::i ".3"'il3i:"ff=Jn1"iï;?::n:*g'i:"iiiF"";";;å'rare or cr,.,,s" in rabouris share
source of data: Appendices 4.9 and 4.10 for rndia ánd nangl-adesh, respectively.

F
Ctl
(Ð
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Figure 6 " I Rates of change in value_added
manufacturing and in labour,s
of j_ncome, India (?)
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Figure 6.2 Rates of change
and in labour's

in value-added in manufacturing
share of income, Bangladesh
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in Bangladesh rel_ative to those j-n India.
The above resurts for rndia and Bangradesh fair_

to support the first hypothesis mentioned earlier that
expansion i-n the growth rate of output are caused by an
increase in labourrs share of income acting through increases
in consumer demand.1l These resurts are not surprising,
s'nce i'' rndia and in Bangladesh, rabour income originating
within the manufacturing sector is not the main source of
demand for this sector -- not even for the v/age goods
industry. We shall return to this point later.

The Second othesis: Growth
Patterns o ra 1 Manufactur inand e Waqe Goo S Industry

fn order to exanine the second hypothesis, v/e wourd
need to observe the rates of output growth in the wage goods
J-ndustry and in the overarr manufacturing sector. unfortun_
atly, time series data on the Ì^/age goods industry are not
avail-able for Bangladesh or Tndia. However, production
figures of the non-durabr-e consumer goods i_ndustry and of
the durable consumer goods industry are avaitabre for

l'ra shour-d be noted that the rerati-onship betweenan increase in labour's share of ir¡come and an increase i_ndemand for manufactured consumer goods has not been investi_gated explicit.ly, because of the íu.r-oi reliable d.ata onconsumpti-on. The influence of this relationship, however,will be refrected in the relation"r-riõ-rã have exami_nedbetween the growth rate of output anã the rate of changein labour ' s share of income "
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L2fndia " We shall consider the former as a proxy for the
wage goods industry and the l_atter as a proxy for the non_
basic goods industry.13

Table 6.4 presents regression results concerning
the relationship between the output growth rate of overarr-
manufacturing tvl and the output growth rate of the non-
durable consumer goods industry tv*ot " For rndiar \dê observe
in equation 2 that the coefficient for i*o is positive,
indicating a positive relati-onship between ü an¿ i*o. The

coefficient is statistically significant at the I percent
level..

The relationship between growth rates of overar_r_

manufacturing output and the non-durabl_e consumer goods

i-ndustry can ar-so be identif ied in Figure 6.3. we observe
in this Figure that arthough the growth cycres of the

L2_.--These data are directry availabr_e from thebull-etin published by the Reserve Bank of fndia.For Bangladesh the required data are not directryavailable from any source. _ Accordinglyr \d€ have computeathe production figures of durable u"á iårr-durable goodsindustries from Srarisrical Jeê¡þpà:. 
"ï g""gfggg_=r. i- lglg,Table 5.37.

For the definitions of durabre and non-durablegoods, see Appendix A.L2.

l3trlotu that according to our crassification ofj-ndustries, in chapter 4, alÍ durable ãonsumer goods industrieshave been praced within the. category of the nonlbasic aoodsì-ndustry. Not arr non-durable cõrrsümer goods industries,however, bel0ng to the wage goods industry. see AppendicesD'l- and D-2- However, the dõminant non-dürabre-g;åã;industries (e. g. , f ood and cotton text j-les) clearly belongto the \iiage goods i_nd.ustry.
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Table 6 4 Relationship Between Rates of
Manufacturing Output t*l and
Consumer Goods Industry (i'ND)

Change in
in the Non-Durable

Equation

1

2"

Y

Banqlade

5.99 + .46 Y
(8.06) ND

3"96

sh (1954-55 to l-97 5-7 6)

Pe = "86, degrees of freedom

t. OS (1S) = I.75
t"Ol (f5) = 2"60

Indi-a (1960-61 to 197g-79)

of freedom I4

15

Y

R2 = "42,
r. os (14 )

t.or (1a¡

+ .39 Y
(3.e4)

degrees

= L"76

= 2"62

ND

Source of Data: Appendices A.Il and A.12
Bangladesh, respectively.

for India and
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Figure 6.3 Rates of Gror,¡th in Industrial production, India (Z)
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Figure 6.4 Rates of Growth in
Bangladesh
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non-durable consumer goods industry do not perfectly match
those of overar-r manufacturing output, three peaks and
three troughs of the former do coi-ncide with those of the
latter" on the other hand, only one peak and one trough
of overall manufacturing output match the opposite phases
of the non-durable consumer goods industry.

This evidence is consistent with the second hypothesis
that the expansion and contr..iio' of overalr manufacturing
output are dependent upon the expansion and contraction of
the non-durable consumer goods ind.ustry. rn the context of
Tndia, this i-s not a surprising result, since the non-durabre
consumer goods industry has a significant weight (2g.1?)
in total industrial production.14

For Bangladesh, the rerationship between the growth
rate of output in the non-durabre goods industry and the
growth rate of output in overall manufacturing is shown in
equation r, Table 6.4. we ob'serve that the coeff icient
tor Y*O is positive and stati_stically significant (at the
1 percent lever-) indicating a positive relationship between
the growth rate of overalr- manufacturi-ng output and the
growth rate of output in the non-durable consumer goods
i-ndustry 

"

p" 20.
I4 Reserve Bank of Tndia, Bul_letin, January, l_980,
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ïn Figure 6"4 alsor w€ see that the expansion and
contraction of the manufacturing sector as a whole and of
the non-durable goods industry in most cases match each
other: 4 peaks and 5 troughs coincide and no single peak
or trough of overall manufacturing output face the opposite
phase of the non-durable goods indusLry. The above results
are consistent with the second hypothesis mentioned earli.="15

The Third H othesis: Growth
Patterns Dur ean the
Non-Dur abLe Goods Industries

According to this hypothesis, the growth rate of
the. durable goods i-ndustry moves counter-cycricarry with
that of the non-durable goods industry. rn order to examlne
the above relationshipr w€ have regressed the growth rate
of the non-durabr-e goods industry on the growth rate of the
durable goods industry.16 For ïndiar \¡/€ observe in
equation 2, Table 6"5, that the coeff ici-ent for üo is
positive, indi-cati-ng that growth rates of the durabre and

15rh" evidence that growth patterns of overalr- manu-facturing output and of the non-durãbre goods industry aresimilar is hardly surprising" rn 1976-77, the non-durabreindustry (food and textilesÍ had a weight of 32.6å in totalvalue-added for the manufacturing sectór of Bangladesh.
f6rhi" does not imply that changes innon-durable goods _industry are caùsed bygrowth of the durable gooãs industry. '

of
in

the
the

the growth
change s
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Table 6 " 5 Relationship Between Rates of Growth ofthe Non-durable Consumer Goods fndustryDurable Consumer Goods fndustry
Output
and in

in
the

Equation

Banqladesh (1954-55 to l-975-76)
1

2"

Y

R2

t

t

10.29 + L.22 Y
(3.6s)

= .40, degrees of freedom

(1S¡ = L"75

(15) = 2.60

Tndia

ND D

I5

" 05

.01

I = "64

= .09,

(1a ¡

(14)

+ .2L;
(1.15 )

degrees

= L"76

= 2.62

(1960-61 to L97B-7s)

of freedom L4

ND D

R2

t

t
" 05

"01

Source of data: Appendix A.l_2
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non-durable industries are synchronous" The coefficient,
however, is not statistically signi-ficant at the 5 percent
leveI.

The growth patterns of the durable goods industry
and the non-durable goods industry are also shown in
Figure 6 " 3" r'n this Figure we observe no sustained inverse
rerationship between the growth rate of output in the non-
durabre goods i-ndustry and the growth rate of output in the
durable goods industry during the period 1960-61 to LgTg-7g.
The average growth rate of output in the non-durabre goods

industry h¡as been only 2.2 percent in contrast to 6.1 percent
for the durable goods industry.lT However, it wourd be

misleading to draw a scenario in terms of a growing income-
inequarity leading to an accererated growth of output in
the durabre consumer goods industry" and to a continuous
reduction in the growth of output in the non-durabre con-
sumer goods industry.lS As we observe in Figure 6.3, the
growth rate of output in the durable goods industry fluctuated
widely and for three periods it was negative. This suggests
that, for rndia at least, one should di-stingui_sh between a

generar industri-al- recession affecting all sectors and a

I7Source: Appendix A.11.

K

18_A discussion
Bharadawaj, I979.

on this scenari_o can be found i_n
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partlcular recession affecting the durable consumer goods

industry or the non-durabr-e consumer goods industry"
In Table 6"5, we observe that in equation L, for

Bangladesh, the coeffj-cierrt for YO is positive and statis_
tically significant (at the 1 percent level) indicating a

posj-tive relationship between the growth of output in the
durabre goods indust.ry and the growth of output in the non-
durable goods j_ndustry.

ïn Figure 6"4 alsor w€ see that durabre and non_
durable goods industries have very simir-ar growth cycles:
3 peaks and 4 troughs of the non-durable goods industry
match similar phases of the durable goods j-ndustry; only
one period (1963-64 to 1964-65) shows a conflict in phases.

The above resurts for rndia and Bangladesh are
inconsistent with the third hypothesis accordi_ng to whi_ch

the growth rate of output i-n the non-durabre goods industry
moves counter-cyclically with that of the durable goods
industry

one surprising evidence for both Bangradesh and
rndia is that the growth rate of output in the non-durabre
goods industry shows a greater degree of variability than
does the durabre goods industry.19 This is a surprising

1g_rn Bangladesh, the coefficient of variation ofgrowth in the non-durabre 9??9"^i"á""iiv during tÀe-perioa1954-1955 to I975-1976 was 229.g2¡ in-if,e durable goodsindustry it was 196.0å. rn fndia, auring the period 1960-61to 1978-79, the corresponding figúres ,àr" 2g2.32 and L44.7s".See Append j-ce s A. 11 anã a. f Z .
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evidence because use.s of durable goods, compared to those
of non-durable goods, are postponable to a greater extent;
accordi-ngly, one would expect the growth rate of the durabre
goods industry t.o exhibit a greater d.egree of variation.20

one possible explanation for the greater degree of
variati-on in the growth rate of non-durabre goods in
Bangladesh and rndia may be a high and variable degree of
compet.itj-on faced by some non-durable goods industries
(e"9", food and textires) from petty commodity producers
in unregistered househol-d industr j-" 

= 
. 
21

One may also argue that the greater degree of
variation in the growth rate of non-durable goods is mainry

20 fn the developed countries the growth rate of the dur-able goods industry, compared to the non_durable goodsi-ndustry, commonly shows a greater degree of variation.See, for example, R.C.O. Ma rhewsr "Post\¿ar Business CycIesin t.he United Kingdom in M. Bronfenbrenuer, ed" fs theBusiness cle Obso1e te (New York: John Wiley, 1 e6 eT.--
2lthu varj-ability in the d.e gree of competition maybe attributed to the risks and uncertainty faced by pettycommodi_ty producers in purchasin g inputs and in marketingfinal products. For further de tails, based on a mic rostudy, see A. N. Bose Calcutta and Rural Ben al-: SmallSector Symbiosis ( Calcutta: Mine rva Assoc ates, 9Al-ternativelyr âs discussed J-n Chapter S, chan 9esJ_n government pol icy 'toward petty commodity producersvr- s-a-vis the non-durable goods industry in the registeredmanufacturing sector may have played a significant rol-ein the variat j-on of the growth rate of the non-durablegoods j¡rdustry.
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caused by variations in aggregate demand. for these goods.
The variations in demand in turn may be attribuÈed. to
variations in aggreg4te income in the agricultural sector.22

rt i-s diff icult to evaluate the dominance of the
demand-side expranation vi-s-a:lriq the supply-side explanation
mentioned earlier. Nevertheless, the findings of this
section seem to suggest two things. First, in both
Bangladesh and Tndia, it is the non-durable goods industry
which dominates the growth cycles in the manufacturing
sector. second, growth cycles in the non-durabre goods

industry are likely to be influenced significantry by suppry
and demand shocks originating in the traditional sector.

6.2 Income Distr ibution Outside the
Manu actur Sector an ts ati-ons for

Deman onstra ts on Man actur ng Sector

Aggregate demand for output of the manufacturing
sector cannot be explained by income distribution within
this sector only" The reason is obvious when v/e consider
the domi-nant sources of consumer demand for the manufacturing

a)sector.o' These are as follows:

22See, f or some indirect evi-dence
an
an

d Stagnation Í
d PoIitical We

n Ind:an Industrial Devel
ekly February , I976.

, K. N. Raj, "Growth
opment, " Economic

23

demand for
focus here
economy.

Exports play a significant role in aggregatemanufactured consumer goods in rndiã] -or* 
main, however, is on sources of demand within the
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Source s

ttlnternaltt 
:

of Demand

Wage and salary earners

within the manufacturing

Wage Goods

ector

"External": a) petty commodity pro_

ducers in agricutture,
household industries,
and trade "

b) Wage and salary

earners in sectors other
than the manufacturing

sector.
Non-Basic "Internal": Recipients of profit
Goods within the manufacturing

sector

"External " : Recip j-ents of prof its and

rents in agriculture and

trade
Although avairable data do not permit us to quantify

these sources of demand, indirect evidence for ïndia suggests
that the dependence of the wage goods industry on ,,externar_

demand" is greater than is the case for the non-basic aoods
industry- Total compensation of emproyees in registered
manufacturing constituted only 7.7 percent of totar_ labour
income (i.e.' compensation of employees and income from
self-employment in the entire fndian economy). On the other
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hand, the registered manufacturing sector generated as much

as 24.8 percent of the total surplus (i.e., value_added less
labour income) i-n the rndian 

".o.ro*y"24 ft is likery,
therefore, that compared to the non-basic goods i-ndustry,
a greater part of goods produced i-n the wage goods i:rdustry
is destined to non-manufacturing sectors. The reason is
that labour income, a part of which is spent on industrial
wage goods, is largely generated within the non-manufacturing
sectors

Thus, in order to predict the demand for wage goods,
it is .necessary to examine changes in labourrs share of
income not only in the manufacturing sector, but also in
other sectors. There i-s no reason to assume that labour,s
share of income would uniformly change i-n arr sectors in
any given time period.

ïn Tabre 6"6 hre observe that the coeffi_cient for
wun is positive, indicating a positive rerationship between
varlations in labour's share of income in the registered
manufacturing sector and in the unregistered manufacturing
sector" The coeff icient, hohiever, is not statisticarly
significant" we observe that the coefficient for wu* is
negati-ve, indicating an inverse relationship between

24 These figures refer
Nat al Accounts

to 1978-79 
"L970-7L to

Source: C.S.O.,
S atement

Statistic s 1978-79
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Tab1e 6 "6 Rerationship between rates of change in labour'sshare of income in registered manuia"turi.rã-(ûr_;.labour I s. share of incóme in unregistered, *årr,r]R' '
räiå:g",iissÀr 3::.å:'îüi: ;låi: ïi,;t:;F.:;,;?ã-,,,

Equation

**

I

2

w -"2L + .45 W
(.6e)

R2 = "05degree of freedom

R2 = .06
degree of freedom

R

.34
"s8)

t (s) 2.02
" 05

r.or (5) 3"37

Source of data : Append.ix A. 13

UR
5

5
UN

W
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variations in the r.abour's share of income i-n the regi_stered
manufacturing sector and variations i-n the labour's share
of income in the "unorganized" sector.25 The coefficient
for \*, however, is not statistically signif icant. The

above results indicate that labour's share of income may

not change uni-formly in all sectors at a given time period.
For Bangladesh, comparable data are not availabre.

Howeverr w€ can'infer something about changes i.:r l_abourrs
share of income in different sectors by examining inter-
sectoral wage rates. rn Tabl-e 6.7, \¡re observe wide

fluctuations in an i-mportant relative rdage ,uL".26 ft is
notable that the agriculturar \dage rate was higher than the
industrial (jute) wage rate during the period rg74-75 to
L977-78- Thi-s, of course, does not necessariry mean that
the annual earnings of agricultural workers were greater
than t.hose of jute workers "

2Stha 
"unorganized" sector includes arl enterprisesexcept the registered mining and fact.ory sector, whoresaLetrade, transport, construction, bankingl pubric adminis-tration, and plantations. The biggest"åegment of the"unorgani-zed" secor is, of course, the rargest part ofthe agricultural sector.

26_--For the agriculturar sector, data are availabrefor daily wages but not for annuar- *ge=; the opposite istrue for the manufacturing sector as á whole. Hã*u".r,da¡ly lvages are availabre for selected industrj_es" we havetaken the daily wage rate in the jute industry because itis_the largest_i-ndustry in Banglaáesh in terms of botlrvalue-added and employment.
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Table 6.7 Agricultural Wage Rate as percentage of hbgeRates in the Jute Industry: Banglãaesfr

Period

1969-7 0

797 0-7 I
L97 L-7 2

l-97 2-7 3

L97 3-7 4

I97 4-7 5

l-975-7 6

L97 6-7 7

L977 -7 8

Percent

72.3

67 .I
60 .4

73.7

96 .9

T2L"9

LI7 .4

108 " 7

120 " I

Note: The wage rate refers to daily wagres for unskilledworkers in both agriculture 
"n¿ tie jutl industry.

Source: Calculated from,
L979, p. 386.

Statisti-caI Yearbook of Bangladesh,
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The main findings of this section may be summarized
as follows- First, rabour's share of income does not appear
to change uniformly in all sectors. rt is necessary to e1a-
borate the significance of this issue for the growth of manu-
facturing output. rt has been impricitly assumed by some

writers that a reduction in labour,s share of Íncome in the
manufacturing sector is also associated with a reduction in
labour's share of income in the agricultural sector.27 This
reduction i-n labour's share of income throughout the economy,
it has been argued, has reduced the demand for industrial
wage goods" The evidence for this section of our study sug_
gests, however, that the above impriöit assumption may not
ho1d. rt is possible, for j-nstance, that a decrease j-n labour,s
share of income in the manufacturing sector is associated with
an Íncrease in labour's share of income in the agricurtural
sectsr" Accordingly, aggregate demand for i-ndustrial \^/age

goods need not decrease

Another finding of this section is that, compared
to the non-basic goods industry, a greater proportion of
output of the wage goods industry appears to flow to the
traditi-onal sector. This reinforces one of the conclusions
of chapter 4 that, compared to the non-basic goods industry,
the wage goods industry has greater links with the

27Mj-tra, 1977 ¡ and Nayyar, 1979.
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traditional sector"

6.3 Rural Income Ine 1i and Demand for
ïn stria Consumer G c

Because of the enormous size of the rurar sectors
in both rndia and Bangladesh, it is natural that a great
dear of attention has been paid to rural demand. for
manufactured products.2S To quote one writer:

The percentage of per capj_ta consumer
expenditure spent on industriat goods is declining
over the years, rather sharply in rural India
and mild1y j_n urban areas. Among varj-ous groups
of populatj_on, the ones at the bottom areincreasingly withdrawjng from the market forindustrial consumer goods. In a word, Indianindustry is fast aqproaching the walls of arestricted market.¿Y

In order to evaluate this argument¡ \dê need to
examine the following issues: 1) trends in income inequality
and in consumption; and (Z) consumption patterïs of different
income groups. !{e make a few comments on Lhe f irst" we

then examine consumption patterns in the rural areas of
Bangladesh and rndia and derive some implications for the

28

i-n rural a
noted that
activities
rural sect
facturing
I970-7L to

output. S
7978-79,

About 892 of the population of Bangladesh rivesreasr ês compared to 782 in India. It should bea signif icant part of (registered) manufacturj-ngis undertaken in rural areas. ln L}TO-7L, theor in Tndia , f or j_nstance, produced 242 of manu-
ource : National Accounts Statistics.pp. 148- '

29R. Sau, I'Some Aspects of ïnter-Sectoral Resources
Flo\nl, " Economic and political
August, 9741 , p. 277 .

Weekl , Special Number
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relationship between inequality and the demand for
manufactured goods"

First' the growth of industrial output may be slowed
by a reducti-on in the growth of demand induced by rising
rural income inequality. The growth of demand may also
be reduced, hov/ever, by a reduction in the growth of income
for all income groups in the economy without any change in
income inequality" Tt j-s not easy to 

'solate 
these causes.

There i-s some evidence which suggests that income inequality
does. not show a rising trend in the rurar- areas of Bangradesh
and rndia; however" income inequality may have fluctuated
a great deal.3o

second, the decline in the percentage of per capita
consumer expenditure on industriar goods noted by sau,
relates to the rndian economy i-n the 1950,s, 1960rs, and
early 1970's" For the entire decade of the r97o,s, actual
consumption patterns do not conf irm this vi_ew. The propor_
tion of private final- consumption expenditure on industrial
goods (edible oils' sug'ar, salt, clothi-ng, footwear, furni-
ture and household equipment, and transport and communicatlons)

30 Source: Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Socio-Econom_ic Indicators f or Monitori¡r and Evaluat r-on o arianorm and Rura DeVe nt Dacca:
F S, Y fne it , p. 116; G. Sand DevelCambridge University Press, I rP. 05.

t (Cambri dge:
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was 20 percent in r97o-7r and 21 percent in LgTg-7g. rt
fluctuated in the intervening years, but does not show

any declining trend.3l
we now turn to the quest.i-on whether disaggregati-on

of consumption expenditures throws any right on the rer_ation-
ship between income inequality and demand for manufactured
consumer goods. Tables 6"9 and 6"g present percentages of
expenditures on agricultural and industrial goods in the
rural- areas of Bangladesh and rndia. some broad patterns
are clearry evident: the percentage of expenditures on food
grains declines over successive higher i_ncome/expenditure
groups,' correspondi-ngly, the percentage on all 0ther major
groups of items (other agriculturar products, industriar_
food, non-food, and others) appears to increa=u.32 rhi=
pattern, which is conslstent with the EngeUs theory, is

31ŝource: c.s.o., rndia, National Accounts sletis!èç¡,W, statement rr.rffifers toper capita figures while these data do not" However, if thepercentage of per capita consumer expendi_trrr"=-"p."1'o'industrial goods i-s declining in botñ rural and trban areas,as claimed by sau, 
. 
then expeñditures on industrial consumergoods as a proportion of total consumpti_on expenditures , forthe economy as a whole, should also dåclj_ne.

32rhrorrghout this sectionr \¡rê assume that the"expendi-ture" groups are proxies for ,,income,, groups.Accordingly, \^re consider Lhe percentage distributions ofexpenditures as. "averag'e propensities to consume. ,, wehave setecred the years tblZ4q (rnãiai-.r,¿ i-gl6_77(Bangladesh) because these are the latest years for whichdata have been published.
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somevühat more pronounced in rndia than in Bangladesh.
fn Tables 6.9 and 6.9, we observe a few other

features concerning the consumption expenditures. First,
in rndia, the increase in the percentage of expenditure, as
income rises, is greater in non-food industrial co'sumer
goods and in the "other" cat,egory, compared to industrial
food and other agricultural products. rn Bangladesh the
i-ncrease i-n the percentage of expenditure is clearly
evident in the ,,other,, category but not in non_food
industrial consumer goods. second, although the percentage
of expenditures appears to be i-ncreasing as income j_ncreases

for other agricultural products and industriar- food, in
rndia, these percentages tend to falr at the highest per
capita expenditure rang:e. rn Bangladesh, the percentage
of expendi-tures tends to decri-ne at the highest income
range in "other agrlcultural products,' but not in industrial
food. Third, it is evident from the tables that the per-
centage of expenditure on food grains does not decr_i_ne

significantry in either rndia or Bangladesh for severar
10w income groups. Fourth, a further disaggregation of
industriar food and non-food groups wour_d probabry show
variations within each broad group. The percentage of
expenditures on some food items (edible oi]- and sugar) is
likely to show a rising and then a falling trend; while
the percentage on others (e.g., beverages) would show a
rising trend. The percentage of expenditures on some



Tab1e 6.8 percent Distribution
India I L973-74

of Expenditures by Commodity Classes in Rural

Monthly
per capita
Expenditure
Class
(Rupees )

0-13
13 15

l_5 18

l8 2L

2L 24

24 28

28 34

34 43

43 55

55 75

7s 100

100 150

150 200

200 & above

AII Classes

Food
grains

Ot.her
Agricultural

Products
Industrial

Food

6.6
6.7
8.4
7.3
7.0
7.8
7"9
9.0
9"4

9"0
9.6

l-0.5
10.0

9"3

9.3

Non-food
Industrial
Consumer

Goods

L4.6
r3. t
L2 "7
L2 .5
13.0
L2"3
L2 "L
12"4
13"6
Is.0
18"9
24"3
31" 3

37"0

l-7 " t

Other

63.8
64 "5
64.8
65.1
63.6
63.7
61.9
58.4
54.3
44.7
42.2
32.3
23.8
t8.1

13.3
L2.2
I1" I
rl_"6
9"2

L2"L
13.4
I5.I
L6 "7
T7 "T
19.5
20.3
lB.6
17.8

L.7
3.5
3.0
3"5
7.2
4"r
4"7
5.r
6,0

L4.2
9,8

12 .6
l-6.3
r7.8

48. 3 l_7 " 3 8.0

F\¡
@(Notes to Table 6 " B are on t.he next page)
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Table 6 .8 (cont'd)

Note: Definitions: Foodgrains: cereals, grains,
substitutes, and

Other
Agricultural
Products:

cereal
pulses

Industri-aI
Food:

Non-food
Industrial
Consumer
Goods:

Other:

Source: Computed from, National
Government of fndia, 28
Consumer Expenditure ,P

milk, meat and fish,
vegetables, fruits and
spices

edible oi1, sugar,
and beverag:e

saIt,

Fuel, light, tobacco,
clothing, fooÈwear, and
durable goods.
Health, education,
and recreation.

travel,

Sample Survey
th Round, No"
. 44.

Organization,
240; rables ;;



Table 6 "9 percent Distributi_on
Bangladesh, Ig76_77

of Expenditures by Commodity Classes in Rural

Monthly
Household
fncome Groups
(Taka )

Less than 50
50 99

I00 L49
150 199

200 249
250 299
300 399

4 00 499

500 - 799
750 999
1000 L499
1500 1999
2000 & above

AIl groups

Food
graÍns

Other
Agricultural

Products
Industrial

Food

Non-food
fndustrial
Consumer

Goods Other
58. 8

57 .7
58. I
56.8
58. t
s8.8
58.4
58. 3

59.7
54.0
50"0
45"2

44"9

r? .8
9"9

12 "7
I3.5
12.8
12"5
l-3"2
L2 "5
I4 "9
15"4
16"5
20 .5
L7 .4

6"1
5.5
4 "6
4.8
5.2
5.2
5"2
5.6
6.5
5.8
5.9
5"9
6.9

17 .3
20 "L
L7 .3
19,1
18"4
17.5
I7.0
16.5
10.3
t5"4
I6.9
16.3
18.4

5.0
6.7
6.6
5.8
5"7
6.1
6.3
7.L
8.6
9.3

I0.6
12 "I
L2.5

54 .9 15 " r

Note:

Source:

Definitions of each class of goods are the same as j_n Table 6. g
Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 1981.l-980. Ministry of planning: Dacca: Tab

5.9 t5. 3 8.8

Statist ical Yearb ook of Ban ladesh F
æoles: t 4 and t5" 5; pp" 5 and

t
573 

"
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non-food items (durable goods and ctothing)
to increase as income increases, while the
some other non-food items (fuel and 1ight)
dec]irru.33

also is likely
percentage on

would show a

These findings seem to revear three broad groups
of commodities and services identif iable i_n terms of the
behaviour of the averag.e propensity to consume:

1" a declining Apc (average propensity t.o consume;

2" an increasing ApC; and

3 " an increasing Apc up to certain income groups but
a decrease in the Apc at the highest income group. These

findings suggest that the relationship between income

inequality and the demand for manufactured goods is rikely
to be complex. At the risk of oversimplification, we express
the two contendi-ng hypotheses concerning these relationships
in Figures 6.5 and 6 "6.

with the limited empiricat data available, v/e offer
a few oonjectural statements concernlng these relationships.
Those writers who attribute a falling demand for manufactured
goods t.o a rising j¡come inequality (e.g., Sau) would argue
that Figure 6-5 is most 1ike1y to reflect rearity. The

relationship in Fi-gure 6.5, however, impricitly assumes that
the average and marginal propensj-ties to consume manufactured

33"
of consumption
and 4"8.patterns in

or a disaggregated picture
fndia, see Appendices A.6
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¡(

Rural Income fnequaÌity and Demandfor Manufactured ConËumer Goods

l(
x (YT, )

x (Yr, )

u

x( Tr)

R R2 R3

Fi-gure 6 " 5 Figure 6 "6

varue of exports of manufactured consumer
goods (in real terms) from the capitalist
manufacturing sector to the traditional
sector "

fncome inequality in the traditional sector
Per capj_ta lncome in the traditional sector
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goods are higher for lower Íncome groups than for the higher
income gto,rp".34 Data presented i-n Tabres 6"g-and 6"g
appear inconsistent with that assumption"

on the other hand, if for a significant number of
Índustrial consumer goods the average and the marginal
propensi-ties to consume manufactured goods ri_se up to cer_
tain income groups but decrine for higher income groups,
then the relationship depicted i¡' Figure 6"6 cannot be

rured out. This Fi-gure shows that a rise in income inequality
promotes i-ndustriar demand up to point R, . A further rise in
inequarity (Rr ) may not r-ead to a higher demand for manu-

factured goods. The main point we wish to emphasize is
that a reduction i'' income inequality need not always
generate a greater demand for manufactured goods. For
instance¡ âfly measure t.o redistribute income toward very
low income groups may r-ead t.o a greater demand for food
grains than for manufactured goods.

The above argument does not imply that industrial
growth based on luxury consumer goods should be promoted
through an increase in income i-nequality. we merely point
out the possibirity of confricts between short-term measures
to redistribute income and efforts to increase the demand

for industrial goods in poor, capitalist countries such as

34^- -Some writers (e.9., Sau , L974)large landowners' demand for manufacturedand is income inel_astic. This, frow"vài,
(Continued next page)

have argued that
goods is quite 1ow

does not accord with
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rndia and Bangladesh. rt i-s possijcle that redistribution
measures such as land reforms, coupled with other measures
(e"g., greater savÍng¡ investment, and the use of modern

inputs through cooperatives) might increase the revel of
income of all rural people" This could increase the demand.

for manufactured goods with the origi_nal or even a rower
degree of income inequality" In Figure 6"6, this wouj_d

be represented by a shift of the curve X (y_ ) to X (y_ ) .'1 'L'2'

6.4 Summa

Tn this chapter¿ wê have investigated the relationship
between income di-stribution and the demand constraints on

the capitarist manufacturing sector at a di-saggregated
leve1" The main findings may be summarized as follows.

First, the empiri-cal evi-dence for Bangradesh on the
relationship between changes in the terms of trade and
labour:rs share of i¡come appears to be consistent with the

34 (Continued)
recent evidence. In India the proportion of expendituresfon durable goods for the h ighest expenditure group in ruralareas has increased from 5 .0U in L970-7I to l-4.48 in Lg73-74.Source: National S Ie Surve s, 25th and 2 8th Rounds.Furthermore , even i e average propensj_ty to consume manu-factured good.s is very l-ow for high income groups, this couldqene rate a very large absolute demand given their very h ighJ_nc omes. Thus, while the inver se rela tionship between Xand R shown in Figure 6.5 re ires that the averagequ
propensity to consume industria consumer goods is relati vely1I ow for the rural richthe former.

the 1at ter condition may not en sure
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Kalecki-Kaldor model. on the other hand, the empirical
evidence for India seems to accord moreclosely with the
Ricardo-Lewis mode1" These f indings rej-nforce the conclusions
of chapter 3 and 4 that the Kalecki-Kardor model has greater
relevance to the manufacturing sector of Bangladesh than
to the manufacturing sect,or of Ind.j_a.

Second, the empirical evi_dence for India and

Bangladesh does not show any strong and systematic rel_ation_
ship between the growth of the manufacturing sector and
income distribution within that sector.

Third, our findìngs for Bangradesh and Tndia support
one of the hypotheses associated with the under-consumption
thesis:. the expansionary and contractionary phases of the
manufacturing sector as a whore are crosely rerated to those
of the \^/age goods ind.ustry.

Fourth; a notabre f inding is the greater vari-ability
in the growth rates of the non-durabr-e consumer goods

industry as compared with the durable qonsumer goods
industry in both Indj_a and Bangladesh.

Fifth, di-stri-buti-ons of rabour income in different
sectors of the economy do not show similar movements" This
suggests that the relationship between the growth rate in
the manufacturing sector and income distribution is more
complex than commonly supposed. This is especially so
si-nce the demand for the wage goods industry rargery depends
on labour income originating in non-manufacturing sectors.
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Finallyr êmpirical evidence concerni-ng consumption
patterns in rurar areas of Bangladesh and rndia do not atrow
us to i-nfer that a reduction in income inequality will
necessarily promote the demand for industrial goods.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSTONS

The main purpose of this study was to explore some

of the causar mechanisms underlying structural lnterdepen-
dence, income distributi-on, and, problems of growth in the
manuf acturi-ng s.ectors of rndia and Bangladesh. As a f irst
step, a theoretical model was deveroped to illustrate the
interrerationships between the terms of trade, aggregate
demand, and. aggregate supply in the capitalist manufacturing
sector" ürhile concentrating on the supply side, oRe of our
presumptions was that the terms of trade depend on monopoly
powerr âs measured by the mark-up of the manufacturing sector.
Empirical evi-dence from rndia and Bangladesh reveals an im-
provement in the terms of trade for this sector during the
1970's"

ïn the face of such an improvement in the terms of
trade, the growth rate of manufacturing output seems to have
increased in rndia; in Bangladesh the growth rate has declined"
This allows us to draw a tentative conclusion that whil_e the
adjustment mechanism in the manufacturing sector of rndia is
consistent with the Ricardo-Lewis modet, the adjustment me-

chanism in Bangladesh manufacturing seems to be consistent
with the Kalecki-Kaldor model. As discussed in chapter l_,

the Kalecki-Kaldor model emphasizes the adjustment process
through aggregate demandi on the other hand, the Ricardo-
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Lewis Model emphasizes the supply side adjustment mechanism.
one possible explanation for different adjustment mechanisms,
in Bangladesh and rndia, in response to changes in the terms
of trade, lies in differences in market size and in the de-
gree of monopoly power of the manufacturing sectors of these
two countries. From data on trends in mark-üps, it is evident
that the Bangladesh manufacturing sector enjoys rerativery
greater market-power than does its counterpart in rndia
This is not surprising, given the smaller size of the market
in Bangladesh" I

Two broad policy implications of the above conclusions
may be briefly mentioned. First, in order to ensure a sus-
tained industrial growth, demand management policies, (e.g.
monetary and fiscar policies) are likely to have greater
relevance to Bangladesh, compared to rndia. second, in the
presence of supply shocks, control of the monopoly power
of manufacturing firm may be justified in order to minim ize
the adverse consequences (e.g. increasing prices, decreasing
output and hence increasing unemployment, of the monopolistic
adjustment process"

ït should be noted that the adverse conseguences of
supply shocks may be minimized also by other government
policies: the provision of subsidised food to industrial
workers through rationing, subsidies to industrial firms,

rA= discussed
of scale in industrial
market is likely to bethe industrial sector.

in Chapter L, if there are economiesproduction, an economy with a smal1characterized by monoþoly power in
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and compulsory. procurement of raw materials from raw material
producers at 1ower than market prices"

. This study emphasized the relevance of a two-fold
disaggregated analysis for investigating the problems of
manufacturing output growth: l) a comparative analysis of
the wage goods, basic aoods, and. non-basis goods industries;
and 2) the flows of wage goods, basic aoods, and non-basic
goods among' sectors of the economy.

From empirical evidence, it is evident that, compared
to the wage goods industry, the non-basic goods industry in
rndia as well as in Bangladesh, seems to have higher profit
rates, higher shares of profit in value-added, higher mark-
üps, and higher rabour productivity. This suggests that it
is the non-basic aoods industry which is rikely to have
greater monopoly pov\¡er and to exhibit the Kaleaki-Kaldor 

.

adjustment mechanism" -The wage goods industryr orr the other
hand, is likely to exhibit. the Ricardo-Lewis adjustment me-
chanism 

"

rt is worthwhi-re to mention one policy implication
of the above concrusion. rn order to protect and promote
the domestíc industries, governments often increase tariff
rates on imported luxury goods, i.ê", non-basic goods.

This policy is likery to reinforce the Kalecki-
Kaldor adjustment mechanism in the face of input price shocks.
ïn other words, the non-basic goods industry witl have a

greater ability to pass higher input prices onto product
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prices, forlowing the i-ncrease in tariff rates on imported
non-basic aoods.

The manufacturing sectors of rndia and Bangradesh
are found to be significantry dependent on the traditionar-
sector in terms of wage goods and non-basic goods. This is
likely to make the interrelationship between income distri_
bution and the growth of manufacturing output much more com-
plex than i-s impried by one-sector models. one striking
finding in this context is that in Bangladesh, a country
poorer than rndia, adjustments in income distribution seem

to have occurred mainly through an absolute reduction of real
\^/ages. Furthermore, empirical evidence shows that there has
been no secular increase in the ratio of money \irages in manu-
facturing Èo raw material prices" Thus, it would be erroneous
to argue that the growth of output in the manufacturing sec-
tor of Bangladesh has been row because of falling profits
caused by rising wages.

rt was beyond the scope of this study to undertake
a detailed analysis of linkages between the manufacturing
sectors and other sectors in rndia and Bangradesh. However,
an attempt was made in chapter 5 to examine briefly the role
of petty commodity production in the growth of the manufac-
turing sector- on the basis of the rimited evidence avair-
ab1e, it is apparent that petty commodity production is more
integrated with the manufacturing sector than is commonry

supposed. The integration of the petty commodity sector with
the manufacturing sector, however, has not been associated
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with an increase in labour produc.tivity in the former sector
in order to match the productivity lever in the ratter"

rt is necessary to emplrasize one poricy implication
of our finding concerning the petty commodity producers in
agriculture. Government policy to improve the agricurtural
sector¡s terms of trade is often subject to two criticisms:
(1) this policy inhibits industrial growth on the aggregate
supply side; and (2) this policy benefits only rarge-scale
producers. The latter criti-cism is based on the assumption
that petty commodity producers produce largery subsistence
crops for themselves. The evidence in chapter 5 of our study,
however, casts doubt on this assumption. rt is possibre,
therefore, that improvements in the agricultural sector,s
terms of trade increase the rear incomes of agricurtural
petty commodity producersi consequently, the demand for wage

goods produced in the manufacturing sector might increase.
our findings also show that the petty commodity

sector tends to speciarize in the production. of labour in-
tensive commodities, e.g., food and textile products. Accord_
ingly, thl-s sector is in competition with the wage goods

industry of the capitarist manufacturing sector. The exis-
tence of this competition may be one of the reasons why the
Ìá¡age goods industry, comparecl to the non-basic goods industry,
has limited monopoly power. Further research, however, is
needed to evaluate the nature and degree of competition be_

tween the two sectors.
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This study has arso examined aspects of possible de-
mand constraints on the manufacturing sectors of ïndia and
Bangladesh. rt appears from the empirical analysis of chap-
ter 6 that output growth patterns of overall manufacturing
are closery related to those of the non-durable consumer
goods industry. A notabre finding is the greater variability
in the growth rate of output in the non-durable consumer
goods industry, compared to other industries. we speculate
that this may be the result of: l) the existence of com_

petition between the petty commodity sector and the wage
goods industry in the prod.uction of such non-durable goods
as food and textile products,. and 2) the variability in
incomes not onry of wage earners, but arso of agricurturar petty
commodity producers who are the main purchasers of non-dur-
abtre r^¡age goods produced in the manuf acturing sector.

Finally, given the evidence on consumption patterns
of different expenditure crasses, this study is skepti-car
about the "populj-st" notion that any reduction in rural- in-
come inequality would promote the growth of manufacturing
output through a rise in demand.
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APPENDTX A.1

SOME BASTC DATA ON BANGLADESH AND INDTA

I
2

Population (mi11ions),
Ban ladesh fndia

88. 9 659 "2

7670

mid L979

(mi11ions

per

3

4

Gross domestj_c product
of U.S. dollars), L97g

Average annual real growth ofcapita cNp (percent), 1960-79

GNP per capita (U.S. dollars), LgTg 90

112, o0o

190

L"4I
5

6

Average annual real_ growth rate(percent) of manufacr"riüBo3ï5n".

I97 0-7 9

Average annual real growth rate
(percent) of agrj-culture output

L960-7 0
L97 0"7 9

6.6
5.9

2.7
1"9

4.8
4"5

1."9
2"r

6
I

7

I

9

Share of
domestic

Share of
domestic

Value-added
(millions of

manufacturj-ng in gross
product (percent) 1960

L97 9

agriculture in gross
product (percent) I960

L97 9

L4
18

10 " Percentage of labour
industry

11. Percentage of labour
agriculture

in manufacturing
L975 U"S" dollars)

1978

force in
1960
I97 9

force in
I960
L97 9

61
56

874

3
11

50
38

l_5,069

11
11

t4
7I

B7
74

12. Urban population as percentag.e oftotal population, 1980 11 22
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APPENDfX 4"1 (cont'd)

Banqrladesh Tndia

13. ExporLs as
L97 9

percentage of GDp,
8"4

L4" ïmports as
l-97 9

percentage of GDp,
20"2

Source: The Vforld Bank, World Development Report 1981.

7

9.1



APPENDIX A" 2

TRENDS TN YTELD RATES OF SELECTED AGRTCULTURAL RAW MATERIALS AND FOOD CROPS

Year

Average

Bangladesh
Agricultural
Raw Materials

Jute Sugar Oil_
Cane Seeds

(lbs) (ton) (Ibs)

(per acre)
Food
Crops

Rice
(lbs )

Jute Sugar
Cane

fndia (quintals per hectare)
Year Agricultural R.aw Materials

Ground
Nuts

Cottorr
Lint

Food
Crops

blheat Ri-ce

L965-66 to
1969-7 0

L97 0-7 L
L97L-7 2

L97 2-7 3

l-97 3-7 4

r97 4-7 5

r97 5-7 6
L97 6-77
l-977 -7 B

1165

T2T2

10 01

LL7 6

I092
981

l_23 3

L200

118 7

18

19

16

L7

I7
T7

18

18

L7

841

743
7 l_8

676

696

57L
672

688

73r

1007

r003
953

935

1075

1028

Ì1 02

10 61

1r54

10"4
l_0. B

11.8
10.6
r1.9
12 .6
l_2.8

T4 "I
12 "L
13 "7

33"4

32 "9
46.I
45.0
49 .6
48"6

52 "L
52"4

50.9
52 "7

7"8
7 "5
7"5
5.5
8.3
8"2
5"8
8"4
7.2
9"5

"9
o

r"3
1.0
1.1
1"5
I.3
1.4
1.6
I"4

6.6
7.L
8.5
8.3

13.1
r3.8
12.7
LT.7
13.4
14.l_

6"7
8"7

10"1
8.6

LL.2
1r_"4

10.7
11. 5

10.4
12 "5

19 50-51
1955-56
I960-61
I965-66
I97 0-7I
Ig7 L-7 2

I97 2-7 3
L97 3-7 4

L97 4-7 5
L975-7 6

rbooSource: For Bangladesh:
For fndia:

Statistical_ yea k of Banqlade
act of Ind ia,

L979, p" 165"
Tab1e 18, p. 53 and p" 55"

Statistical Abstr
sh,

r979,

f\)o
(Jt
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APPENDÏX A" 3

CONSUMPTTON EXPENDITURE PATTERNS PER HOUSEHOLD BYMONTHLY INCOME GROUP TN BANGALDESH,
URBAN, T976-77 (TN PERCENTAGE'

Monthly house-
hold income
groups (Taka)

Less than 50

50 99

100 L49
150 L99
200 249

250 299

300 399
400 499

500 749

750 999
1000 1499
1500 L999
2000 ç abive

Food produced
in agriculture
and aIlied
activities

Non-food
consumer
items
( indus-
trial )

Food
( indus-
trial )Cereals

and pulses
Others Others

44"6
43.L
46"6

50.1
50 "7
46 .2
46 .9
45 .4
43 .6
39.3
34.2
30.2
24.7

16 .2
14 " 3

13 " 6

13.5
13 " 4

15.8
L4 .6
L5.7
16"1
18.0
19"2
20 .2
23 "7

7.6
8.6
6.5
5.8
6.2
6.2
6.2
7 "2
7 "6
7.7
7 "6
7"8
7 "4

L8 .2
20.7
20"4
19"8
19.0
18.1
18.4
L7 "6
17"3
L6"4
16 "2
ls. 9

15"8

13.4
t3.3
12.9
10.8
I0 .2
L3.7
13. 9

14.1
15.4
18"6
22 .8
25 .9
28.4

All groups 37 .6

Source: Bangladesh Bureau of
Yearbook of Ban ladesh

.15; pp. a 7

tatistics. Statistical
, 1980. tabËËf-ETZ- and

L8.2 7.5

S

16 " I 19.9
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APPENDIX A"4

CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURE PATTERNS PER HOUSEHOTD BY
IVIONTHLY TNCOME GROUP TN BANGLADESH,

URBAN, I973_74 (rN PERCENTAGE)

Monthly house-
hold i-ncome
groups (Taka)

Food produced
in agriculture
and allied
activities

Non-food
consumer
items

( indus-
trial )

Food
( indus-
trial )

Others

cerears ot,hers
pulses

Less than 50

50 99

100 L49
150 199

200 249

250 299

300 399

400 499

500 749

750 999

1000 L499
1500 L999
2000 & above

40"8
43"5
41"8
45 "7
44"4
43.5
41" 5

38"4
35"0
33.9
29 "7
19 " I

13"6
11" 7
14 " 0

15.9
L6 .2
L6 .2
18.0
19.5
21" I
20.0
L9.2
20"0

15"2
15.8
18.7
11.8
12 .6
L2.2
12.9
13.3
L2"4
13.5
L2.7
14.1

L6"4
17 "5
15"3
14.8
I4 "6
14.4
14.3
L4"2
r3.1
12"3
13.6
12.8

14.0
11" 5

L0 .2
I1" 8

L2 .2
13"6
13.4
14 " I
17 .2
20 .3
24 "8
33"4

18. s
All groups 35 "7 19.1 13.1 13.6

Source: Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics.
Yearbook of B ladesh , I979. Tab

6.

Statistical

-

l-es: 15 " 18 and5. ; pp. 4 5-4
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APPENDIX A.5

CONSUMPTTON EXPENDITURE PATTERNS PER HOUSEHOLD BY
MONTHLY TNCOME GROUP TN BANGLADESH,

RURAL, 1973_74 (IN PERCENTAGE)

Monthly house-
hold income
groups (Taka)

Food produced
in agriculture
and al1ied
activities
Ce reals Others
pulses

Food Non-food
(Indus- consumer
trial) items

( indus-
trial )

Others

Less than 50

50 99

10 0 L49

150 I99
200 249
250 299

300 399

400 499

500 749

750 999

1000 l-499
1500 L999
2000 & above

45.8
48 "7
44 .2
49 .9
47 .4
50 " 5

50 "2
48.1
48"6
46.7
45.0
36 "2
3s.8

25..4

L4 .2
25.0
20.0
23"4
:-7:7
15"1
19"5
L7 "5
L7 .7
17.1
18. I
19"3

7"5
8.3
7 "4
6"7
7 "4
8.8

10.1
8.8
9 "6

10.3
11" 0

8.7
8.9

L5 .2
18"0
15.1
15 " 4

14.1
14.3
15.6
13.6
r3.8
13.4
12 "7
15. 9
14 " 3

6"1
10 " B

8.4
8"0
7"8
8"6
8.9
9.9

10.5
It.9
14.3
2I"2
2r.8

1r " 2
All groups 47 "2 18"0 9.6 14.0

Source: Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics. Statistical
Yearbook of Ba ladesh , I979. Tab les: 15.18 and2¡ pp" 1a 7-488.



A1l India: Rural

APPENDTX A.6
CONSUMER EXPEND]TURE (R.S. O.OO) PER PERSON FOR A PERIOD OF 30 DAYS BY BROAD GROUPS OFrrEMs ÀND By M.NTHL' pER cApfrA EX'ENDTT'RE GLASSES¡ r973-74

Monthly per capita expenditure class in rupeesItems

0-13 l3-15 15-I8 t8-21 2r-24 24_28 28_34 34_43 43_55 55-7s 100- 150- 200&
(r)

1 .97

0.80
0.29
0"12
0.38
0.39
0.68
0.l_0

0.20
0.03
0 .42
0 .2r

10.21
0.00
0"31
0"37
0"16
0"57
0.36
0.70
0.08
0.21
0. 08

0.56
0. 38

11"61
0.07
0. 6t
0 .52
a "24
0.60
0"33
n a"

0.16
0. 30

0.09
n ?a

0 - 34

13.10
0"05
0.,50

0 .62
0"42
0 .10
0.45
0"94
0.18
0"42
0. 08

0.08
0.37

15.1"8

0"08
0.41
0. 90

0.5t
0.93
0.54
r-"10

0.19
0.59
0.09
0.81
0 " 4l_

17.48
0.17
0.39
1 tÊ

0.96
1.11
0.69
l-.31
o.22
0.14
0.08
0"97
0.51

20 "34
0.17
0.34
t"55
I"74
1.54
0.95
1. 63

0 " 34

1" 14

0 " 09

t"l4
0 " 68

23 "3I
0.22
0"40
I O?

3"10
1" 91
I Ê

I"97
0.45
r"54
0. 09

1" 36

I-02

27.50
0. 28

0.33
2.55

2-5I
1. 78

2.44
0. 71

2"25
0.10
i-.58
I ?"

75-
100

31. B4

0. 51

0. 3t
3 .32
8.19
3.I3
a a-

3,04
l_.20
) 01

0"1r
I O1

I " 98

33.78
0.64
0. 35

3 " 80

13.44
4. tI
2 .86
a Ê1

2. 08

4"4I
0"tl
2.30
? oÊ

34"6s
0.66
0.31
4.79

17. l0
5. t6
4"68
3"98
3.0t
5 .40
0 " t4
2 "90
6 .34

43.7r
0. B2

0 .41
6 .45

26.12
7.I7.
8.20
6.53
R ??

B.4l-
0.17
4.50

I0.71

^ì ^^-^-Çrd55cÞ

23.00
ô atr

n ?o

'ì oo

l_ " 37

2.00
0.61_

i.61
c.09

I. ]B

150 200 above(2) (3) (41 (s) (6) (1) (B) (9) (10) (11) ()-2t (13) (14) (Is) (16)
1.
2"
2

5.
6.

l.
o

o

10.
11.
12.
It

14 . food: total

cereals 6.15
gram 0 " 04

cereaf substitutes 0"39
pulse & products 0"16
milk & products 0.Ol_
edible oil O "2I
meat. fish & egg O.2l
vegetables 0.55
f ru j_ts & nuts O . 17
sugar 0. I0
sal-t 0.09
spices 0.41
beverages & 0. t7
refreshments

35

8.12 Ir 64 14 . 05 16 .42 l-8. 6 3 2I .7 4 25.78 31. 65 39"05 48.58 60.82 15.24 89.10 12e.55 39.70

N
Oç



APPENDIX 4.6 (cont'd)

ftems

(1)

15. pan, tobacco

i6. fuef and light
1;. clothi-ng
I8. footwear
is misc. goods

services
rents

ourable goods

0.3t 0"56 0.63 0.79
0.01
0 " 00

0.00

0.90
0 " 00

0 " 00

0.00

1.08
0 " 00

0.00
0.00

L"4s
0.00
0 " 00

0 "02

200&
above

2.40 3.23 5.28 7.56
1"14 5"14 5.97 7.98
B " 02 16 .73 24 "77 44 "88
0.70 L.24 2.02 3.96

8 " 17 14 "72 27 -07 49.52
0.15 0.30 0.45 1.19
0. 02 0.13 0. 03 O. t6
0.89 3.29 15.t6 10.89

r3-15 15-r8 rB-21 2L_24 24_28 28_34 34_43

Monthly per capita expenditure class in rupees

43-55 55-75
0-1 3

0"01

75-
100

10 0-
150

150-
200

all
clas ses(21 (3) (4t (s) (6) (7t (8) (e) (10) (11) (L2l (13) (14) (rs! (16)

0 " 43

L .07
0.03

0 .49
r.42
0.20
0. 0r

0.69
1"54
0. 21

0.01

0 .87
2"13
0 " 69

0.04

I"47
, ao

2.00
0 "L2

L.7B
3"46
4 " 38

0 .27

r-.53
2 "96
2 <a

0 "26

0.40
l.3r
0.t3

0. 75

I"76
0 " 10

0.01

0.78
1. 91

0.50
0 .02

l"r6
2"45
1" 05

0 " 0s

20.
2L.
22.

0.00
0"01

t " 96

0.00
0. 00

0.06

2"86
0.03
0.00
0.14

4"64
0.08
0 " 02

0.40

4.l_B

0.05
0.01_

0 .14
2f. non-fooi: total l.B5 2.40 Z"i6 3.25 3-82
2-i " total consìrmer

expenditure

25" ¡*o. of sample
households

Source: National Sample Survey, 2Bth Round, Table 2"21/R

4-29 5"20 6"7.3 9.51 14.98 24.49 44.1880.75 156.14 13.31
10'57 14"04 16'81 rg'67 22-15 26-03 30.98 38.38 48.56-68.56 85.3i- 119.42 t6g.B5 284.69 53.01

55 49 r45 272 4L2 74g 1593 2760 3113 3168 L7o4 1025 255 L67 ..546.1

N

O



CONSUMER EXPENDITURE

Al1 India: Urba¡r

Items

(l)

APPENDIX A"7

(RS.O.OO} PER PERSON FOR A PERIOD OF 30 DAYS BY BROAD GROUPS OF ITEMS ANDBy MONTHLY pER CAPITA EXPENDITURE CLASSES, Lg73_74

Monthly per capita expenditure class in rupees
0-13 13-15 15-18 18-21 2r-24 24-28 28-34 34-43 43-55 55_75 75_ rO0_ l-50-

200
(2t (3) (4) (s)

2.94 5.94 7. 38 9.84I

2.
?

a

6.

ì.

o

10.
II.
12"

11.

l4 . iood: Totai

cereal s

9ram
cereal- substitute
pulse & products
milk & products
eoible olI
neat, fish & egg
vegerables
fruits & nuts
sugar

spice s

Jeverages &

.refreshments

(6) (7r (8) (e) (r0) (r1) ,12r (13) (14) (rs) (16)

100 I50

22"L7
0.16
0. 12

3.14
8.92
i ì1

3. tl
4.2I
T.7B
3. t8
0.l_0

1. 96

200&
above

aII
C IaS SeS

l9 " 03

0.L2
0 " 13

2 .36
6.50
3.70
2 .43
? lÊ

1"39
2 -32
0.08
t.65

0 .23

0.32
0.00

0 .94

0.2t
0.15
0.45
0.20
0 " 54

0 " 13

0"46
0.03
a "29

0 .22
0.60
0 " 9E

0"66
0. 15

n o?

0.15
0.58
0 " 04

0 "62

0.41
0.56

0.]9
0.58
O. BB

0 "2r
0 "72
0.05
0.94

10.49
0.04
0 "26
0.76
0.65
1 ))

0.81
t.05
0"20
0 " 90

0 " 06

0 - B8

L2.7I
0.06
0 "22
0 " 94

0.83
l.I6
0 " B3

I " I6
0 "25
0.72
0.05
1" 03

14.26
0.08
0. 11

L.27
1 Èr

1.56
0"94
1" 50

0 "22
I.1I
0 " 07

1.09

L6 .52
0 " 04

0.l-0
1 R2

) 21

2.LL
I"L7

U " JO

l. 39

0.07
I.30

L8.44
0.09
0"10
'ì o?

3.72
? a"

1.58
2.40
0. 63

I. BO

0.07
ì cî

21"00
0 .23
0"09

r3.21
6 .02
4 "2L
5. 04

3.14
3 .66
0.12
, tq

2L .65
0 "'22
0"15
3 14

L9 .2L
A EÊ

6.06
6.39
tr to

À 10

0.11
2 .49

23.LL
0.37
0.19
4' t6

25 .98
8. 7s
o ?o

7 "15
o 1l

0.1r
2 -90

20.83
0 .72
0. 09

6.03
3.i7
2.24
3.11
0.99
) dq

0. 09

ì .66

0.04
0. r0

0"86 L-92 l"2t 0.66 o"9l r.2r r.2g r.60 2.Lg 3.18 5.43 12.04 2r.13 32-90 5.09
4 .49 r1.06 13.51 15"89 18.23 21"r7 25"0r 30"39 37.34 47.01 59.40 6r.28 98.85 r30.44 47.93

N)

F,



ÀPPENDIX 4.7 (cont'd)

ftems

(1)

0-13 13-15

(2t (3 ) (41 (s) (6) (7) (8) (e) (ro)

Monthly per capita expenditure class
15-lB 18-21 2t-24 24_28 28_34 34_43

0"56
1" 96

0.I6
0.03

(11) (L2l (13) (14) (rs) (16)

in rupees

4 3-55 55-75 200 &

above

3.10 4"37 8"85
6.51 7"95 10"93
I "69 L2 " 31 29. 04

0.69 I"23 2.75

15-
100

l0 0-
r50

15 0-
200

al1
classes

IJ. pan, tobacco &

intoxicants
f ueÌ e 1igi1t
clothing
iootwear
misc. goods &
services
rents
taxes
iurabie goods

0.81
0.07

0.68
0. 16

I.24
0.30

I6.
L7.
la

ìo

0.84
1.34
0.45
0.03

0.59
1" 48

0. 05

0.03

0.70
I"96
0.40
0.01

0. B4

2"30
0"37
0"02

0.94
2 "8L
u "6¿
0.04

0 .26
0.68

2.9r
0.13

0.54
1.04

0.04

I"27
? a1

1.13
0"08

1" 55

4 "26
2 .07
0. t-6

7 "02
1" 70

0"04
0.r'l

2"05
5 .2r
3 .67
0.34

1" B5

¿. )q

3.36
0 .27

20.
2I .

22-

1. sB

u - ¿2

0.03

I .67
0.23
0.00
0.05

2"I7
0 .46
0.00
0. 01

3.05
0"63
0.00
0 " 03

4.5I
l. l-4

0. 01

0.1r

9 " 56

2 "50
0.07
1.00

LI"24 20"03 34"0I 66.09
3"2I 5.42 9.79 16.05
0"09 0.16 o.2s 0.91
0"73 L"72 3"06 22.i6

23. ron food: total 3.98 2.50 3.50 3.69 4.54 5.o2 6-L7

8.47 13.56 17.01 19.58 22.17 26.rg
24. r-otâl consumer

e:ipenditure

:rc. cf samÞle
households

8.I2 11"57 16.91 26"54 ¿6.32 12.97 I57.38 22.84

31.t8 38"51 48"91 64.04 85"94 IO7.60 I7I"B2 287.82 10.77

9 10 20 26 62i 68 415 940 1285 1641 L25o 1169 467 4I3 7B8t
Source: National Sample Survey, 2gth Round, Table 2.21/tJ

N)
f-
N



AfI rndia

APPENDIX A"8
CONSUMER EXPEND]TURE ON BROAD GROUPS OF ITEMS AS PERCENTAGE TO TOTAL CONSUMER EXPENDITURE BYMoNTHLY PER cAPrrÀ EXPENDTTuRE cLASSES tN RURÀL AREAS ,-lglo-lt

MonÈhly per capita expenditure class r-n rupees
Items 0-8 8-11 1t-13 13-I5 15-18 IB_2I 2I_24 24_28 28_34 34-43 43-55 55-75 75

(r)

oc.: total

(2| (3) (4t (s) (6) (7t (8)

& over al_I
c 1as ses

(1s)(9) (r0) (r1) i.I2', (13) (r4)
1.
2.

J

5.
6.

ù

9.

I0.
rt.
12.
'ì?

ll

58.69
0 "57
3.69
I.L7
0.68
2.7 4

I. 90
? ao

I tE

l.l6
0.81
3. 13

58 " 79

0"59
3.69
2.7 L

I to

) ?l

1"65
3 .99
0 .49
I tf

0. 61

3 .67

s8.87
I.31
1 ÊÁ

3.10
1.59
2 .67
1.87
? ot

0 .64
1. 98

0.50
3. 91

59"0r
0 " 81

I "20
3 " 5r_

r. 8t
) aa

I OO

? oì

0"67
I " 84

0.46
4 " 16

56 "82
0"99
1" 03

3"38
) 2.)

3. t6
2.13
4 " 00

0.68
l_.96

0 " 4t
? ar

53.40
0. 90

o .91
3.86
3 .66
3.58
a tÊ

3. B7

0. B4

2"41
0.54
1 0A

52 .5L
0.94
o .67
3. B9

¿ to

3.54
1. 3B

3.89
0.76
2"49
0 "32
3.95

49.85
0. B0

0.80
3.88
5"08
3.69
2 .54
3. BI
0 " B0

2 .65
0.30
a 1-

45.78
0"65
0"42

.4i08
7 .25
3.79
2 .88
3.82
0.94
3. 04

0 .26
3 " 56

4I. t1
0.63
o .42
3.94
9"03
3.68
) ìc

3 " 68

1.16
3. 34

0 .2I
? 10

36. I3
0.54
o "29
4.05
9.79
3.69
3 " 4t
3.69
I.42
3.41
0. t9
3 .02

29.34
0 .64
0 .27
2 Êtr

12.30
3"49
2 1t

2 ?O

L.62
3 .14
0"16
2"73

19.99
0 .44
0.14
2 "96

13.01
3.24
2 "79
2 "70
1" 81
a -c

0. 09

2"23

10 qo

0.65
0 " 45

3 "77
B " 58
1 E-

? ao

3 " 60
1 a)

3.I7
0 "25
3 " 20

2"66

cereals
9ram
cereal substitute
pulse e products
mj-l-k & products
edibie oil
meat, fish & egg
vegetables
fruits & nuts
sugär

sp ices
beverages &
re f le sirments

Ío

r.72 L.27 1.45 1"86 r.75
80.69 82.29 83.24 84.04 82.16 81.99

2"LL 2"08 2.38 2"49 2.55 2.46 3"06 3.89
8I"61 80" 35 78"96 76.18 72.Ag 67.45 57 "02 73 " 58

N



APPENDIX À.8 (cont'd)

Monthly per capita expenditure class in rupees
Items 0-8 8-ll 1l--13 r3_ts

(1) (2t (3) (4t (s)

r5-18 tB-21- 2L-24 24_28 28_34 34_43 43_55 55_75

(6) (7) (B) (e) (ro) (11) (l_zl (13)

2.52 3.2L
5.56 5.2L
9.37 10"87
0.65 r.22

8.89 10. 90

0.L7 0.l-6
0.06 0.14
0.69 0.84

75 a over all
c Ias ses

(14 ) (1s)

2 It

6.03
1 1A

0.65

L] .

IB.
lo

3.64
9 .69
L .37
0 "29

3 "27
6.8r
3 " 85

0"23

3"41
6 "O4
6.41
0 " 50

3.54
4.18

13.87
1.60

l=

rb.
3.19

11.63
I.59

2 "84

0.02
0. 04

? 1'

Â q,

1.37
0"64

3 "29
8"46
l" " 06

0.01

3 "2L
7 "90
2"39
1.05

3 " 31

7 .6L
a )r

0.10

3.56
1 aÈ

2 "54
0 "2a

pan Èobacco &

intoxicants
fuel a J-ight
clothing
f ootl,¡ear
misc. goods &
servrces
rents

durable goods

3.37
6.51
4"47
0.32

20.
2L.
22.

2.6I
0"08
0.03
0.00

0. 11

0.03
0. 08

6.09
0. 06

0.03
0 " l9

7 "L2
0"I0
0 " 03

0 "2L

I4 .40
0 " 34

0.07
4 .98

8.10
0.14
0;06
0.93

2.58
0"04
0.01
0. 0B

0.04
0"01
0"02

3.89
0 " 03

0.01
0 " 06

4"49
U.U¿

0.04
0 - 09

À Ê-

0.06
0.01
0 " l-0

2i. non-r-ood: totai 19.31 Li"7L L6.i6 15.96 r7.54 18"01 18.39 19.65 2I.04 23.82 27.gI 32.55 42.98

2614 3350 3607 4652 6109 5962 4168 2.t30 L624

21. totai consumer
expenoiture

2:. no. cf sample
households

I00.00 100.00 t00.00 1oo. o0 r00 " 00 100 - 00 r0o " 0o 1oo " 00 roo. o0 100. o0 r0o. 00 r00. 00 r00.00 100 " 00

26"42

37 593
I4l 530 860 1246

Soi:rce: Natl-onal Sample Survey, 25th Round, TabIe 1.26/R

ts
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APPENDTX A.9

ANNUAL A'VERAGE PERCENTAGE RATES OF GROWTH TN
MANUFACTURTNG (Y) AND LABOUR'S SHARE

oF rNcoME (w): rNDrA tsnieðrnö-
YEARS, 1959 _ 1978_791

Period Y w

1959 1961*
1961 1965*
1965-66
1966-67
L967 -68
1969 -69*
I970*7I I972-73*
I972-73 r973-V 4*
I973-74 I974-75*
L97 4-75 I975-76
I975-76 I976-77
7976-77 -. 1977-78
I977-78 7978-7s*

Is"1
18"0
7"7
3"7

10"4
18 .3
20 "6
2L "9
33.2
3.6

13"6
9"2

20 "3

-6rI
L"4
2.5

-1" 4

8"1
-6 .1
2"5

-3 .0
-8 .1
8.1

-8"1
6"8

.4

Average y 15"0 Average lrl

* High growth periods (higher than the average)
Average Y during the high growth period.s 2\.I"6
Average W Auring the high growth periods -i..g%of Y.

Note: The data ror v from 1959 to Lg6g refer to growth ratesof net value added at current prices for the censusfactory sector. The d.ata tor ï from rgTo-7r to LgTg-79 refer to net varue added at current prices for theregistered manufacturing sector.

3

The data for W refer to the rates of change
share_ of compensation .of employees at currenj-n the census factory sector (1959-1969) anregistered manufacturj-ng sector (Ig7O_7I to

in the
t prices
d the

1e78 -791 .
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APPENDIX 4.9 (cont,d)

Source: Data for the period
Organization, fndia,
1977, p. 405.

1959-69: Central Statistical
Statistical Abstract of India

P"t? fof the period I97O-7I ro L97B_79.2 c.s.o.National Accounts Statisticg 19J_Q:7t _ LgTg_7g-,
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APPENDTX A.10

ANNUAL AVERAGE PERCENTAGE RATES OF GROWTH TN
MANUFAcTURING tÍI AND LABoUR'S SHARE

oF rNcoME (ri) : BANGLADESH
(SELECTED YEARS,

1954-55 -
L97 s-7 6l

Period WY

L954-55*
1955-57 *

L957 I959-60*
1959-60 - L962-63*
L962-63 1963-64
L963-64 - L964-65
L964-65 1965-66*
Lg65-66 - Ig66-67
1966-67 - 1967-68
L967-68 - t96g-69*
1968-69 * L969*70
L969-70 L970-7L
L970-7I L97L-72
L97L-72 I972-73*
I972-73 L973-74
L973-74 - 1974-75
L97 4-75 L965-76*

56 " 1

18"6
23"2
44 .4
6"4
6.4

29"L'
-5"9
L2.6
25"4
*3.7

-L2 "7
-22"0

18 .2
187.3**

L0 .2
17 .7

-13.6
2.0

.8
_I2.I
10.0
7.6
?2

L8 .2
8.0
2"6

12. B

23"4

.9
7 "7

-14.0
5"2

"9

Average Y
excluding J-972-73

I97 3-7 4

14.0 Average !V 1"1

* Periods having higher than average growth rates
** This abnormal growth rate reflects the recovery fromthe effects of the L?TL war.

rates
Y

29.Le"
-') 19

Average Y during the period.s of high growth
Average ft auring the i-tigL growth perióas of
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APPENDfX 4.10 (Cont'd)

Note:

Source: Computed
Statistics,
Tables 5.32

from, Government of Bangladesh, Bureau ofStatistical yearbook of Ban ladesh L97 9
a 5.3

Y refers to the rate of growth of gross varue addedand ti refers to the rate of change in the share ofcompensation of employees, at cuirent prices, in thecensus manufacturing sector"
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APPENDTX A.11

ANNUAL AVERAGE PERCENTAGE RAdES OF GROWTH OF
TNDUSTRTAL PRODUCTION (PHYSTCAL OUTPUT)IN TNDIA, SELECTED YEARS,

1960-61 - 1978-79

Period AIl
fndustries

Durable
Consumer

Goods

Non-Durabl_e
Consumer

Goods

Capit.al
Goods

1960 to 61

1961 65

1965 66

L966 67

L967 68

1968 69

L969 70

L970 7L

L97L 72

1972 73

L973 74

I97 4 75

L975 76

1976 77

1977 78

1978 79

9"2
I0 .2

.8

"8
6"4
7"r
4"8
2.9
7.r

.6
2"L
4"7
9"8
5"3
6 "9

?

14"4
L2"9
4.L

-7 .4
6"0

-7 "5
10.8

-15"3
13"2
L4"2
8"0
9"1

5.8
3"5
r"7

-6"3
2"2
9"3
7 "2
I.9

-5.1
-2.4

.6
,)

r8"0
26 "7

-14 " 0

2"3
2"4
1.8
5.0

"1
8.6

L2.4
4"8

.5
10.5
5.5
3"4

"7

10.8
L2"6
7.7
3"5

9.8

Average 4 "72
Coef f i_cient *
of variation 7g "32

6"1

I44 "7

5"5
10.0

-I2.8

2.2

282 .3

4.2

229 .8

* Standard deviation of growth rates as percentage ofaverage (mean) growth rates.
Reserve Bank of India,
earlier issues.

Source: Bulletin January 1980 and
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APPENDIX A.L2

ANNUAI PERCENTAGE VAR]ATION TN GROSS VALUE-ADDED
AT CURRENT PRTCES TN DURABLE AND

NON-DUR.ABLE GOODS, BANGLADESH,
SELECTED YEARS, I954_55

L97 5-7 6

Year Durable Non-
Durable

All
fndustries

1954 55

1955 L957
L957 1959-60
1959-60 - 1962-63
1962-63 - L963-64
1963-64 - 1964-65
L964-65 - 1965-66
1965-66 L 1966-67
L966-67 - 1967-68
L967-68 - 1968-69
I968-69 - Ig6s-70
L969-70 - I970-7L
I970-7I L97I-72
L97I-72 - 1972-73
I972-73 L973-7 4

L973-74 r974-75
Lg74-75 Ls75-76

4?"6
5"1

43 "7
49 .9

-54"6
105.0

38 " 2

L"4
5"1

39"6
6"1
2"5

-26 "7
.5

L47.4
L2"8
13.7

29 .8
13.9
68.7
32"0
23.3
3.7

39"1

-31.3
48. t
9.0
3"3

-30 " 7

*48.7
r38.0
3s4.5

o

33.7

56.1
18"6
23.2
46 .4
6.4
6.4

29.L
5.9

L2.6
25.4

a-7

-L2.7
-22 .0

L8 .2
187.3

L0 .2
L7 .7

coeffici-ent of variati-on of growth in durable goodsindustries - 
= 196.0?

coefficient of vari-ation in non-durabre goodsindustries = 2Zg.gZ

Note: Non-durable goods here refer to food and textires.Durable goods refer to furniture, basic metar, metalproducts, machinery except electri-car, erectrícalmachi_nery, and transport equipments.

Source: Computed from StatisLical yearb@,
L979, Table 5.37-
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APPENDTX A.13

TRENDS IN LABOURIS SHARE OF INCOME'IN CAPITALTST
MANUFACTURING AND'UNORGANTZF,DI SECTOR:

ïNDIA, SELECTED YEARS t ..

L970-7L 1978-7e

Period Registered
Manufacturing
Year-to-year

change

Unorganized
Sector

Year-to-year
change

Compensation of
Employees as ? of
Factor fncome
Within

Mixed Income of
the Self-employed
as ? Factor In-
come wi-thin the
Unorganized Sector

Year-to-year
change

I97 0-7 I
L97 2-7 3
L97 3-7 4

L97 4-7 5
L97 5-7 6
L97 6-7 7
I977 -7 B

197 B-7 9

62.

61.6)
s6.7>
61.3)
s6.3)
60.1)
se.8)

-L"2
-3"3
+ "l
+2.7

.7

.8

"2

64"4
64"1)
6s "7>
6e.s)
6s.7>

65"9

')

+5. 6

a

-3"8
-1.1
+1" 3

o

0

s)63" +1.5

+

26 "L
24.s>
21.6)
2r "7>
24 .4>

2s.1)
24 .3> -
zq.s)+

-1. 9

-4.9
+4 .6

-5. 0

+3. I
.3

64"6

65 " 0

)
)
)

Note: The unorganized sector includ.es arl enterprisesexcept the registered mining and factory sector,wholesale trade, transpont, constructioñ, banking,public admi-nistration, and. plantations. The bifgestsegment of the lunorganizedr sector is of coursã-the largest part of the agricultural_ sector"Mixed income of the self-employed has been definedas follows: income of or^¡n account workers and pro-fits of unincorporated enterprises. This categoryof income may be regarded as a proxy for incomes ofpetty commodity producers. rt is dirficult to assessthe reliability of data for ',mixed. income".
Source: C.S.O., Government of India National AccountsIStatistics, I970-7I L97 8-79, Statement 53.
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APPENDTX 8.1

CoNCEPTS AND DEF]NTTIONS, rNDrA

I Factory sector and unregistered manufact uring
rn rndia, the registered factory sector covers those

factories registered under the Factories Act of rg4g I
employing either 10 or more workers and using po\^/er , z0

or more workers and not using po\^/er. The coverage of
thÍs sector extends not onry to manufacturing units but
arso to gas and water supply, erectricity undertakings,
and simil-ar enterprises. The registered factory sector
is divided into two groups: the census sector and the
sample sector. The census sector covers factories
which employ 50 or more persons and use power and those
which employ 100 or. more persons and d.o not use power"

The rest of the registered factories belong to the sample

sector" Data on the registered factory sector are col-
lected by the Annual Survey of Industrj_es.

Registered manufacturing is a subset of the regis-
tered factory sector and covers only those registered
factories which'are engaged in manufacturing. unregis-
tered manufacturing lncludes those factories which are
not included in the registered factory sector; i.e.,
'household-industries' and.,non-household ind.ustries, .

The former. is composed of those industriar_ units which
are operated mainly by the members of the household,
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within the household's premises. Data on the unregis-
tered manufacturing are collected periodicarly by the
National Samp1e Survelr.

2" Products

The term !product¡ represents the ex-factory value
(that is excrusi-ve of taxes, duties or simllar revies
on sales) of all finished products and by_products (con_
sumer as well as capital goods) 

"

3. Total output

Total output includes the ex_factory value of pro_
ducts (as defined above), the varue of services rendered
by the factory for others during the survey year, the
net value of semi-finished goods, and. the sale value of
goods sold in the same condition as purchased.

4. Value added b manufactures

Value added by manufactures is obtained by
the total val_ue of input and depreciatj-on from
value of output.

deducting

the total

5" lVages

' Iaiaqes include all payments made to workers in cash
as compensation for work done during the year, including
for example, basic \^/ages, dearness alrowance, over-time
payments, shift allowance, Ieave wages, \^/ages for paid
horidays'and regurar bonuses such as production bonus
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good attendance bonus, and incentive
paid more or less regularly for each pay period."

6. Employment cost (Emoluments )

Emoluments i-nclude the salaries and wages pai_d during
the year to all persons in the enterprise" rt includes
profÍt sharing, festivar and other bonuses paid at ress
frequent intervals.

Source:

bonus which are

Government, of
t.ion, Annual

Tndia, Central Stat
Survey of IndustrÍes

istical-
, Lg75*7

Organiza-
6, Annex 4
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1

APPENDIX 8.2

coNcEpTS AND DEFrNrTroNS, BANGLADESH

Sc e and convera e of the census of manufacturinindus r ES

All manufacturi.ng activities includi-ng repairing
and services registered as manufacturing estabrishments
with the chief rnspector of Factories under section 2 (i)

l"U 5 (i) of the Fact,ories Act, Ig34 are covered."

section 2 (j) factories include those units which
employed 20 or more workers on any day of the preceeding
year and in which any part of the manufacturing activities
are carried out with the aid of power"

section 5 (i) factories incrude those units whÍch
emproyed 10 0r more workers on any day of the preceedlng
year, whether using power or not in the manufacturi-ng
process 

"

2 " Fixecl assets

Fixed assets mean ar1 aquisitions, whether obtained
from other enterprises or produced by the establ_ishment
for its o\^/n use t ot physical assets which are expected
to have a productive life of more than one year, both
new and second hand, and. incruding additions, artera-
tions and improvements to existing fixed assets. Ex-
penditure for repai-r and maÍntenance are excr-uded.

Fixed assets thus consist of r-and, bui-ldings and other
construction machinery, toors and other mechanlcar_
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equipment and other f j-xed assets.

3. Stock

âSt

and

Stock refers to

raw materials,

Iubricants.

j-nventories of j-nput materials such

fuel, spare parts, packing materials,

4 " Work-in ro rESS

work-i-n-progress refers to the varue of all materiars
which have been partiarly processed by the establishment
but which are not usuarly sold witho't further processing.

5. Production wo rkers

Production workers incrude those who are engaged on

work directly associated with production, whether paid
or unpaid. rt includes those engaged in manufacturing,
assembring, packing, and repai-ring. working supervisors
and persons engaged for repair and maintenance are in_
cluded.

6. Wages and salaries (emp loyment cost )

This includes all payments, whether in cash or in
kind, made by the employer in connection with work done.
rt includes arr cash payments, bonuses, cost of riving
allowances and wages paid during vacation and sick leave;
taxes and sociar insurance contribution and the rike
payable by the employee but deducted. by the employer; and
payments in kind. Lay-off payments and compensation for
unemployment are included.
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7. fndustrial cos t value of materials cons umed and cost offue and electr ir consumed

This refers to cost of materiars and supplies that
have been physicarry incorporated in the products and by-
products, the cost, of fuer and erectricity used for manu-

facturing purposes,' as well as payment for work done by

others outside the enterprise and the cost of materiars
and supplies bought and. resold without further manufacture.

8. Value of ross out ut (value of roducts net chan .l_nwork- n rESS

This represents the varue of products and by-products
produced by the estabr-ishment plus net change Ín work-in-
progress plus the value of goods sold in the same condi-
tion as received prus receipts for work done for the ser-
vices rendered to others plus the varue of erectricity
sold" Products and by-products are varued at the ex-
factory prices, i.e., prices of goods sord at the factory
gate 

"

9 " Non-industrial cost

Non-industrial- cost i-nclucles the cost of all non-
industrial services rendered by other establishments and
paid for by the respondent estabr-ishmentsy these costs
are reflected in the ex-factory price of production. rt
includes payments for water charges, printing and sta-
tionery, advertising, business insurance, postage, tele_
graph and telephone, banking, legal and. accounting
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services rendered to the establishment and arso any

amounts paid for consultative service.

10" Census value added

Census value added

less industrial cost.

means the value of gross output

11. Value added at factor cost

Value, added at factor cost
less non-industrial- cost, Iess

subsidies.

means census value

indirect taxes net

added

of

Source: Government of Bangladesh, Bureau of Statistics, 1981,Detailed ort on the Census of ManufacturIn ustries or 97 6- Bang a esh ¡ PP. 1-
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APPENDIX C

A NOTE ON THE CLASSIFICATTON OF THE MANUFACTURÏNG
SECTORS OF TNDIA AND BANGLADESH TNTO

WAGE GOODS, BASIC GOODS, AND
NON.BASTC GOODS

INDUSTRTES

rn chapter 3 we di-scussed briefly the steps that
have been taken to classify the manufacturing sector into
wage goocs, basic aoods, and ¡on-basic industries. we pro-
vide here ¡ êrr elaboratj-on of those steps

1" Frorn the i-ndustri-es covered by this study, all enter-
prises which produce intermediate inputs and capital
goods have been placed in the category of the basic goods

industry. only a few enterprises, produci-ng such inputs
as silk and wool have been placed within the non-basic
goods i-ndustry on the ground that they are commonly used

for the production of luxury consumer goods (sirk and

wool clothing). GÍven the available data, it is not
possible to identify other inputs or capital goods which
are ordinarily used for the production of luxury goods.

consumer durables producing enterprises have been praced

in the category of the non-basic industry. Two excep-
tions are medical and office equipment. Although these
items have been crassified as consumer durables in the
Bulletins of Reserve Bank of fndia, these durables are
not for personal use and there is no persuasive reason

2
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why a factory machine and these durables shourd be
treated differentry. Accordingry, we have prace. these
two items in the category of the basic aoods industry.

Ad hoc judgements were used. to crassify non-durable con*
sumer goods producing enterprises i-nto v¡age goods and luxury
consumer goods. The latter have been categori-zed as be-
longing to the non-basic aoods industry. Admittedry , 

_

this method of classification is not a ,,scientifi-c,, one.
Ït is, however, far from a completely arbitrary method.
For some enterprises, the crassification is relatively
straight forward. For exampre, those enterprises which
produce indigenous sugar, rubber footwear, edible oi-rs,
and bidi have been placed in the category of the wage
goods industry; on the other hand, .those enterprises
which produce such superi-or substitutes as sugar, foot-
wear, vanaspati and cigarettes, respectively, have been
placed in the category of the non-basic goods industry.
Also, it is likely that a typical worker,s average pro-
pensity to consume cotton textires is much higher than
his average propensity to consume sirk and woolen tex-
tires' Accordingly, cotton texti-r-e producing enterprises
have been placed in the wage goods industry group.

Note that we could avoj_d this ad hoc method by
adopting a different classification: I) tfre non_durabl_e
consumer goods industry ì 2) tfie durable consumer goods
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4

industry; and 3) the basic Aoods (intermediate inputs
and capitar goods) åndustry. For our purpose, however,

this crassification is rikery to be unsati_sfactory be-
cause some non-durable consumer good.s (e.g., alcohoric
beverages and soft drink) may not be raberled as wage

goods

Furthermore, from the l-ist of industri_es under the
three groups, it is evident, that wage goods industries
are overwhelmingly agro-based industries. Againr wê

could adopt the following classificatlon: 1) the agro_
based consumer goods industry; 2) the non_agro_based con_

sumer goods i-ndustry; and 3) the basic goods .industry.

Not all_ agro-based consumer goods, however, can be

labelled as hrage goods (e. g " , silk textiles ) .

The purpose of disaggregating the manufacturing sectors
is not to provide a detailed comparative study of the
three groups of industries. we are interested in exam-

ining whether significant differences exist among these
groups of industries in a few critical ratios as reported
in Tables 4.I, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 of Chapter 4.

one notable reason for believing that differences exist
among these groups of industries is that these differences
were largery stable for fndia as well as Bangradesh during
two time periods. Furthermore, these differences are
rargely unaffected even when there are some differences
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in industriar classi-fications from one period to another.
see, for lnstance, the list of industries in Lg75-76 and

L967 for India.

Annual Surveys of Industries (Fact,ory) in Indj-a cover
not only registered manufacturing but also such acti_vities
as generation of electricity, gas and water, cold storage,
and repair services. Because we are concerned with re-
gistered manufacturingr w€ have excluded these activities.
we have also excruded some manufacturing industrles
either because they are minor ones or because the titres
of the i-ndustries are too broad to allow cl_assification
in terms of wage goods, basic aood.s, and non-basic goods.

For example, the industry with such a titre as ,,chemj-cal-

products not elsewhere classified" cannot be easiry
categorized as either a basic aoods produci-ng enterpriså
or a non-basÍc Aoods prod.ucing enterprise.
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LïST OF WAGE GOODS,
GOODS INDUSTRTES

APPENDIX D"1

BASIC GOODS, AND NON-BASTC
ïN BANGLADESH, l-972-73

Serial-

hlage Goods

Code Tndustries

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

l_0

11

L2

13

319 t
243r

Non-Basic Goods

Grain milling
Rice milling
Flour milling
EdibIe oils
Tea

Tea Blending
Cotton textiles
Handloom weavi_ng

Knitting hosiery
Footwear rubber
lVearing apparel
Medicine
Soap and Washing
Compounds

Matches
Garments

205r
2052
2053
209r
2092

2096
2 311

23L0
2320

24I2
2430
314 0

316 0

14

15

Serial- Code Name

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

2020
2030

2040

2060

207 0

2080

2'098

Dairy Products
Fruits a vegetables
Fish & Sea foods
Bakery Products
Sugar
Cocoa, chocolate
vanspati
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APPENDIX D.1 (cont'd)

Serial
Non-Basic.Goods

Cocle

(cont'd)
Name

I 211 0

2L40
22I0
23L4

24IL
26TL

26L2
2920

315 0

3330

3551

3591

367 0

3730

37 40

397 2

37 50

3 851

23r8
359 4

9

10

11

L2

13

L4

15

16

L7

18

T9

20

2T

22

23

24

25

26

27

Distilling and blen-
ding of spJ_rits
Soft drink
Cigarettes
Silk & Arr Sitk
Footwear except rubber
Wood furniture
Metal furni_ture
Leather products
Perfumes & Cosmetics
China Pottery
Cutlery
Utensils
Service ç household
machinery
Electri-c fans
Electric lamps
Toys

Communication equip-
ment

Cycles & Rickshaw
Narrow fabrics
Safes, vaults &
trunks

Seri-a1
Basic Goods

Code Name

I
2

3

23L3
2330

23 40

Jute textile
Cordage ropes & twine
Thread
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APPENDIX D. I (cont¡d)

Serial
Basic Goods (cont,d)

Code Name

4

5

6

7

I
9

2 510

252I
27r0
29I0
3114

311 9

3131

3Ls2

3 310

3391

3 410

3 510

3540

3552

3553

3592

3593

3595

3 610

3642
3645
3651

3659

38 1r
3 812

38 30

Saw milling
Plywood
Pulp paper
Tanning e finishj-ng
Fertil izer
Industrial Chemicals
n"e.c.
Pai-nts varnish
Disinfectants &
ïnsecticides
Structural clay
products
Concrete gypsum

Iron & Steel
Structural metal
products
Heating, Iighting
Hand & edge tools
Hardware
Barrels, drums
Tin can, tin ware
Bolts, nuts
Agricultural_ machinery
Textile machinery
Ptinti-ng machinery
Pumps

fndustrial machJ_nery

Ship building
Boat making
Vehicle manufacturing
a repairing

10

11

L2

t_3

I4
15

16

I7
18

19

20

2L

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29
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APPENDTX D.1 (cont'd)

Serial
Basíc Goods (cont'd)

Code Name

30

31

32

33

3982

3991

2 315

3113

Jute pressing
fce manufacturing
Rayon

Resin & plastics

Serial
Excluded Industries

Code Industries

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

T2

I3

L4

15

16

L7

2290

2317

2390
3090

319 9

3322
3599

3690

37 90

3922
3940

3992
3999

27 20

2 810

2820

3I32

elsewhere cl_assified

Tobacco products n.e.c
Dyeing, bleaching &
finishing of textile
Textiles n. e. c.
Other rubber products
Chemical products
n.e"c"
Glass products
Ot.her Fab. n. e. c .
Other machinery
Other electric pro-
ducts n.e.c.
Optical goods
Plastic products
Pen, Pencil
Other Misc. manu-
facturing n.e.c.
Paper products
Newspapers

Books
Polishes

n.e"c.: not



APPEND]X D.I (contrd)

List of wage goods, basic goods, and non-basic goodsfndustries in Bangladesh, L976-77.

1" Wage goods: as in 1972-73

2" Non-Basic Goods: Addition to the
Code

23L2

3. Basic Goods: Addition to the list
Code

3 210
332L
3340
3392
3630

4 " Excluded Industries: Addition to
Code

3111

237

list for L972-73"
fndustry
WooIen

for L972-73 
"

Industry
Petroleum refinery
Glas s
Cement
Asbestos
Engines and turbines

the list for L972-73.
Industry
Acid, alkali
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APPENDIX D.2

LIST OF WAGE GOODS, BASIC GOODS, AND NON_BASIC
GOODS INDUSTRIES TN INDIA,

797 5-7 6

Wage Goods
Seria1 Code Industries

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

10

11

204
207

208
2Il-
212

226

228

23r

234

235

236

260

264

301

313

317

322

239

266

Grain mill products
fndigenous Sugar
Salt
Edible oils
Tea processing
Manufacturing. of Bidi
Chewing tobacco
Cotton spinnÍng, weaving,
finishing in milIs
Production of Khadi
Weaving and finishing
of cotton textiles. in
handlooms
Weaving and finishing
of cotton textil-e in
power looms
Knitting mills
Textj-1es, garments
including weaving apparel
Footwear (rubber)
Drugs and medj-cines
Matches
Earthen ware & pottery
Cotton textiles n.e"c.
Manufacturing of made-
up textile goods

I2
13

T4

15

16

L7

18

L9
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APPENDIX D"2 (cont'd)

Serial
Goods

Industries
Non-Basic
Code

1

2

200

20L

202

203

205

206

209

2L0

2L3
220

Slaughtering, pres. of
meat
manufacturing of dairy
products
Canned rruit & vegetables
Canned fish
Bakery products
Sugar
Cocoa, chocolate, etc.
Hydrogenated oils, vanaspatJ_
Coffee
Distilling, blending. of
sp j-rits
Wine Industries
MaIt Liquors
Soft drinks
WooI cleaning, bailing
Wool spinning, weaving etc"in mills
Wool spinning (other
than mills)
Dyeing ç bleaching of
wool and textiles
Manufacture of wool, n.e.c.
Spinning, weavingr &finishing of sil-k
Printing, dyeing &
bleaching of silk
Spinning, weavingr &fi-nishing of other tex-tiles, synthetic fibres
Printing, dyeing e bleachingof synthetic textiles
Silk e synthetic fibres
n. e. c.

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

13

L4

15

16

L7

I8
T9

20

2I

22

22L

222

224

240

24r

242

243

244

24s

246

247

248

23 249
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24

25

26

27

28

29

30

3t

32

APPENDTX D.2 (cont'd)

Serial
Non-Basic Goods

Code

(contrd)
Name

Embroidery.
Carpets, rugs
Rain coats & hats
Waterproof textiles
Wooden furniture
Footwear except rubber
hlearj_ng apparel likecoats, gloves
Leather consumer
goods

Leather & fur products
n"e.c"
Perfumes, cosmetics
Chi-naware

Metal furniture
Metal- utensils
Ref ri-gerators, air
conditioners
Sewing machines
Electrical apparatus,
appfiances
Radio & T.V.
Motor cycles
Watches & clocks
Jewellery
Sports goods
Musical Instruments
(Misc. manufacturing;
costume jewellery,
artificial flowers)
Cigars
B i,cycl-es

262

263

265

267

276

29r
292

293

299

33

34

35

36

37

314

323

342

345

355

38

39

40

4T

42

43

44

45

46

359

363

364

375

382

383

385

386

389

297

376

47

48
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APPENDIX D.2 (contrd)

Serial
Basic Goods

Code Name

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

225

230

233

250

25l-

252

253

259

26L

270

27L

272

273

274

Tobacco stemming,
redrying
Cotton ginning, cleaninÇ
e bailing
Cotton spinnJ-ng (charkha)
Jute & Mesta pressing
Jute & Mesta Spinnj_ng &
weaving
Dyeing, printing &
bleaching of Jute textiles
Spinning, weavj_ng 6(

fj-nishing of hemp

Jute bags & jute textile
n.e.c"
Thread, cordage, ropes
etc 

"

Manufacturing of veneer,
plywood
Sawing e plying of wood
Manufacturing of wooden
containers
Manufacturing of structural
wooden goods (beams, doors)
ManufacturÍng of wooden
fndustrial goods
Cork & cork products
Pulp, paper, newsprint
Containers & boxes of
paper
Tanning ç finishing of
leather
Tyre & tube
Petroleum refineries
CoaI tar i_n coke ovens

9

10

11

L2

13

T4

15

16

L7

18

275

280

2BI

290

300

304

306

L9

20

2L
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APPENDIX D"2 (cont'd)

Basi-c Goods

Code

(cont 'cl )

NameSeri,al

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

310

311

3r2
320

324

328

329

330

331

307

332
333

334

335

336

339

32

33

34

35

36

37

Other coal ç coal tar
products
Basic fndustrlal Chemicals
Ferti_1i zers
Paj-nts, varnishes etc.
Structural clay products
Cement

Asbestos cement etc.
Misc. non-mineral- products
ïron & steel
Foundries for casting &forging iron & steel
Ferro alloys
Copper manufacturing
Brass manufacturing
Aluminum
Zínc manufacturing
Other non-ferrous metalindustries
Fabricated metal products
Structural metal products
Hand tools ç hardware
Agrj-cultural machinery
Manufacturing of driIls,
cranes etc.
Prime movers
fndustrial machinery for
food and textil-es
Industrial machinery forother industriesl
Machine tools
Office Computing
machineries

38

39

40

4L

42

43

44

4s

46

47

340

341

343

350

351

352

353

354

357

358
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APPENDIX D.2 (cont'd)

Serial
Basic Goods

Code

(cont 'd)
Name

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

6L

62

63

361

362

365

366

370

37I
372

373

378

380

268

305

356

360

344

316

377

374

379

315

367

64

65

66

67

68

Manufacturing of elec-
trical industrial
machj-nery
Wires ç cable
Dry & \^/et batteries
Radi-ographic X-ray
El-ectronic Computer
Ship building
Locomotives
Railway wagons
Other railroad equipment
Bullock-carts etc 

"

Medical equi-pment
Coir & coir products
Petroleum products n"e.c.
Manufacturing e repaj-r
of non-electric maðhinery
components
Enamelling, galvanizing
Synthetic resins, plastic,
fibres
Air crafts
Motor vehicles
Transport equipment n.e.c.
Inedibl-e oils
Electronic components
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APPENDIX D.2 (contld)

Serial
List of Excluded

Code

Industries
Industries

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

214

216

2r7
2L9

223

229

269

279

Cashew nut
Animal feeds
Starch
Food products not
elsewhere classified (n.e.c" )

country liquor
tobacco products n"e.c.
Textiles n"e"c.
Manufacturing of wood
ç bamboo products
rubber products n.e.c"
Plastic products n.e.c.
Explosives & ammunitj_on
Chemical products n.e.c.
Mica products
Structural stone goods
Earthen a planter statues
Metal products n.e"c.
Manufacture of electrical
machinery, appliances n.e.c"
Printing, dyeing &
bleaching of textil_es
Paper & paper board
arti-cles n. e. c.
Printing a publishing
of newspapers
Printing of books
Bank notes, currency
notes
Engraving, block makj-ng
Bookbinding
Printing, publishing, n.e.c.
Glass a glass products

9

10

11

L2

13

I4
15

L6

L7

t8

19

20

2L

22

302

303

318

319

325

326

327

349

369

232

283

284

285

286

23

24

25

26

287

285

289

32r
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APPENDIX D"2 (cont'd)

Serial
List of Wage Goods

Code

Industries India 1967

Industries

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

205

23L

232

239

243

244

3l-2

Grain mill products
Spinning, weaving &
finishing of textiles
Knitting mills
Manufacturing of textiles
Wearing apparel
Made-up textile goods
Vegetable ç animal oils
& fats

Seri-al
List of Basic

Code

Goods

Industries

I
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

233

259

27I
29L

311

32L

329

331

334

339

34r
342

360

381

382

Rope & twine
Cork & wood

Paper
Tanneries
Industrial chemicals
Petroleum refineries
Misc. petroleum o coal
products
Structural clay products
Cement

Non-metallic mineral_
products
Iron & steel
Basic metal
Machinery
Shipbuilding
Railroad equipment

IO

11

I2
13

T4

15
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APPENDIX D.2 (contId)

Serial
List of Basic Goods

Code

(cont I d)

Industries

16

L7

389

391

350

383

386

Transport equipment
Professional Sci-entif ic
Instruments
Metal- products
Motor vehicles
Air craft

18

19

20

Serial-
List of Non-basic goods

Code

Industries
Industries

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

13

L4

15

16

t7
I8

202

203

204

206

207

208

2LL

2L3

2l-4

24L
260

293

333

385

393

394

395

370

Dairy products
Canned fruits
Canned fish
Bakery
Sugar
Cocoa, chocolate
Spirits
Breweries
Soft drinks
Footwear
Furniture
Leather Products
Pottery china
Motor cycles
Watches

Jewellery
Musical- instruments
Electrical appliances
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APPENDIX D.2 (cont'd)

Serial
List of Non-basic goods

Code

Industries (cont'd)
fndustries

19

20
220

2L2
Tobacco
Wine

SeriaI

Li-st of Excluded Industries
L967

Code Industr j_es

1

2

3

4

5

209

300

319

384

392

280

332

242

399

511

5I2

Misc. food preparation
Rubber products
Misc" chemicals
Repair of motor vehicle
Photographic a optical
goods

Printing
Glass o glass products
Repair of footwear
Misc. industries
Electricity*
Gas*

6

7

B

9

10

I1
tr These industries do not belong to manufacturing. Accor-dingly, for our purpose, the question of theÍr inclusiondoes not arise.
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APPENDIX E

A NOT¡, ON THE CONCEPT OF PETTY
COMMODITY PRODUCTION

In this noter \d€ elaborate the concept of petty
commodity production ín agricurture and in industry, By

petty commodity production in j-ndustryr we refer to those

unregistered i-ndustrial enterprises, e.g., househord indus-
ìtriesr' which predomi,nantly use famiry labour rather than

wage labour. Reriable macro-data on the composi_tion of
labour in unregi-stered enterprises in terms of family labour
and wage labour are not available for rndia and Bangradesh.

Accordin gLy , all- unregistered ent,erprises may be taken as

a proxy for petty commodity production in industry. rt is,
of course, possible that some unregi-stered enterprises
operate rike capitalist enterprises and are based primarily
on wage labour"

In Chapter 5, \tre provided an operational def inition
of petty commodity production in agriculture in terms of land

holding" other criteri"a, for example, the use of family
rabour and hired labour or the ownership of assets other
than land may be no less important" rn the agrj_cultu.ral sec-

tor of rndj-a and Bangradesh, however, the criteria based on

1 See Appendix 8.1 for the definition of the house-hold industries.
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land is likely to be a good proxy, if not a peifect one,

for all other criteria. For exampler wê expect that small

farms use family l-abour. The available evidence, ind.eed.,

supports this presumptiorr.2

Even if the criterion based on land is acceptable,

there are of course, other probrems too. For instance, where

ought one ,to draw the line i-n identifying petty commodity

production? In the context of Bangladesh¡ wê have defined
petty commodÍty production in terms of land-holdings below

2"5 acres the "small farm" accordi"ng to the Agricult,ural
Census. In fndia, by petty commo<lity production¡ w€ have

referred to land-holdings below 2 hectares (S acres) -- the

marginal and small farm category, according to the Census.

several points in this context need to be mentioned. First,
the difference in t.he definition of small farms in the cen-

suses of the two countries is understandable; in rndia the

average size of a holding is 13 acres (L970-7I), in Bang-

ladesh, the average size is 3.5 acres (Lg77l. Second, the

above definitions based on rand refer to nationar averages

which conceal large regional variations. For example, in
rndia a farm of 3 acres in irrigated areas may be equivalent,

2In Burrgladesh, the Agricultural Census for Lg77 re-ports that 662 of the farms belonging to the 0 - 2.5 acres
range used exclusively family labour; Less than 53 of the
farms used excrusively hired labouri and the rest utili-zed
both types of labour
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in terms of income, to a farm of 7 acres in some dry areas"

These regional variations over a typical 5 acre smal1,farm,

however, are likely to offset each other. Accord.ingty, the

acreagle definition provideslapproximately, a correct view

of the division of farms into small, medium, and large.
Third, the given definitions of petty commodity pro-

d.uction in ïndia and Bangladesh are to be treated, as the

rower rimits of petty commodity production" A significant
proportion of the "medium" farms is likely to slip into the

"smaIl" farm category because of fragmentatj-on of hordings

induced by popurat.j-on pressure. Accordingry, the upper limit
of petty commodity production in Bangladesh would be set by

the medium farms (2.5 acres and 7.5 acres)i in rndia, by the

semi-medium and medium (z 10 hectares). Note that the terms

"semi-ñredium" and "medium" have been used by the Agricultural
census. The above points do not impry that petty commodity

production is an erusive concept. To make operationar any

t,heoretical concept normally involves problems.3

Fourth, small and medium farmers are not purely
economii or statisti-car cat,egories " These terms have

3Consider for example, the identificat,ion of 1and-less labour in rural areas
d.ef initional problems. But
ladesh, L977 provÍdes four
and the estimation of the p
vari-es from 11? to 33å.

an issue apparently without
Land Occu

n
S of Ban

nso an ess labour
roportion of landless labour
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sociological- and political dimensions too. 4

¿.'Discussions on these issues can be
Ahmed, "Peasant Classes in pakistan"; and H.
and Revolution". Both articles are included
H. Sharma, eds., rialism and Revolution

found in S.
AIavi, "Peasants
in K. Gough and

in South Asia
(New York: Month y Rev ew Press, 1973).




